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Abstract

This dissertation examines the relationship between wisdom and identity in Old English
and Old Norse-Icelandic literature. At present, the study of medieval wisdom is largely
tangential to the study of proverbs and maxims. This dissertation makes wisdom its primary
object of study; it sees wisdom not just as a literary category, but also as a cultural discourse
found in texts not usually included in the wisdom canon. I therefore examine both wisdom
literature and wisdom in literature. The central characteristic of wisdom, I argue, is its liminality.
The biblical question “Where is wisdom to be found?” is difficult to answer because of wisdom’s
in-between-ness: it is ever between individuals, communities, and times (Job 28:12 DouayRheims). As a liminal discourse, wisdom both grounds and problematizes identity in Old English
and Old Norse-Icelandic literature.
After a preliminary chapter that defines key terms such as “wisdom” and “wisdom
literature,” I examine heroic wisdom in three characters who are defined by their wise traits and
skills and yet who are ultimately betrayed by wisdom to death or exile. The implications of this
problematic relation to wisdom are then examined in the next chapter, which analyzes the
composition of wisdom in proverb poems. Like the wise hero, the poets represented in these
poems blend their own voices with the voice of community, demonstrating that identity is open
and therefore in need of constant revision. Next I examine how the liminality of wisdom is
embodied in the figure of the wise monster, who negatively marks the boundaries of society and
its desires. This then leads to a study of the reception of wisdom in chapter six, which focuses on
instruction poems. Like narratives of wise monsters, these texts present lore as the nostalgic
remnant of a tradition that defines identity, in this case the identity of a community. However,
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nostalgia assumes loss, and these texts also reveal an underlying fear that wisdom, the basis of
the community’s identity, will be forgotten. Whether communal or individual, identity in this
literature is both formed and threatened by liminal wisdom.
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“But where is wisdom to be found, and where is the place of understanding?” (Job 28:12 DouayRheims)
Chapter 1: Introduction

In Old English Verse, T. A. Shippey writes,
Mrs N. K. Chadwick tells an amusing story of a Russian traveller in Central Asia
during the last century who, finding that his host had begun to speak in cryptic
rhyming couplets, concluded that the man was insane—whereas “in reality it
seems clear that the chief was merely entertaining his guest with the most formal
and polite kind of conversation with which he was familiar,” that is, compressed,
proverbial verse. Many readers of Old English jump to the same wrong
conclusion as the Russian traveller when they first encounter the dialogues of
Solomon and Saturn, the charm and medicine anthologies, the two collections of
“gnomic verse,” or the many poems which exist to give advice and make general
statements on the human condition.1
Most of the literature Shippey here refers to is commonly included in the category of literature
called “wisdom literature.” If this anecdote is really to be used as a parable of the modern
reception of medieval wisdom literature, however, a few changes must be made, and the story
might be told like this: Seeing three, weary North American travellers, a chief in Central Asia
invited them to stay the night. During supper, the chief entertained them by reciting proverbial
verse. The first traveller kept looking around the tent and thought to himself, “Where are the
beers? Where are the girls and music? When will this boring sermon end?” But the chief just
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Shippey, Old English Verse, 61; citing Chadwick, Oral Epics of Central Asia, 181, 229.
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kept reciting proverbs. When the chief had finished, the second traveller said, “How refreshing!
How quaint! Here at last are a people pure and young at heart.” The travellers were then shown
to a tent which had been prepared for them, and after they were alone, the third traveller
hurriedly hushed the others and whispered, “Do neither of you realize what is going on here? We
were just part of a pagan rite in which we were dedicated to be killed at tomorrow’s sacrifice!
We must run for our lives!”
Wisdom is an under-theorized type of literature in Old Norse-Icelandic and Old English
studies. Though somewhat familiar from the continuing presence of proverbs and riddles, early
medieval wisdom remains very much an alien tradition that suffers under modern biases, the
most common of which are exemplified in the above parable. The first traveller assumes that a
list of proverbs is dull and dogmatic, and he looks for entertainment elsewhere, assuming that no
pleasure could possibly be derived from such a platitudinous speech. Often seen as failing
modern aesthetic requirements, texts like Hávamál and Maxims I and II are considered by many
critics to be purely didactic or cliché, a second-class kind of literature—that is, if they are
admitted to be “literature” at all. Another trend, exemplified by the second traveller, is to view
wisdom literature more positively as childlike, direct, and simple.2 This characterization, for
example, lies behind the editorial practice of altering line 10a of Maxims II, which reads “Soð
bið swicolost” (Truth is most tricky), to “Soð bið switolost” (Truth is most evident).3 The
manuscript reading is apparently too sophisticated and complex for literature that is supposed to
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Poole identifies this trend and offers the following example from Maxims II. Poole, Old
English Wisdom Poetry, 23–26.
3
All quotations of Old English poetry, except Beowulf and the Old English Boethius, are
from G. P. Krapp and E. V. K. Dobbie’s The Anglo-Saxon Poetic Records. Unless otherwise
noted, translations are my own.
2

be childlike in its simplicity.4 Taking the opposite stance, the third traveller assumes that
anything this simple on the surface must conceal a deeper, mysterious meaning. Paul Cavill
describes this tendency as the “First Law of Gnomo-dynamics,” which stipulates, “if it is
obvious what it means, it must mean something else.”5 Karl Schneider, for example, assumes
that the Old English Rune Poem must be more than it seems, and so reconstructs the poem,
hoping to demonstrate that it preserves relics of pagan cults and fertility rituals.6 Each of the
travellers in the parable responds impressionistically to the chief’s proverbs, failing to appreciate
wisdom on its own terms. What Russell Poole writes of the Old English gnomic poems might be
applied to Old English and Old Norse-Icelandic wisdom poems in general: they “could be
described without much exaggeration as literary Rorschach blots” (25).
Fortunately, the story of the three travellers is not the only story to be told. Another story
begins in 1968, when Morton Bloomfield called for more critical attention to the neglected and
under-appreciated corpus of Old English wisdom literature. Since then, the study of medieval
wisdom has grown with important contributions by Klaus von See, T. A. Shippey, Nicholas
Howe, Elaine Tuttle Hansen, Carolyne Larrington, Paul Cavill, and others.7 This growth of
critical literature has offered new modern perspectives that are more attentive to wisdom
literature as a distinct type of literature with its own formal qualities and and its own aims. In
most of these studies, however, any discussion of wisdom is tangential to the study of proverbs
and maxims. As a result, it is sometimes tacitly assumed that wisdom literature is merely another
4

A persuasive argument for keeping the manuscript reading is offered in Robinson,
“Understanding an Old English Wisdom Verse.”
5
Cavill, Maxims, 2.
6
Schneider, Die Germanischen Runennamen, 17–18, 45–46, et passim. This example is
offered in Poole, Old English Wisdom Poetry, 28–29.
7
Von See, Die Gestalt Der Hávamál; Shippey, Poems of Wisdom; Howe, The Old
English Catalogue Poems; Hansen, The Solomon Complex; Larrington, A Store of Common
Sense; Cavill, Maxims.
3

term for proverbial writings, and the “wisdom” of wisdom literature becomes a subject of
secondary importance. This dissertation differs from the above studies in that it is not only a
study of wisdom literature, but also a study of wisdom in literature. Wisdom is a discourse, a
“[system] of thoughts composed of ideas, attitudes, courses of action, beliefs and practices that
systematically construct the subjects and the worlds of which they speak.”8 I therefore take a
“wide” approach to wisdom, studying it not just as a type of literature, but also as a cultural
discourse that appears in texts not usually included in the wisdom corpus.
In the biblical book Job, the eponymous character asks a question that echoes throughout
this thesis: “Sapientia vero ubi invenitur? et quis est locus intelligentiae?” (28:12) (“But where is
wisdom to be found, and where is the place of understanding?”).9 The central characteristic of
wisdom, I argue, is its liminality. Job’s profound question is difficult to answer because of
wisdom’s in-between-ness: it is ever between individuals, communities, and times. “Liminality,”
derived from the Latin limen (threshold), is a term I adopt from the anthropological studies of
Arnold van Gennep and Victor Turner. In 1960, Van Gennep examined rites of passage in
numerous cultures and concluded that they all share a tripartite structure: the neophyte passes
through the three stages of (1) separation, (2) transition (limen), and (3) re-incorporation.10 The
second stage, the transition, subsequently became the focal point of a number of studies by
Victor Turner.11 According to Turner, when the neophyte enters the transitional or liminal phase
of a rite of passage, (s)he becomes structurally invisible. “As members of society,” he writes,
“most of us see only what we expect to see, and what we expect to see is what we are
8

Lessa, “Discursive Struggles Within Social Welfare,” 285.
Unless otherwise noted, all quotations of the Bible are taken from the Latin Vulgate,
and all translations from the Douay-Rheims version.
10
Gennep, The Rites of Passage, 10–11.
11
See especially Turner, “Betwixt and Between: The Liminal Period in Rites of
Passage”; Turner, The Ritual Process, chap. 3.
9
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conditioned to see when we have learned the definitions and classifications of our culture.”12 The
liminal neophyte is simultaneously classified and unclassifiable, and this structural invisibility is
often made manifest by physically hiding the neophyte away from the eyes of the public. For the
neophyte cannot be easily labelled or understood, and so cannot be “seen.” (S)he is often
represented as both male and female, or as both dead (the neophyte may be buried, or forced to
lie in a burial position, or stained black) and alive (as a newborn or suckling). This paradoxical
duality can also be seen in symbols associated with the liminal stage: a hut, for example, may
represent both a womb (life) and a tomb (death), or the nakedness of the neophyte can indicate
that (s)he is like a newborn babe and like a corpse ready for burial. “This coincidence of opposite
processes and notions in a single representation,” according to Turner, “characterizes the
peculiar unity of the liminal: that which is neither this nor that, and yet is both.”13
This liminality, which is simultaneously both and neither, is one of the defining
characteristics of wisdom in Old English and Old Norse-Icelandic literature, and it is symbolized
in Óðinn, the Old Norse-Icelandic god of wisdom. Though a number of gods are described as
wise in Old Norse-Icelandic myth—Bragi, Vǫr, Kvasir, and the Vanir—Óðinn is the god most
closely associated with wisdom.14 Óðinn is a difficult god to understand. He has many names
(Herjan [warrior], Sigtýr [god of victory], Grímnir [masked], Fjolsviðr [knowing much], and
Gangleri [wanderer] are just a few), the sheer number of which, as Margaret Clunies Ross points
out, impresses upon the uninitiated “the immense learning one requires to understand the rich
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Turner, “Betwixt and Between: The Liminal Period in Rites of Passage,” 6.
Ibid., 9.
14
For descriptions of these gods as “wise,” see Gylfaginning 25.20–21, 29.39, and
Skáldskaparmál 3.16–17 for Bragi, Vǫr, and Kvasir respectively (citations of Snorri’s Edda refer
to page and line number in Faulke’s edition). The Vanir are said to be wise in Vafðrúðnismál st.
39.
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mythology associated with this god.”15 In his description of Óðinn, mythologist Lotte Motz
highlights the god’s notoriously paradoxical nature: “As a warrior chieftain he dispenses gold
and riches, and as a sacrifice he hangs lifeless from a tree. Wearing a golden helmet he rides
aloft on his splendid steed and he treads a long road in thirst and hunger to reach the dwelling of
a giant. He is the ancestor of kings and he mingles with thralls to mow a meadow.”16 Óðinn is a
divine king and a hooded wanderer, a figure both high and low, central and marginal. The
difficulty in locating him within set hierarchical, social, and geographical boundaries reflects
Job’s difficulty in locating wisdom. Wisdom cannot be limited or confined to an individual or a
community, a single place or time. It is the possession of kings, as the writer of the Speculum
regale assumes,17 and yet it is also found in unlikely places. The writer of Hávamál reminds his
audience,
at három þul hlæðu aldregi!
opt er gott,

þat er gamlir qveða;

opt ór scǫrpom belg

scilin orð koma,

þeim er hangir með hám
oc scollir með scrám
oc váfir með vilmǫgom. (134.5–12)

15

Clunies Ross, Prolonged Echoes, 1:74–75.
Motz, The King, the Champion and the Sorcerer, 69.
17
“En þó er hverjum konungi skyldligt at vita görsamliga allar þær ræður, er sjálf speki
hefir af sér mælt, eða elligar svá vitrir menn, sem fyrr váru nefndir, ok hugleiða á hverjum degi
nökkurn hlut af þeim ræðum, ef hann fær nökkut frelsi til fyrir öðrum skyldarnauðsynjum”
(47.139) (“However, it is the duty of every king to know thoroughly all the accounts that
Wisdom has given of herself or wise men like those just mentioned have written, and each day to
ponder some part of those speeches, if the duties of his office leave him any time for that”
[47.303–04]). Quotations of this text are from Oscar Brenner’s edition, and are cited by book and
page number. Translations, also cited by book and page number, are from Larson, The King’s
Mirror.
16
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(at a grey-haired sage you should never laugh!
Often what the old say is good;
often from a wrinkled bag come judicious words,
from those who hang around with the hides
and skulk among the skins
and hover among the cheese-bags. [134.4–9])18
Wisdom, like Óðinn, is both high and low, central and marginal, for it is liminal. In Völsunga
saga, Óðinn appears as a hooded figure on a ferry (ch. 10). After allowing Sigmund to put
Sinfjötli’s body on the boat, the disguised god pushes off, and then, in the middle of the water,
the boat vanishes. Óðinn is an in-between character: he belongs to both this world and the world
of the dead, and he does not belong to either. Standing on the ferry in the midst of the water, he
is a symbol of the liminality of wisdom.
As a result of the work of Van Gennep and Turner, liminality has become part of the
modern theoretical vocabulary, and it has become a useful concept in understanding the
construction of identity. In his seminal The Location of Culture, for instance, Homi K. Bhabha
suggests that identity is not built on the “solid” categories of gender, class, and race, but on
liminality or in-between-ness: “It is in the emergence of the interstices—the overlap and
displacement of domains of difference—that the intersubjective and collective experiences of
nationness, community interest, or cultural value are negotiated.” “‘In-between’ spaces,” he
writes, “provide the terrain for elaborating strategies of selfhood—singular or communal.”19 The
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All quotations of poems in the Poetic Edda are from Gustav Neckel and Hans Kuhn’s
edition and are cited by stanza and line number. All translations are by Carolyne Larrington and
are also cited by stanza and line number.
19
Bhabha, The Location of Culture, 2, 1.
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central argument of this thesis is that wisdom, as a liminal discourse, both grounds and
problematizes identity in Old English and Old Norse-Icelandic literature.
Five chapters develop this argument. In the first, I attempt to define key terms such as
“wisdom,” “wisdom literature,” “order” and “conflict” models of wisdom, and the use of the
terms “proverb” and “maxim” or “gnome.” The next four chapters alternate between studies of
wisdom as a discourse and studies of texts that are often included in the wisdom literature corpus
(or wisdom in literature and wisdom literature proper). The third chapter of the thesis examines
the figure of the wise hero. The heroes in Króka-Refs Saga and Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks, and
the speaker in The Wanderer are characterized by traits and skills associated with wisdom.
However, though a hero is by definition exceptional or singular, wisdom cannot be limited to one
person, and it ultimately betrays each hero to death or exile. The implications of this are then
examined in chapter four. In a study of the writing or composition of wisdom, I analyze Maxims
I and II and Málsháttakvæði as proverb poems in which the poet negotiates an identity by citing
and adapting folklore. Like the wise hero, the poets represented in these poems blend their own
voices with the voice of community, demonstrating that identity is open and therefore in need of
constant revision.
The next chapter examines the figure of the wise monster in Saxo Grammaticus’ Gesta
Danorum, Völsunga saga, and Beowulf. Though enemies of society, dragons and giants often
possess special knowledge and abilities usually associated with wisdom. This chapter draws on
the monster studies of Jeffrey Jerome Cohen and others to describe how the liminality of wisdom
is embodied in these monsters, who negatively mark the boundaries of society and its desires.
Monsters in these texts arouse wonder and horror at the limits of wisdom, the place where the
dividing line between the monstrous and the heroic becomes blurred. Monsters in medieval

8

writings are signs and as such must be read; my examination of monstrous wisdom thus leads to
an examination of the reading or appropriation of wisdom in chapter six. In this chapter I focus
on the reception of lore demonstrated in Precepts, The Order of the World, Vainglory, Sólarljóð,
and the Old English verse translation of Daniel. These texts present lore as the nostalgic remnant
of a tradition that defines the identity of a community. However, nostalgia assumes loss, and
these poems also reveal an underlying fear that wisdom, the basis of the community’s identity,
will be forgotten. The second half of the thesis thus presents the flip side of the first. A study of
the wise hero is completed by a study of the wise monster, and a discussion of the writing (or the
composition) of wisdom is completed by a study of the reading (or the reception) of wisdom.
Whether heroic or monstrous, written or read, wisdom is liminal, and as such it is both the
foundation of and threat to identity in the literature examined.
Because it straddles borderlines, wisdom naturally lends itself to a comparative approach.
There is a long tradition in literary criticism of pointing out connections between Old English
and Old Norse-Icelandic literature, and studies of wisdom literature are no exception. This thesis
studies both Old English and Old Norse-Icelandic literature in the hopes that each literature will
illuminate the other. I am careful, however, to heed the warnings of previous scholars against
looking for sources or direct influences.20 Rather, this study assumes that Old English and Old
Norse-Icelandic literature grow out of a shared, Germanic tradition. Defending the critical use of
the term “Germanic tradition” to explain connections between the two literatures, Joseph Harris
writes,
Though an understanding of the tradition cannot be arrived at without logical
circularity, tradition itself is not a mystical concept. Germanic tradition, like any

20

Hansen, The Solomon Complex, 6–7; Larrington, A Store of Common Sense, 10.
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ethnic tradition, is essentially enduring talk; language, and communication
sustained over time, are its essence, and its concrete expression in (oral) literature
is the intertextuality that we invoke in the comparative enterprise.21
Rather than a study of sources or influences, then, this thesis is a study of a tradition, the
tradition of Germanic wisdom as revealed in Old English and Old Norse-Icelandic literature. It
examines the shared “talk” of wisdom (in) literature to demonstrate the relationship between
wisdom and identity and to offer a response to Job’s question, “Where is wisdom to be found?”
(Job 28:12).

21

Harris, “A Nativist Approach to Beowulf,” 58.
10

“Wilde ec at þer lærðet mec hvært stafrof eða up haf” (Speculum regale 2.4.19–20)
(“I wish to have you point out to me the beginnings and the alphabet of wisdom.” [Speculum
regale 77])
Chapter 2: Defining Wisdom

In her study of Old English wisdom, Elaine Tuttle Hansen remarks, “it almost seems as if
there has been an unspoken agreement to talk confidently about wisdom literature without
debating the subject and collectively deciding precisely what it is we intend by it.”1 The terms
“wisdom” and “wisdom literature,” are, admittedly, problematic, and partly so because of their
ubiquity. While many are comfortable calling a plan of action “wise,” not many can say what
that value judgement implies. “Wisdom literature,” a term coined by biblical scholars to describe
biblical books like Proverbs and Ecclesiastes, is now commonly used by biblical and literary
scholars alike working with many different literary traditions, but there has never been
agreement over just which works qualify to be called wisdom literature and which do not.
Another difficulty in defining these terms is their circularity. As Hansen observes, “the definition
of wisdom we use will shape our notions of the canon, but in turn the canon we choose will (and
should) determine our definition.”2 In other words, “wisdom” cannot be understood apart from
“wisdom literature” and vice versa. In this chapter, I lay out my assumptions concerning wisdom,
wisdom literature and other related terms. Any attempt at defining these difficult terms will
necessarily be provisional; this chapter thus offers working definitions only. But I believe it is
important to break the tacit agreement and at least attempt some explanation of these words since
they are central to the rest of this thesis.
1
2

Hansen, The Solomon Complex, 4.
Ibid., 5.
11

Preliminary Problems of Terminology and Taxonomy
The term “wisdom literature” was coined by modern scholars, so the first question to
consider is whether it is appropriate to use a modern term to describe medieval texts. Does the
term have descriptive value or is the idea of wisdom literature merely a scholarly construct? If
the term did not exist in the Middle Ages, then perhaps what it refers to did not either, and it
does not make sense to describe something that was never there to begin with.
Similar questions of terminology have already been raised in regards to Old NorseIcelandic generic classifications. In the 1970s, a debate over generic terminology arose between
Lans Lönnroth on one side and Theodore M. Andersson and Joseph Harris on the other.
Lönnroth wrote a lexical study of Old Norse-Icelandic genre terms in 1964, which drew a sharp
response from Joseph Harris, who concluded his study of Old Norse-Icelandic þættir with an
extended critique of Lönnroth’s article.3 The conflict resulted in the printing of statement pieces
from Lönnroth, Harris, and Andersson together in an issue of Scandinavian Studies (1975).
The controversy revolved around the use of post-medieval generic terms to describe Old
Norse-Icelandic sagas. The sagas are typically divided into Íslendingasǫgur (family sagas),
which narrate events in the lives of Icelandic families who lived between 850 and 1050;
konungasǫgur (king’s sagas), which describe Norwegian kings around the same time; and
fornaldarsǫgur (sagas of old days), which are concerned with events before 850. Lönnroth
challenges the appropriateness and usefulness of these categories, which, he argues, are too
broad in some respects, as they bring under the same heading clearly disparate texts such as
Njáls saga and Grettis saga, and yet too narrow in other respects, as they separate works that
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Harris, “Genre and Narrative Structure in Some Íslendinga Þættir,” 21–27.
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should be studied together.4 Moreover, Lönnroth observes, scholarship of the sagas has offered
little or no justification for these terms.5 Instead of uncritical, unjustified generic categories, he
calls for a revised classification that “better reflect[s] the medieval terminology.”6
It is not surprising that Lönnroth’s generic challenge provoked some sharp responses. It
called into question the validity of structural-based genre studies7 by critiquing the generic
divisions upon which such studies were founded. Both Andersson and Harris responded by
defending the importance of modern critical categories. To Lönnroth’s point that medieval
Icelanders did not use or possess the generic terms used today, Andersson replies, “There is
always a lag between literature and criticism. Monsieur Jourdain had his maître de philosophie to
tell him the difference between verse and prose, but Homer had no Aristotle to tell him that he
was an epic poet … Still, these designations are useful in describing certain European literary
traditions.”8 Harris responds to the challenge with an anthropological distinction between
“analytic” and “ethnic” genres.9 Whereas ethnic systems often lack terms for known distinctions,
“analytic systems must be verbally precise.”10 Harris claims that “no literary critic … may ignore
the growth and sophistication of literary thought since the thirteenth century.”11 To throw out
modern analytic categories in favour of medieval ethnic ones would be like “abandon[ing] our
typewriters for quills.”12
Though the focus of this debate is the classification of sagas, the problems discussed also
4

Lönnroth, “The Concept of Genre in Saga Literature,” 424.
Ibid., 420.
6
Ibid., 422.
7
Such as Andersson, The Icelandic Family Sagas; and Harris, “Genre and Narrative
Structure in Some Íslendinga Þættir.”
8
Andersson, “Splitting the Saga,” 437.
9
Harris, “Genre in the Saga Literature,” 427.
10
Ibid., 428.
11
Ibid., 429.
12
Ibid., 433.
5
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apply to Old English literature. One term of contention in Old English studies, for instance, is
“elegy.” “Old English elegy” is a modern generic category frequently employed in Old English
criticism to refer to poems such as The Wanderer, The Seafarer, The Wife’s Lament, The
Husband’s Message and The Ruin. However, María José Mora questions the application of
“elegy” to these poems, arguing that the term is the invention of nineteenth-century scholars who
“apply to Anglo-Saxon literature an essentially Romantic concept of elegy, slightly different
from our own and alien to the Old English period.”13 The question raised here, as in the debate
over saga terminology, is whether there is any validity in applying modern generic terms to
medieval texts.
The question can be helpfully understood in an anthropological frame. In his response to
Lönnroth, Harris mentions the distinction made by anthropologist Dan Ben-Amos between
ethnic and analytic,14 or what anthropologists now more commonly refer to as “emic” and “etic”
(insider or ethnic and outsider or analytic) categories. As first defined by Kenneth Pike, the
distinction between “emic” and “etic” is based on phonetic ideas.15 Emic terms, like phonemes
(the word from which “emic” is adapted), are categories recognized by native speakers of a
language. For instance, an English speaker can easily distinguish “bat” from “pat” because “b”
and “p” represent two different phonemes (i.e. distinguishable units of sound) in the English
language. But the same English speaker would probably fail to distinguish between the “p”s in
“pit” and “spit.” Though the sounds are not distinguished phonemically, they are distinguished
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Mora, “The Invention of the Old English Elegy,” 129.
Harris, “Genre in the Saga Literature,” 427. See Ben-Amos, “Analytical Categories and
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Pike, Language in Relation to a Unified Theory of the Structure of Human Behaviour,
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phonetically. In “pit,” the “p” is aspirated, whereas in “spit,” it is unaspirated. “Etic” terms, by
analogy, are analytical tools (such as academic jargon) for naming concepts or categories that
may not be commonly perceived.
Should emic terms be privileged over etic ones or vice versa? Or are there alternatives to
privileging one over the other? The overemphasis of emic categories can lead to the dangerous
assumption that there is a simple one-to-one relation between language and thought. It can be
wrongly assumed, for instance, that if a people do not possess a term for a thing, neither do they
possess a concept of it. Ben-Amos notes that the Limba people of Sierra Leone do not verbally
distinguish proverbs from riddles. However, by watching how they reserve proverbs for certain
social contexts and riddles for others, Ben-Amos demonstrates that the Limba people
nevertheless understand (whether consciously or unconsciously) proverbs and riddles to be two
distinct genres.16 Sometimes the existence of a concept can be demonstrated behaviourally when
it cannot be demonstrated linguistically. There is not a clear-cut, one-to-one correlation between
language and thought.
On the other hand, there are also dangers of overemphasizing the value of etic categories.
Harris’ analogy of “abandon[ing] … typewriters for quills,”17 for example, assumes a narrative
of progress that sees etic categories as improved or mature emic ones. However, as Ben-Amos
writes, “the incongruity between the analytical and the ethnic systems does not imply that one is
more logical, more abstract, or more sophisticated than the other.”18 Harris is also concerned to
keep emic and etic categories separate from each other. He writes that “refashioning our
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(analytic) systems on the model of the ethnic system is to run the risk of confusing the two.”19
He is content as long as the etic system does not “violate” the emic;20 the two can co-exist, but in
separate rooms. I believe, however, that emic and etic concepts can do more than co-exist; they
can and should engage in dialogue, each aiding and critiquing the other. The approach to
“wisdom literature” in this chapter will demonstrate one such dialogue, for “wisdom literature”
may be a modern term, but the concept is not a modern invention. By bringing “wisdom
literature” in dialogue with a number of emic terms, I hope to come to a definition of this
category that is sensitive to medieval language use, demonstrating that it is not just a real, but a
complex category of medieval literature.
The second challenge facing any definition of “wisdom literature” is the diversity and
complexity of the literature the term describes. Categorization of Old Norse-Icelandic and Old
English literature is a perennial challenge to scholars. Even a small corpus such as the Poetic
Edda has generated a number of taxonomic attempts. Most scholars agree that the Codex Regius,
the manuscript that contains the majority of eddic poems, is divided into two parts, the first part
consisting of mythological poems and the second of heroic poems. Attempts to push the
classification further, however, usually fail to account for the complexity of wisdom literature.
Bertha S. Phillpotts divides mythological poetry into three categories: incident poems (e.g.
Skírnismál, Þrimsqviða), conversation poems (Alvíssmál, Locasenna and others), and
monologues (Vǫluspá, Hávamál).21 However, she has trouble classifying Grímnismál, which is
“midway between a poem of incident and a conversation-poem.”22 Peter Hallberg divides the
mythological poems into two groups: 1. a didactic group which includes Vǫluspá, Rigsþula, and
19
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only the gnomic sections of Hávamál, and 2. poems about individual gods (For Scírnis,
Locasenna, and the rest of Hávamál).23 According to these taxonomic lines Hávamál is an
anomaly that does not quite fit in either category. Similar problems of genre categorization can
be seen in Old English criticism. The Husband’s Message, for instance, is commonly classified
as an elegy, but in many ways resembles the riddles that are found in the same manuscript. Some
scholars even go so far as seeing the poem as a continuation of Riddle 60, a riddle that is placed
right before it in the Exeter Book. The problem is that, as these taxonomic attempts indicate, Old
Norse-Icelandic and Old English literature is generically complex.
Too often criticism of wisdom literature avoids dealing with this complexity. Instead of
facing the literature’s generic diversity, it is much easier to limit the scope of wisdom to proverbs
and proverb-like material, a tendency that I call the “proverb bias.” Introducing the forms of
wisdom literature, Roland Murphy claims that the two basic genres are (1) “the saying” and (2)
“commands and prohibitions.”24 Another biblical scholar, Gerhard von Rad, organizes the genres
of wisdom literature under two headings: (1) “The Literary Proverb” and (2) “Other Forms of
Didactic Poetry.”25 In modern minds, the proverb is the prototypical wisdom genre: anything that
is proverbial or proverb-like is considered wisdom literature. The same proverb bias can be seen
in Old Norse-Icelandic and Old English studies. Discussions of “wisdom” are typically relegated
to studies or proverbs, gnomes or maxims, with no more than gestures towards the diversity of
wisdom.26 The general attitude is exemplified in Carolyne Larrington’s A Store of Common
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Morton W. Bloomfield stresses that “wisdom literature consists of a number of genres
which interact with each other and with related genres.” He lists not only proverbs and gnomes
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Sense: Gnomic Theme and Style in Old Icelandic and Old English Wisdom Poetry. Larrington
asks, “how does one define the individual units of wisdom which commonly constitute a wisdom
poem?” and her answer is, “Here we may except from discussion for the time being such distinct
material as spells and charms, magical and runic lore, and the mythological instruction which
formed an important part of wisdom for the non-Christian writer.” What is left is the “gnome.” 27
For the sake of simplicity, the tendency in scholarship is to equate wisdom with proverbs and
proverbs with wisdom, the result of a bias that reduces the complexity of wisdom literature to a
single, prototypical genre.
Complex literature calls for complex description. Cultures do not present to the scholar
neat and tidy systems of thought, but, in the words of Clifford Geertz, “a multiplicity of complex
conceptual structures, many of them superimposed upon or knotted into one another, which are
at once strange, irregular, and inexplicit.”28 Wisdom literature is a cultural product which reflects
cultural values, and a description of it must be a “thick description” that takes account of its
complexity.29

Wisdom (Literature)
Tables 1 and 2 list Old Norse-Icelandic and Old English terms that can be translated “wise,”
“discourse type” and “text type” which allows her to identify multiple genres in a single work,
though this is only applied to the Old English gnomic poems. “Exploring Text and Discourse,”
326–27. In his description of the Old English corpus of “sapiential poetry,” Thomas D. Hill
includes mostly gnomic and instructional poems, but also includes elegies such as The Wanderer
and The Seafarer. “Wise Words: Old English Sapiential Poetry,” 167–68. And in a brief note
explaining the title of her book (The Solomon Complex), Hansen says that one of the meanings of
“complex” is a “group of . . . related units,” but she also says that, though she initially intended
to discuss wisdom literature as a complex, she gave up on the idea, retaining it only in the title.
The Solomon Complex, 186n4.
27
Larrington, A Store of Common Sense, 2–3.
28
Geertz, The Interpretation of Cultures: Selected Essays by Clifford Geertz, 10.
29
Ibid.
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Table 1: Old Norse-Icelandic Terms Related to Wisdom
Wisdom
A Wise Person

fróðr
horskr
hyggiligr, hygginn
kœnn
snort
spakr
svinnr
víss
vitr
vizkaligr

horskleikr
hyggendi
kœnska, kœnleikr
speki
svinna, svinnr
vísleikr, vísdómr
vitra, vitrleikr
vizka
vísindi
stafr (pl.)

spekingr
vísdómskona, vísdómmaðr
vitringr
vizkumaðr
vísindakona, vísindamaðr
völva

Wise
ferhtlic
frod
gleaw
hogful
horsc
hygecræftig, hygefæst
gelæred
aræd, geræde, rædfæst
rædhycgende
searuþancol
snottor
þancolmod
wærlic
wis, wisfæst
witig, gewittig, witer

Table 2: Old English Terms Related to Wisdom
Wisdom
A Wise Person

gleawnes, gleawscipe
hogascipe
hygecræft
lar-smiþ
rædwita

gerad
geþeaht
snytro, gesnyttro,
snytrocræft, snotorness
wærscipe
wisdom
gewit

wissefa
wita, witega, fyrnwita,
þeodwita, uþwita
leod-rune
sigewíf
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“wisdom,” or “wise person.”30 There is much overlap between the two languages (I have
indicated this overlap in bold font in the first column), especially in shared morphemes meaning
wisdom (víss/wis, fróðr/frod, hygg/hyge, vitr/witer, etc.). All of the adjectives in each list can
also function as substantives: wis or víss, for example, can mean “wise” or a “wise person.” I
have included both feminine and masculine nouns under the “wise person” category. Some terms,
such as völva, can only be applied to women, whereas other terms such as wita are typically
applied to men.31 Each term carries with it its own emphasis and connotative shades. The Old
Norse-Icelandic kænska, for instance, can emphasize the cleverness or craftiness of the wise, and
stafr in its plural form literally means “written letters,” and so emphasizes the runic and/or
written lore associated with wisdom.32 Words for “wisdom” and “wise” appear in a number of
variations. One can be forþsnoter (very wise), infrod (very wise), or sundorwis (singularly wise)
in Old English; and forvitri (very wise), allfróðr (all-wise), or meðalsnotr (middling-wise) in Old
Norse-Icelandic. Combinations of words can specify a certain kind of wisdom: in Old English
one may be snotorwyrde (wise of speech), weoroldwis (worldly wise), or ǽgleaw (wise in law);
in Old Norse-Icelandic, one may be orðspakr (wise spoken), ráðsnotr (wise in counsel), or
veðrkœnn (weather-wise).
The diverse nature of wisdom can be seen by examining instances of fróðr, one of the
adjectives frequently used for “wise” in Old Norse-Icelandic. Fróðr often refers to a person who
has a general kind of intelligence: “Fregna oc segia / scal fróðra hverr, / sá er vill heitinn horscr”
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In preparing the tables in this chapter I have consulted Hall, A Concise Anglo-Saxon
Dictionary; Bosworth and Toller, An Anglo-Saxon Dictionary; Zoëga, A Concise Dictionary of
Old Icelandic; and Cleasby and Vigfússon, An Icelandic-English Dictionary.
31
For those wishing to read more about wise women, a useful starting point is
Fridrikdsottir’s Women in Old Norse Literature.
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See Zoëga, A Concise Dictionary of Old Icelandic; Cleasby and Vigfússon, An
Icelandic-English Dictionary, s.v. “kænska,” “stafr.”
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(Hávamál 63.1–3) (“Asking questions and answering, this every wise man should do, / he who
wants to be reputed intelligent” [63.1–2]). Because they constantly inquire, the wise have a
general knowledge of things, which is demonstrated in their familiarity with diverse names.
According to an entry in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, the wise are authorities who know the
names of celestial wonders: “hæleð higegleowe hataþ wide / cometa be naman, cræftgleawe men,
/ wise soðboran” (wise men, sage-minded men, wise sooth-sayers, call it “cometa” by name).33
Knowing a thing’s name implies knowing its identity, and so the knowledge of names represents
a wise person’s knowledge of the world. As Morton W. Bloomfield and Charles W. Dunn write,
In a culture dominated by wisdom, in which people believe that there is a proper time
and place for everything, the idea that names carry innate correctness is deeply
imbedded. Not only are things as they are, but true names are as they are. Nothing is
arbitrary about naming … All things and beings are properly named unless they
deliberately mask themselves in false or misleading names. The possession of one’s
true name by others gives others power over one. Panegyrists use praise names as
the proper naming epithets when they award public praise, and satirists apply blame
names to their victims.34
Fróðr is also more specifically associated with mythic knowledge. In Vafðrúðnismál
Óðinn goes to the hall of Vafðrúðnir in order to test him in a contest of wisdom:
Heill þú nú, Vafðrúðnir! nú em ec í hǫll kominn,
á þic siálfan siá;
hitt vil ec fyrst vita,

ef þú fróðr sér

33

Anglo-Saxon Chronicle A, anno 975.
Bloomfield and Dunn, The Role of the Poet in Early Societies, 9. Bloomfield and Dunn
also mention Celtic examples of “name-lore”: the Old Irish Dindshenchas and Cóir Anmann.
34
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eða alsviðr, iǫtunn. (6.1–6)
(Greetings, Vafthrudnir! Now I have come into the hall
to see you in person;
this I want to know first, whether you are wise
or very wise, giant. [6.1–4])
When it comes time to test the giant, Óðinn does not ask him moral or ethical questions. He tests
Vafðrúðnir’s mythic knowledge, asking about the name of the horse that pulls the sun, the name
of the river that separates gods and men, where the earth, sky, and moon come from, and the
fates of the gods. In the midst of this discussion, Óðinn repeatedly uses the word “fróðr” to
describe Vafðrúðnir as one who has this mythic knowledge (19.1, 20.6, 26.1, 28.2, 30.6, 33.5,
34.2, 35.5).
Besides general intelligence and mythic knowledge, fróðr is also associated with magic. In
Hávamál Óðinn describes his attainment of both the runes and a mead drink, presumably the
mead of poetry. After he drinks the mead, he experiences a change: “Þá nam ec frœvaz / oc fróðr
vera / oc vaxa oc vel hafaz” (141.1–3) (“Then I began to quicken and be wise, / and to grow and
to prosper” [141.1–2]). The next stanza then begins to describe the importance of runes and their
magical power (st. 142). Fróðr is also frequently used in proverbs (Hávamál sts. 7, 14, 28, 30,
31). In Grípisspá, Gripir foretells that Sigurðr will receive various kinds of knowledge from a
valkyrie:
Hon mun ríkiom þér

rúnar kenna,

allar, þær er aldir eignaz vildo,
oc á mannz tungo

mæla hveria,

lif með læcning; lifðu heill, konungr! (17.1–8)
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(She will teach you powerful runes,
all those which men wish to know,
and how to speak every single human tongue,
medicine with healing knowledge; may you live blessed, king! [17.1–4])
Sigurðr calls all this knowledge “frœði” (18.2) (“wisdom” [18.1]). Runes, proverbs, myth,
medicinal and linguistic knowledge—all these types of knowledge are associated with the Old
Norse-Icelandic fróðr.
The Old English wis and its derivatives demonstrate a similar diversity. The instructional
advice and maxims of Precepts are called “wordum wisfæstum” (wise words) by the poet (line
3). The riddles of the Exeter Book refer to themselves as tests of wisdom: Riddle 35 challenges
the audience, saying “Saga soðcwidum, searoþoncum gleaw, / wordum wisfæst, hwæt þis
gewæde sy” (13–14) (Say with true words, with discerning, cunning thoughts, with wise words,
what this item of clothing is).35 The Old English Daniel describes a miracle of God as a “wise
wundor” (473), associating wisdom with supernatural marvels.36 And in a Christian context,
marvels are often associated with saints and the miracles they perform, so wisdom is also found
in saints’ lives. According to Guthlac,
Is nu arlic þæt we æfæstra
Dæde demen,

secgen dryhtne lof

Ealra þara bisena þe us bec fore
Þurh his wundra geweorc wisdom cyþað. (526–29)
(It is now fitting that we consider the deeds of the pious, declare to the Lord praise
35

See also Riddle 41 lines 8–9 and Riddle 67 lines 15–16.
The relationship between wisdom and knowledge of marvels is also evinced in
Vainglory (“Hwæt, me frod wita on fyrndagum / sægde, snottor ar, sundorwundra fela!” [1–2]),
The Order of the World (76–81), and Beowulf (1365–67).
36
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for all those examples by which the book for us, through his wondrous works, reveals
wisdom.)
Clearly, the matter of wisdom is diverse. As the father in Speculum regale tells his son, “manwit
er mæðr marghum hattum þwi at þat stænndr amarghqvislaðum rotum” (40.112.18–19)
(“wisdom has many forms, for it springs from roots which have many branches” [230]).
So what, then, is wisdom literature? From the above examples, it is clear that “wisdom
literature” does not refer to a single genre but to an intersection of genres. It is a category that
embraces not just proverbs, but also riddles, runes or magical spells, myth, and any type of
literature that is thought to hold value for teaching wisdom. It is only natural, therefore, that
these genres are often mixed in wisdom literature. In Hávamál, for example, proverbs are mixed
with runic lore; in Solomon and Saturn, proverbs appear next to riddles and magic;37 and in
Fáfnismál, a proverb contest is blended with a competition of mythical knowledge (sts. 10–19).
Perhaps the fullest manifestation of wisdom literature as an intersection of genres can be
found in medieval florilegia. The Collectanea Pseudo-Bedae, for instance, contains riddles,
proverbs, biblical quotations, quotations of the writings of Church Fathers, fables, Ioca
monachorum (questions that test biblical knowledge), and other genres. It begins, however, with
a passage about wisdom: “Dic mihi, quaeso, quae est illa mulier, quae innumeris filiis ubera
porrigit, quae quantum suncta fuerit, tantum inundat? Mulier ista est sapientia” (“Tell me, please,
who is the woman who offers her breasts to innumerable sons, and who pours forth as much as
she is sucked? This woman is wisdom”).38 According to Mary Garrison, some compilers of
florilegia, including the compiler of the Collectanea, “wished to affiliate their compilations with
37

Anlezark, The Old English Dialogues of Solomon and Saturn, 2.230–308, 1.161–63.
Unless otherwise noted, quotations and translations of both dialogues of Solomon and Saturn are
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Bayless and Lapidge, Collectanea Pseudo-Bedae, 122; Eng. trans. Ibid., 123.
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wisdom literature.”39 The many excerpts, picked like flowers from the gardens of texts (the term
florilegium literally means “flower-gathering”), are brought together under the heading of
wisdom.
Wisdom thus draws together various genres that are perceived as carriers of lore, and this
at least partly accounts for the common slippage in emic terms for these genres. Pack Carnes
writes,
Scholars working with Sumerian and Babylonian materials for example, found no
essential difference between the fable and the proverb. This unity often extends to other
forms as well, especially the riddle. The overlap of the forms is found to a significant
degree in Greek materials. One of the most common designates for the fable and the
proverb is ainos which covers both forms in part, and the general cover label of “Wisdom
Literature” includes both these and other sorts of materials.40
In a study of African Proverbs, Ruth Finnegan notes a similar generic ambiguity:
The Nyanja mwambi, for instance, refers to story, riddle, or proverb, the Ganda olugero
means, among other things a saying, a story, a proverb, and a parable, and the Mongo
bokolo is used of all poetic expression including fable, proverb, poetry, and
allegory. This overlap in terms is fairly common in Bantu languages and also sometimes
occurs in West Africa too: the Limba mboro refers to story, riddle, and parable as well as
to sayings which we might term proverbs, while the Fulani tindol can mean not only a
popular moral story but also a proverb or maxim.41
Tables 3 and 4 list Old Norse-Icelandic and Old English terms related to a few of the more
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Table 3: Old Norse-Icelandic Terms Related to Wisdom Literature
Saying or Proverb

málsháttr, mál, almæli, spakmæli (lit. wise saying), kviðr,
orðskviðr, fornkveðit mál, hið fornkveðna, dæmisaga (also fable,
parable), spjall
Riddle
gáta (riddle), myrk orð (lit. dark saying), myrkr stafr (dark letter)
Charm, Spell, Magic atkvœði (also command, decree), galdr/galðr (also song, poem),
seiðr, vitt, rúnar (secret, hidden lore, wisdom; written characters,
runes; magical characters or signs), myrkr stafr (dark letter)
Lore
fornsögur, forntíðindi, fornfræði, fornspjöll, kennsla (instruction),
kenning (instruction; also a poetic periphrasis), læring (learning)

Table 4: Old English Terms Related to Wisdom Literature
Saying or Proverb

cwide (also a thought, sentence, discourse or sermon, decree),
bicwide/bigcwide (also fable, tale), sóðcwide (lit. true saying),
biword, ealdspræc (lit. old saying), gidding (also song), spell (also
story, history, insruction), bigspell (also parable, fable, example,
story), ealdspell (old saying or old story), gied (also riddle, song,
poem, speech, tale)
Riddle
rǽdels (also counsel), geddung (also parable), gied (also song,
poem, proverb, speech, tale)
Charm, Spell, Magic galdor (also song, poem), galdoleóþ, gealdor (also lore), rýne
(mystery, mysterious saying), dréocræft, drýlác, galdorcwide (lit.
magic saying), galdorword (lit. magic word), lybcræft, lyblác
Lore
boccræft, boclar, lar, larboc (book containing lore), larcræft,
larcwide (also saying or precept), lardom
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common types of wisdom literature (overlap between the two languages are again highlighted by
bold font). Like the Greek and African terms above, these Old Norse-Icelandic and Old English
terms can often refer to more than one genre (indicated in parentheses after the term). The Old
Norse-Icleandic dæmisaga, for example, can mean a proverb or a fable, and the Old English gied
can indicate a proverb, a riddle, a poem, or a tale. This array of semantic possibility is held
together by an underlying assumption: that these genres are all traditional forms that are believed
to contain wisdom.
As wisdom literature is diverse, so wisdom entails diverse kinds of knowledge, culturally
and contextually defined. In medieval Iceland, it meant knowledge of proverbs, riddles, runes,
and myth or legend, and it also came to include knowledge of law. Thus, law-speakers and
lawyers are often described as wise men in the sagas.42 In Anglo-Saxon England, wisdom meant
knowledge of proverbs, riddles, ethical instruction, and legends of important figures (like saints’
lives), and it came to include Christian religious instruction in general. As a category, however,
“wisdom literature” is necessarily fuzzy around the edges. Some might wonder, for instance,
whether poems such as The Seafarer and The Wanderer should be put under the same category
as Precepts and The Order of the World, or whether Vainglory should be primarily considered a
homiletic poem or wisdom literature.43 Admittedly, it is dangerous to over-expand the category
of wisdom literature. Hansen sums up this danger in the pointed comment, “if everything is
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The best-known example of the lawyer wise-man is the eponymous hero of Njals Saga.
The gradual pairing of law and wisdom is paralleled in the Hebrew tradition. See Blenkinsopp,
Wisdom and Law in the Old Testament.
43
On the first question, see Shippey, who concludes, “Probably the best one can do is to
suggest that all the poems mentioned could be arranged on a scale.” Shippey, Poems of Wisdom,
2–3; On the second question see Drout, Tradition and Influence in Anglo-Saxon Literature, chap.
5. Drout is uncertain whether Vainglory is generally a didactic poem or more specifically a
wisdom poem, and suggests that it is perhaps a work that lies at the border of the wisdom
category.
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wisdom, nothing is.”44 Rather than concluding that anything and everything is wisdom literature,
however, the foregoing discussion demonstrates that wisdom literature is complex and that it
should be contextually defined. A medieval Icelander would not necessarily value the same
wisdom genres as an Egyptian or a Korean or even another medieval Icelander from an earlier or
later period. Though some genres, like the proverb and the riddle, seem more proto-typical
because of their apparent universality, wisdom literature is not a synonym for the proverb or
gnomic poetry; it is an intersection of genres which are held together by their perceived potential
to transmit wisdom.
All this raises the question, however: just what is wisdom? The English word comes from
the Old English wis and dom, which literally means “the condition or state of being wise,” and so
etymology provides little help in understanding the concept. Neither is it possible to turn to
medieval treatises or discourses on wisdom, for no such works exist. Typically unsystematic by
nature, wisdom literature only offers scattered comments on any given topic. The only way to
describe “wisdom,” therefore, is to find and analyze the glimpses of it that can be found in Old
Norse-Icelandic and Old English literature.
One of Óðinn’s names, Hrafna guð (ravens’ god), is explained by Snorri in this way:
“Hrafnar tveir sitja á ǫxlum honum ok segja í eyru honum ǫll tíðindi þau er þeir sjá eða heyra.
Þeir heita svá: Huginn ok Muninn. Þá sendir hann í dagan at flúgja um allan heim ok koma þeir
aptr at dǫgurðarmáli. Þar af verðr hann margra tíðinda víss” (Gylfaginning 32.32–35) (“Two
ravens sit on his [Óðin’s] shoulders and speak into his ear all the news they see or hear. Their
names are Hugin and Munin. He sends them out at dawn to fly over all the world and they return
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Hansen, The Solomon Complex, 5.
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at dinner-time. As a result he gets to find out about many events” [33]).45 Birds are often
associated with wisdom in Old Norse-Icelandic myth.46 In Helgaqviða Hiǫrvarðzsonar, a “fugl
fróðhugaðr” (2.3) (“bird so wise-minded” [2.1]) reveals to Atli the identity of the most beautiful
woman he could desire, and in Helgakviða Hundingsbana I, a raven not only identifies Helgi but
also demonstrates an understanding of his fate (sts. 5–6). After Sigurðr, the hero of Völsunga
saga, eats of the heart of a dragon, he gains some of the dragon’s wisdom and is suddenly able to
understand the speech of birds (ch. 19).47 In the case of Óðin, the names of the birds are
particularly significant, for they refer to different cognitive functions: Munin means “memory,”
and Hugin means “thought.” Together, they can be seen as representing the two sides of wisdom
as 1) knowledge and 2) skill.48

Munin
If something is known, it is remembered; the limits of a person’s memory are the limits of
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All translations of Snorri’s Edda are from Sturluson, Edda.
More generally on the importance of birds in myth, see Siikala, “What Myths Tell Us
about Past Finno-Ugric Modes of Thinking,” 23–24.
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Like the Óðinn myth, the Old English Solomon and Saturn Paternoster Prose also
demonstrates an association of birds’ flight with thought: “Ond his geðoht, he is spryngdra ond
swyftra ðonne . xii . feðerhoman, ond anra gehwylc feðerhoma hæbbe . xii . windas, ond anra
gehwylc wind twelf sigefæstnissa synderlice” (“And his thought, it is more vigorous and swifter
than twelve thousand holy spirits, even if each one should have individually twelve feathercloaks, and each feather-cloak have twelve winds.” Anlezark, The Old English Dialogues of
Solomon and Saturn, 77. I do not believe the similarity to be a coincidence, but rather a lingering
trace of the Germanic belief in the “wandering soul.” Motz, The King, the Champion and the
Sorcerer, 81.
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Moreover, the division I am making here is similar to Cicero’s tripartite division, familiar in the
Middle Ages, of prudentia into 1) memory (related to the past), 2) intelligence (present) and 3)
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a person’s knowledge. And the wise man (wita) is a person who knows (witan) lore. It is
important here to distinguish lore from general knowledge or information. “Information” and
“knowledge,” in the modern senses of the term, connote impersonal, objective data. “Lore,” on
the other hand connotes an ancient knowledge that has been transmitted by special teachers or
wise people. Tables 3 and 4 above contain numerous examples of the combination of forn and
eald (old, ancient) with terms for lore or wisdom literature because “lore” carries with it an
element of nostalgia, a romanticized view of old learning.49 The difference can be seen by
contrasting modern metaphor of memory, the filing cabinet, with a medieval one: the treasure
chest.50 A filing cabinet contains mere documents, but a treasure chest contains riches, precious
items that have been passed on by a previous generation.
In Old English literature, lore is often represented by the image of the book or manuscript.
Speaking with Solomon, Saturn claims, “Bald bið se ðe onbyregeð boca cræftes; / symle bið ðe
wisra ðe hira geweald hafað” (“Bold is he who tastes of the power of books; he will always be
the wiser who has control of them”),51 and the speaker of Precepts laments the fact that “nis nu
fela folca þætte fyrngewritu / healdan wille” (67–68a) (there are now not many people who wish
to heed the ancient writings). The importance of books as symbols of lore can also be seen in Old
English compound terms such as boclar and larboc.52 Literacy and book culture were imported
to Anglo-Saxon England as a result of the growing influence of Christianity, so some terms for
lore took on a Christian semantic tinge: larspell can indicate a homily or sermon, and forelar
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means “preaching.”53 This is not to say that boc necessarily refers to the Bible or some other
Christian book, but it is safe to say that, in Old English literature, the written word—and by
association religious instruction—is seen as a conveyor of wisdom.54
Old Norse-Icelandic literature often symbolizes lore in the image of mead.55 Here it is
useful to turn once again to Snorri, this time to his myth of the origin of poetry (Skáldskaparmál
3–5).56 According to Snorri, the Æsir and the Vanir gathered at a conference in order to resolve a
dispute between them. The gods reached a truce, which was sealed by both parties going up to a
vat and spitting in it. Desiring to keep this mixture as a symbol of peace, they formed a man,
Kvasir, out of it. Kvasir was very wise and travelled so that he could teach others his knowledge.
Eventually, however, his travels brought him into the company of the dwarves Fialar and Galar,
who killed him and made a mead out of his blood, and anyone who drinks the mead receives the
gift of poetry. This story is often seen by scholars as an etiological tale explaining the origins of
poetry, and that is certainly Snorri’s focus. The question that prompts the tale is, “Hvaðan af
hefir hafizk sú íþrótt er þér kallið skáldskap?” (3.10–11) (“How did this craft that you call poetry
originate?” [61]), and Snorri finishes his story by explaining that “Kvasis blóð” (“Kvasir’s
blood”) and “dverga drekku” (“Dwarf’s drink” [62]) are kennings for poetry (4.2). Read in this
way, however, the tale can easily be subjected to modern notions of “literature” alien to the story.
In a society that divides the sciences and the arts and often values one over the other, it may be
tempting to see the poetry of Snorri’s tale as a kind of writing that has some sentimental value,
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Bosworth and Toller, An Anglo-Saxon Dictionary, s.v. “larspell,” “forelar.”
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words with the correct letters.
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but does not really represent hard facts or “real” knowledge. In an Old Norse-Icelandic context,
nothing could be further from the truth. Poetry in Snorri’s story is valued primarily as a carrier of
lore.57 The blood used to make the mead is the blood of a wise god: “hann er svá vitr at engi
spyrr hann þeira hluta er eigi kann hann órlausn” (3.16–17) (“he was so wise that no one could
ask him any questions to which he did not know the answer” [62]). Anyone who drinks the mead,
Snorri writes, “verðr skáld eða frœðamaðr” (Skáldskaparmál 3.23; italics mine) (“becomes a
poet or scholar” [62; italics mine]). “Frœðamaðr,” translated here by Faulkes as “scholar” is a
combination of fróðr (wise) and maðr (man), and so might also be translated “wise man” or
“sage.” Because of the tragic death of Kvasir, the story of the mead carries with it a sense of loss:
the blood is the remnant of a murdered god who had great wisdom and knowledge, and so the
mead represents the nostalgic remains of that knowledge. Hávamál contains another version of
the story that makes the symbolic significance of the mead clearer. After a drink “ins dýra
miaðar” (“of the precious mead”) the speaker, Óðin, experiences a change: “Þá nam ec frœvaz /
oc fróðr vera” (140.5, 141.1–2) (“Then I began to quicken and be wise” [141.1]). Óðin’s “fróðr”
is then demonstrated by his runic knowledge, which is described in the following stanzas (sts.
142–63). Similarly, while visiting a wise valkyrie, Sigurðr is given “biór” (“beer”) which is
magni blandinn

oc megintíri;

fullr er hann lióða oc lícnstafa,
góðra galdra oc gamanrúna. (Sigrdrífomál, 5.1, 5.5–8)
(mixed with magical power and mighty glory;
it is full of spells and favourable letters,
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The same distinction can be seen in the Latin ars. Though now the word “art”
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organized body of knowledge.” Bloomfield, “Understanding Old English Poetry,” 8.
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good charms and joyful runes. [5.1, 2–4])
The mead is sometimes called “forns miaðar” (For Scírnis, 37.3; Lokasenna, 53.3) (“ancient
mead” [37.1; 53.2]), relating it to other terms for lore such as fornsögur and fornfræði, which
emphasize their connection to the past.58 It is also probably related to the “minnisveig”
(“memory drink” [166]) given as a drink to Sigurðr in Sigrdrífomál (mentioned in the prose
section between stanzas two and three). The knowledge preserved in the ancient mead of poetry
is lore, the knowledge of which is wisdom.

Hugin
If Munin (memory) indicates what is stored in the mind, Hugin (thought) refers to how that
knowledge is used. The wise demonstrate certain skills and abilities. According to Snorri,
Þá er Ása-Óðin kom á Norðlǫnd ok með honum díar, … þeir hófu ok kenndu íþróttir þær,
er menn hafa lengi síðan með farit. Óðin var gǫfgastr af ǫllum, ok af honum námu þeir
allar íþróttirnar, því at hann kunni fyrst allar ok þó flestar
(when Ása-Óthin came to the Northlands, and the díar with him, they introduced and
taught the skills practiced by men for a long time afterwards. Óthin was the most
prominent among them all, and from him they learned all the skills, because he was the
first to know them).59
In his Edda, Snorri specifies some of the skills he associates with wisdom: “Vit,” he writes,
“heitir speki, ráð, skilning, minni, ætlun, hyggjandi, tǫlvísi, langsæi, bragvísi, orðspeki,
skǫrungskapr” (Skáldskaparmál 109.9–10) (“Wisdom is called sagacity, counsel, understanding,
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memory, deliberation, intellect, numeracy, far-sightedness, subtlety, eloquence, genius” [155]).
Most of these terms (such as ráð, tǫlvísi, langsæi, bragvísi, orðspeki) denote a skill, many of
them cognitive. The father speaker in Speculum regale remarks to his son that, if he has wisdom,
he will be able to speak eloquently, discriminate between good and bad manners, discern wellreasoned from foolish arguments in court, and properly ask and grant requests (ch. 40).
“Wisdom,” then as now, was an umbrella-term for many kinds of abilities and skills, a few of
which I will highlight here because of their recurring importance in Old English and Old NorseIcelandic literature.
Some concrete skills are associated with wisdom, such as building, carpentry, or
craftsmanship in general. The Old English Gifts of Men states that the craftman’s “hond bið
gelæred, / wis ond gewealden” (45b–46a) (hand is learned, wise and controlled). The association
of these types of skills with wisdom may seem strange to modern minds, but it is an association
that is well attested in Ancient Near Eastern and medieval literature, and will be discussed more
at length in chapter three in the context of Króka-Refs saga. Another fairly concrete skill wisdom
provides is eloquence. It is said of Sigurðr that he was a “vitr maðr” (“wise man”) who “var
langtalaðr ok málsnjallr, svá at ekki tók hann þat erendi at mæla, at hann mundi fyrr hætta en svá
sýnist öllum sem enga leið muni eiga at vera nema svá sem hann segir” (22:164–65) (“could
speak at length, and with such eloquence, that when he took it upon himself to press a matter,
everybody agreed even before he was finished speaking” [72]). The wise are also able to give
good counsel, whether it be personal advice, or the determining of just laws by the “mæðle
modsnottera” (Gifts of Men, 41) (council of the wise). As will be seen in Króka-Refs saga and
Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks (ch. 2), wisdom also empowers a person to counsel him- or herself,
to think quickly, plan carefully, and escape dangers. It is said of Neri, for example, that he “var
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svá vitr, at eigi fekkst hans maki. Varð þat allt at ráði, er hann lagði til, um hvat sem þeir áttu at
vera” (“was so wise he was without equal, and all his schemes turned out well no matter what the
problem”).60 All of these skills are signs of wisdom because they reflect a person’s
understanding, wit, and cunning.
The cognitive abilities associated with wisdom—discernment, understanding, cunning,
prudence, intelligence—are metaphorically expressed as a kind of sight or perception. Óðinn
sends his ravens “at flúgja um allan heim ok koma þeir aptr at dǫgurðarmáli” (Gylfaginning
32.34–35) (“to fly over all the world and they return at dinner-time” [33]), and in this way, they
bring him knowledge. Both birds survey the world, using their eyes and ears to gather the kinds
of knowledge they bring back to Óðinn; at the centre of the myth lies the importance of
perception. This tie between perception and wisdom is
displayed by the many words which have come down from the Indo-European root weid,
meaning “to see” and thus “to have been permitted to see” and thus “to have come to
know.” Hence in English today we still, without necessarily thinking about their source,
use derivatives such as “wis-dom” and “wit” inherited through Germanic, “vis-ion”
through Latin, “his-story” and “id-ea” through Greek, and “Ved-a” (sacred lore) through
Sanskrit.61
In Old English and Old Norse-Icelandic literature, the senses of hearing and especially
sight are central to the attaining and the exemplification of wisdom. According to Snorri, Óðinn
has a special seat called Hliðskjálf, from which he can see the whole world. This sight, Snorri
makes clear, implies understanding: “þá er Óðin settisk þar í hásæti þá sá hann of alla heima ok
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hvers manns athœfi ok vissi alla hluti þá hann sá” (Gylfaginning 13.12–14) (“when Odin sat in
that throne he saw over all worlds and every man’s activity and understood everything he saw”
[13]). In another myth, Óðinn gives one of his eyes for a drink from Mimir’s well, a well which
contains “spekð ok mannvit” (Gylfaginning 17.16) (“wisdom and intelligence” [17]), thus
trading one kind of sight for another. A final example can be found in Boethius’ Consolation of
Philosophy, which was translated into Old English during the reign of Alfred. Lady Philosophy
(named “Wisdom” in the Old English) makes repeated references to the importance of right
perception for a happy life:
Ac ic georne wat
sylofren sinc-stan,

þætte gylden maðm,

searo-gimma nan,

middan-geardes wela modes eagan
æfre ne onlyhtað,

auht ne gebetað

hiora scearpnese to þære sceawunga
soðra gesælða,

ac hi swiðor get

monna gehwelces

modes eagen

ablendað on breostum,

þonne hi hi beorhtran gedon.

(But I know for sure that gold treasure,
jewels made of silver, precious gems,
the wealth of the world, never illuminate
the eyes of the mind, nor improve at all
their sharp-sightedness in the scrutiny
of true joys, but they blind still
further the eyes of the mind for everyone
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in his heart rather than making them brighter.)62
Happiness, according to Wisdom, is only attained by the person whose mind’s eye is unclouded
and clear, illuminated with God’s light.63
In the sagas, the value of wise perception appears in foresight, the ability to see into the
future and discern events before they happen. The “vitr” (wise) Njal was “langsýnn ok
langminnigr” (Brennu-Njáls saga, 20:57) (far-seeing [into the future] and far-remembering); in
Gautreks saga, Earl Neri brags of his foresight to Ref, assuming that it is a sign of wisdom:
“Ekki þyrfti at geta vitsmuna minna, ef ek sæja eigi lengra fram en þú” (“I’d hardly have a
reputation for wisdom if I couldn’t see further into the future than you”).64 Wisdom and foresight
are nearly synonymous in the sagas, and this is why the narrator of Brennu-Njáls saga feels it
necessary to explain that Snorri the Godi is an exception to the rule, since he “var vitrastr maðr
kallaðr á Íslandi, þeira er eigi váru forspáir” (114.287) (was called the wisest of men in Iceland
who did not have foresight).
Among the numerous wise skills and abilities, there is one that deserves special attention
because it rarely receives comment, and that is the ability to interpret wisdom literature. The
biblical book Proverbs begins with a description of the many benefits of wisdom, and among
them is the ability to read and understand the sayings of the wise: “animadvertet parabolam et
interpretationem verba sapientium et enigmata eorum” (Prov. 1:6) (“he will understand the
proverb and the interpretation, words of the wise, and their mysteries”). The Durham Proverbs
make a similar claim.65 According to proverb 14, “Eaðe wis man mæg witan spell and eac
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secgan” (Easily can a wise man understand and also tell stories).66 The runes which so often
represent lore in Old Norse-Icelandic literature are similarly only understood by the wise, as is
clear from a passage from Sigrdrífomál:
Hugrúnar scaltu kunna,

ef þú vilt hveriom vera

geðsvinarri guma;
þær of réð,

þær of reist,

þær um hugði Hroptr. (13.1–6)
(Mind-runes you must know if you want to be
wiser in spirit than every other man;
Hropt interpreted them,
cut them, thought them out [13.1–4])
Óðinn, here referred as “Hroptr,” is the interpreter of runes, one who ponders and understands
magical lore. Since only the wise have the ability to read/hear and understand wisdom literature,
the ability to interpret dreams is a sign of wisdom in the sagas. In Laxdæla saga, for example,
Gudrun’s dreams are interpreted by Gest Oddleifson, a man “spekingr at viti” (“especially wise”)
and, appropriately, named with one of Óðinn’s names.67 The definition of wisdom has now led
full-circle back to wisdom literature. And this is only natural—wisdom literature cannot be
defined apart from wisdom and vice versa.

Order vs. Conflict Models of Wisdom
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Drawing on the Sociological Theory of W. D. Perdue, Leo G. Perdue writes that “there are
two major paradigms for the conceptualization and organization of society: order and conflict.”68
The paradigm of order sees the cosmos as the basis of human moral and ethical conduct. The
person who would be wise must live in accordance with the principles already present in the
external world. Perdue sees the biblical book Proverbs as an example of this paradigm.
According to Proverbs 3:19, “Dominus sapientia fundavit terram stabilivit caelos prudentia”
(“The Lord by wisdom hath founded the earth, hath established the heavens by prudence”).
Wisdom is inherent in God’s creation and reflects the order that he set at the beginning of the
world. Good, wise ways, therefore, naturally lead to life, and unwise, evil ways naturally lead to
death: “Iustitia simplicis diriget viam eius et in impietate sua corruet impius. Iustitia rectorum
liberabit eos et in insidiis suis capientur iniqui” (Prov. 11:5–6) (“The justice of the upright shall
make his way prosperous: and the wicked man shall fall by his own wickedness. The justice of
the righteous shall deliver them: and the unjust shall be caught in their own snares”). The
paradigm of conflict, on the other hand, sees tension between wisdom and the world. In this
paradigm, “order [is] not indigenous to the cosmos, but rather achieved only by the continuing
defeat of chaos.”69 Perdue sees this paradigm at work in Job, which portrays God’s creative work
as a continuing act that keeps at bay the chaos of the world (Job 38:8–13). “The righteous,”
writes Perdue, “join with God in repulsing the threats of chaos and its embodiment in the
wicked.”70
Though Perdue is concerned only with biblical wisdom literature, his models can be
beneficially applied to other wisdom literature as well. Hávamál, for instance, provides an
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example of a conflict paradigm:
Gáttir allar,

áðr gangi fram,

um scoðaz scyli,
um scygnaz scyli;
þvíat óvíst er at vita,

hvar óvinir

sitia á fleti fyrir.

Gefendr heilir! gestr er inn kominn:
hvar scal sitia siá?
miǫc er bráðr,

sá er at brǫndom scal

síns um freista frama. (sts. 1–2)

(All the entrances, before you walk forward,
you should look at,
you should spy out;
for you can’t know for certain where enemies are sitting ahead in the hall.

Blessed be the givers! A guest has come in,
where is he going to sit?
He’s in real haste, the one who by the hearth
is going to be tested out. [sts. 1–2])
In the first stanza, the guest is warned to be careful of his host; in the second, the host is planning
to “freista” (try/test) his guest. Both are faced with an unknown identity, and any unknown
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identity is a threat, for anyone might prove to be an enemy (“óvinir”). The foolish man, the poem
tells us, lacks perception. He cannot even tell who his friends are (st. 24). But the wise man is
perceptive; he tries, tests, looks, and listens in order to discern “geðs gumi” (12.6) (“the nature of
men” [12.4]). The dangers inherent in a conflict model of wisdom make it vital to both perceive
clearly and to control the perception of others:
Þat er enn of þann,

er þú illa trúir

oc þér er grunr at hans geði:
hlæia scaltu við þeim oc um hug mæla,
glíc scolo giǫld giǫfom. (46.1–6).
(Again, concerning the one whom you don’t trust,
and whose mind you suspect:
you should laugh with him and disguise your thoughts,
a gift should be repaid with a like one. [46.1–4])
This stanza, like the one before it (st. 45), describes the importance of being able to put on a
mask, to laugh outwardly and to suspect inwardly. The control over perception encouraged here
is exemplified in the structure of the poem, which draws on a disguise-motif associated with
Óðinn. At the beginning of the poem, the speaker does not identify himself or refer to himself in
any way; he merely launches into a list of proverbs centered on the theme of the traveller. For the
wary reader, there is a hint at the speaker’s identity—the focus on the “gest” in the stanzas
quoted above hint at Óðinn, who is sometimes called “Gestr”—but the speaker’s identity
remains hidden. Then in stanza 14, there is a sudden appearance of the first person pronoun “ec.”
The pronoun does not appear again until stanza 47, and then again in stanza 77, after which it
begins to appear more regularly. The effect created is the gradual revelation of the speaker’s
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identity. The “contours of an individual,” to use Hallberg's phrase, gradually emerge until the
identity of the speaker, Óðinn, is revealed.71 The reader/audience of the poem thus experiences
Óðinn’s wisdom in a way similar to Agnar and Geirrod in Grímnismál.72 In both poems, Óðinn
is the masked speaker of wisdom whose identity later becomes clear, and in both cases, the mask
is a means of power over others, a necessary precaution in a conflict model of wisdom. In an
honour-shame society, wisdom (according to the conflict model) both protects the life and the
honour of those who possess it. Honour and shame are matters of social perception, and the
person who is wise enough to control the perceptions of others is able to ensure his or her own
security amidst continual threats.
The paradigm of order is exemplified in a number of Old English wisdom poems. The
speaker of The Order of the World (discussed at length in chapter six) is a “wisne woðboran”
(2b) (wise speaker), who is asked “ymb forðgesceaft” (about creation). He is able to
… gesecge

sidra gesceafta

cræftas cyndelice

cwichrerende,

þa þe dogra gehwam
bringe wundra fela

þurh dom godes
wera cneorissum. (4–7)

(tell of the quick-moving art of [God’s] wide creation, that with each day, through
God’s decree, produces many wonders for generations of men.)
It is important, he says, for a “deophydig mon” (deep-minded man) to ask of “dygelra gesceafta”
(18) (mysterious creation). Much of the poem is devoted to describing God’s creative work, how
he “gesceop” (shaped) and “bibead” (commanded) everything into its proper place (59, 45).
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Wisdom is founded on creation theology; the basis of knowledge is God’s created order, which
is observed, captured, and taught in wisdom poetry. In Maxims I we are told,
Frost sceal freosan,
eorþe growan,

fyr wudu meltan,

is brycgian,

wæter helm wegan,

wundrum lucan

eorþan ciþas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
..............................
winter sceal geweopan,
sumor swegle hat,

weder eft cuman,

sund unstille. (71–74, 76–77)

(Frost shall freeze, fire melt wood, the earth grow, ice bridge over, water wear a covering,
wondrously enclose the shoots of the earth … winter shall pass by, fair weather come again,
bright summer heat, the unquiet sea.)
These statements are so matter-of-fact and obvious as to seem superfluous. A record of
observations of the natural world, statements like these have been seen by scholars as an early
form of empiricism.73 While passages like the above selection from Maxims I do seem to be the
result of the observation and experience of the natural world, the goals of the observation are
very different from those of modern science. If modern science is an attempt to describe the
natural world objectively, wisdom attempts to learn a way of living in that world. Where science
finds facts, wisdom finds divine decrees and principles for living.
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According to H. Munro Chadwick and N. Kershaw Chadwick, gnomic poetry “must be
regarded as the first systematisation of the study of natural science and of moral philosophy.”
The Growth of Literature, 403. Elizabeth Jackson similarly claims that early Norse-Icelandic
ordering lists “represent the beginning of a scientific approach to the world.” “Some Contexts
and Characteristics of Old Norse Ordering Lists,” 112. And Kenneth Jackson writes that gnomic
poetry is “the beginning of science, where the nature gnomes are the rudiments of physics and
botany and zoology, and the human gnomes a crude psychology.” Studies in Early Celtic Nature
Poetry, 136.
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There is a common habit in wisdom scholarship of distinguishing descriptive from
prescriptive gnomic statements. H. Munro Chadwick and N. Kershaw Chadwick, for example,
distinguish between what they call “type I” and “type II” gnomes. Type I gnomes “are concerned
only with human actions, and imply the use of choice or judgment.”74 An example of this might
be “Læran sceal mon geongne monnan, / trymman ond tryhtan þæt he teala cunne, oþþæt hine
mon atemedne hæbbe” (Maxims I, ll. 45b–46) (a young man must be taught, strengthened and
urged to think correctly, until he has been tamed) in which the prescriptive tone is clear. Type II
gnomes, on the other hand, are descriptive. They “may in general be regarded as the results of
observation, and are not capable of being converted into precepts.”75 The example given by
Chadwick and Chadwick is from Maxims II:
God sceal wið yfele,

geogoð sceal wið yldo,

lif sceal wið deaðe,

leoht sceal wið þystrum,

fyrd wið fyrde,
lað wið laþe

feond wið oðrum,
ymb land sacan. (50–53)

(Good shall [strive] against evil, youth shall [strive] against old age, life shall [strive]
against death, light shall [strive] against darkness, army against army, one foe against
another, enemy against enemy around land contend.)
In distinguishing these two types of gnomes, Chadwick and Chadwick are attempting to make
sense of what, in the Old English, is an ambiguous use of sceal. This word has engendered much
critical comment.76 Depending on the context of the sentence, sceal can have a descriptive (“this
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is how nature works” “this is what people tend to do”) or a prescriptive (“this is what people
should or must do”) meaning. Because the same word is used for both meanings, it is not clear,
for instance, whether the line “God sceal wið yfele” is a call to action or a description of the
nature of good. The speaker of Maxims II says that a girl “sceal” secretly find a lover “gif heo
nelle on folce geþeon / þæt hi man beagum gebicge” (43, 44b–45a) (if she does not desire her
people to prosper by being bought with rings as a bride-price), a type I statement, but in the very
next breath says, “brim sceal sealte weallan” (45b) (the ocean shall with salt surge). Maxims I
and II intentionally blend descriptive and prescriptive gnomes, a blending that is an important
part of an order model of wisdom. To separate the two types of gnomes (prescriptive and
descriptive) is to fail to see how they work together in these poems: they convey a wisdom
founded on and in harmony with the created order of the world.
The paradigms of order and conflict are useful for describing the relationship of wisdom
with the world and for distinguishing the different attitudes towards wisdom that exist in wisdom
literature. In both paradigms, wisdom is valued for the success it brings, but that success is
defined very differently by each paradigm: in the paradigm of conflict, wisdom is an aid against
chaos. It helps one survive physically, but also helps in the attaining and preserving of honour. In
the paradigm of order, wisdom helps one live a life in accordance with the ways set out by God
in creation. Depending on the paradigm, wisdom exists either with or against the world.
In distinguishing these two paradigms, I do not mean to suggest that they can be used to
distinguish Old English from Old Norse-Icelandic wisdom literature or Christian from pagan
literature. As Perdue demonstrates, both paradigms can be found in the Bible. In Old English
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Christian poetry, the paradigm of conflict is well attested.77 Homiletic Fragment I portrays the
world as “mane geblonden” (31b) (mingled with wickedness). In this world, it is only the “wis”
(wise) who follow God’s commands (41). The speaker of An Exhortation to Christian Living
exhorts his listener to be on guard for his soul:
Nu þu ðe beorgan scealt,
and wið feonda gehwæne fæste healdan
sauwle þine; a hi winnað
embe þæt * * *
dæges and nihtes

ongean drihtnes life.

Þu miht hy gefleman,

gif þu filian wilt

larum minum. (64b–70a)
(Now you must protect yourself, and against every fiend hold fast your soul; they always
contend for it. * * * by day and night against the lord’s life. You can put them to flight, if
you desire to follow my teaching.)
Both of these poems, and, as I will argue in chapter six, Precepts and Vainglory, function within
a paradigm of conflict. Wisdom helps guard its possessor against the dangers of the (spiritual)
world. Neither was the paradigm of order unknown to medieval Icelanders. In the Speculum
regale, wisdom personified is a key figure in God’s act of creation (ch. 56). The paradigms of
order and conflict cannot be used, therefore, to distinguish Old English from Old Norse-Icelandic
or Christian from pagan literature, but they can serve to distinguish varying attitudes towards
wisdom in wisdom literature.
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The Institution of Wisdom
How does a wise man become wise? Who teaches wisdom and what institution supports
this teacher? What class did the wise man belong to? Questions such these in an Old NorseIcelandic and Old English context often revolve around another question: who was the þulr/þyle?
The word is related to the verb þylja, which can mean “to chant” or “to murmur” and also
possibly to þula, which denotes a poetic list.78 Þulr occurs a number of times in the Poetic Edda,
and in each case is used to mean “sage” or “wise man.”79 In one of these occurrences, the þulr
teaches wisdom while he sits in a stóli (Hávamál 111.2), which might imply some sort of
acknowledged position of leadership. Þulr also appears in a runic inscription from Denmark that
reads, “Gunwalds sten, sonar roalds, þular a Salhøgum” (Gunwald’s stone, son of Roald, þulr at
Salhaugar).80 Here the word seems to be a title, which would indicate that þulr denoted a formal
office. The Old English þyle is used in Anglo-Saxon glosses to translate “orator.”81 In Beowulf,
Unferth is identified as a “þyle” who sits at the feet of the king (1165), possibly implying an
association of the þyle with the court.82
Given these hints at formal functions, some scholars have come to see the þulr/þyle as the
official title of a Germanic priestly sage. In “Konr-Óttarr-Geirroðr: A Knowledge Criterion for
Succession to the Germanic Sacred Kingship,” Jere Fleck associates the function of this sage
with the upper class of warriors and kings. Comparing Rígsþula, Hyndluljóð, and Grímnismál,
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Fleck argues that all three poems present the same basic narrative: “A godly figure accepts the
individual consecration of a royal younger or youngest son. He then provides his human protégé
with that numinous knowledge necessary to decide the succession in the latter’s favor despite the
principle of primogeniture.”83 The god figure in these stories, the one who gives “numinous
knowledge” to the young prince, is a fictionalized representation of a human teacher. Fleck
postulates that there must have been a “man well versed in the numinous lore of his time; a
professional knower,” and he calls this teacher the þulr.84 The þulr was a man with numinous
knowledge who taught young princes, preparing them for the throne. While basically accepting
Fleck’s theory, Einar Haugen criticizes Fleck for narrowly associating the function of the þulr
with only one ritual. The numinous wisdom contained in the eddic poems is “part of the whole
ceremonial pattern of Germanic religion in which the king-priest or sacred magician acts out the
role of the gods he tells about.”85
There are many theories surrounding the þulr/þyle besides those of Fleck and Haugen.
The title has been seen variously as the name of the kind of poets who produced eddic poetry, a
synonym for a skald [poet], and as a special type of skald.86 The one problem facing all these
theories is the lack of evidence. As Chadwick and Chadwick write,
there is nothing to show that the þylir formed an organised class, or that they
possessed any educational system, whether for their own disciples or for the
community in general… . If there had been any organised system in the North,
such as existed among the filid of Ireland and among the druids of Gaul, we
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should almost certainly have heard of it.87
All we know is that the þulr/þyle was wise, that he knew what a sage is expected to know, and
that, because of this knowledge, he may have been turned to when certain rituals needed to be
performed.
If there was an institution of wisdom, it is probably to be found in medieval schools.
Proverbs 9.1 tells us that “sapientia aedificavit sibi domum excidit columnas septem” (“Wisdom
hath built herself a house, she hath hewn her out seven pillars”), and, according to Wisdom’s
speech in the Speculum regale, these seven pillars are the seven liberal arts (56.166–67). The
Catonis Disticha as well as other proverb collections and florilegia were popularly used as
schoolbooks throughout the Middle Ages. Even the grammar textbooks of Virgilius Maro
Grammaticus, according to a recent study by Vivien Law, were intended to be received as
wisdom literature.88 But though the liberal arts schools may have institutionalized wisdom, they
did not monopolize it; proverb collections, florilegia, and other types of wisdom literature
circulated outside the schools as well.
In seeking a medieval institution of wisdom, we would do well to remember that the
Germanic god of wisdom is often represented as anti-institutional. When Heiðrek establishes
himself as king and surrounds himself with wise men, Óðinn defeats him at a riddle contest and
then curses him, bringing his reign to an end (Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks ch. 9). The victorious
King Sigmund, who is helped by the gift of a sword from Óðinn, is betrayed by the same god
(Völsunga saga ch. 11). As the Old English Gifts of Men explains,
Næfre god demeð
............................
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… þæs swiþe þurh snyttrucræft
in þeode þrym þisses lifes
forð gestigeð,

þæt him folca weard

þurh his halige giefe hider onsende
wise geþohtas

ond woruldcræftas

under anes meaht ealle forlæte. (16b, 18–23)
(Never does God decree … that any man through wisdom so greatly ascend in
glory among people in this life, that the Protector of peoples to him sends through
his holy gift all wise thoughts and world-skills, allows all under one person’s
control.)
Like Óðinn, wisdom can be both central and marginal. Its liminal force defies strict boundaries.
As the following chapters seek to demonstrate, the chief characteristic of Old English and Old
Norse-Icelandic wisdom is its difficulty to locate, for it is always crossing lines, always inbetween.

Defining the Proverb
One of the difficulties in a study of wisdom literature is the definition of the proverb. Just
what, exactly, is a proverb, and what distinguishes it from a maxim? In a chapter-length
discussion of this question, Paul Cavill divides attempts to define the proverb into three groups:
those who define it (1) by currency, (2) by its structure, and (3) by its metaphorical content.89 If a
proverb is defined by currency, then a statement can be considered a proverb only if it is used by
many people and appears in a various contexts. The problem, as B. J. Whiting observes, is that it
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is difficult to know whether medieval sayings were widely used or not.90 There is often not
enough evidence to conclude that a saying was or was not widely circulated. Structural
approaches to the proverb, such as that of Alan Dundes, offer a bit more help, but these
definitions struggle to find structures that underlie the various forms a proverb can take.91
The last approach defines the proverb in contrast to the maxim or the gnome. The central
claim is that a proverb is distinguished by its metaphorical application to various situations,
whereas a maxim or gnome is a literal statement.92 This argument has the appeal of offering a
clear, easily applicable distinction, and, moreover, it has a classical supporter in Aristotle.
“Proverbs,” writes Aristotle, “are metaphors from species to species,” but “a maxim is a
statement, not about a particular fact … but general.”93 However, even Aristotle, the great
classifier, has trouble keeping the two forms distinct, for he says, “Some proverbs, again, are
also maxims.”94 A hard distinction between the proverb, maxim, and gnome is difficult to make
and, moreover, seems counter-intuitive. Many today would call the statement “It’s better to be
safe than sorry” a proverb, but there is nothing metaphorical or figurative in it.95 At the
beginning of his Adages, Erasmus cites authorities who define the proverb by its metaphorical
quality, and then he counters these, saying, “it seems that Donatus and Diomedes regard it as
essential for any proverb to have some kind of envelope; in fact they make it into a sort of
allegory. …Yet you will find many observations quoted as proverbs by writers of unshakeable
90
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authority which are not hidden in metaphor.” He offers as an example the saying “Ne quid nimis”
(“Nothing to excess”).96 Paul Cavill runs into a similar dilemma as Aristotle in his attempt to
distinguish the proverb from other forms: “Gnomes tend to be shorter, with minimal syntax,
whereas maxims are longer and more complex syntactically, but like gnomes, work at a literal
level. Proverbs may be either literal or metaphorical or both, mapping one set of descriptive
categories onto another in a paradigmatic relationship.”97 Cavill’s definition has the benefit of
trying to acknowledge the existence of literal proverbs, but in doing so the distinctions he makes
lose value, for there is nothing left to distinguish a literal proverb from a maxim.
Besides being counter-intuitive, the metaphorical approach rests on faulty assumptions
about the nature of metaphor. Critiquing the metaphorical approach, Peter Grzybek argues that
the distinction between a metaphor and a non-metaphor cannot be found in the language as such,
“but only in language use.”98 In the sentences “There is a bowl of cherries on the counter” and
“Life is a bowl of cherries,” the phrase “bowl of cherries” is literal in one and metaphoric in the
other, not because the phrase itself is different, but because of the context in which the phrase is
used. There is nothing inherent in the phrase “bowl of apples” to indicate whether it is figurative
or not, and, like this phrase, a proverb’s metaphoricity cannot be determined by content alone.
Rather than accept a flawed approach, therefore, I agree with Cavill in emphasizing that the
proverb, the maxim, the gnome, if they are distinguishable at all, are more importantly related by
their “proverbiality.”99 The term is borrowed from Shirley Arora’s “The Perception of
Proverbiality,” in which she argues that what truly makes a proverb a proverb is the perception
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of the audience: “The utterance in question … will function as a proverb, with all the
accompanying weight of authority or community acceptance that the concept implies, as the
direct result of the listener’s perception, right or wrong, of its ‘proverbiality.’”100 Certain
structures and rhetorical techniques (parallelism, rhyme, paradox, introductory formulas, change
of intonation, etc.) induce the audience to “recognize” or perceive a statement as proverbial
(though a proverb need not demonstrate all of these techniques). In this thesis I use the terms
proverb, maxim, gnome interchangeably to refer to short, pithy sayings that demonstrate
proverbiality, i.e. which are spoken/written as the authoritative voice of tradition.
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“Næfre god…þurh his halige giefe hider onsende / wise geþohtas ond woruldcræftas / under anes
meaht ealle forlæte.” (The Gifts of Men, 16b, 21–23)
(Never would God send through his holy gift all wise thoughts and world-skills, allow all under
one person’s control.)
Chapter 3: Heroic Wisdom

In his Etymologia, Isidore of Seville writes, “Heroicum enim carmen dictum, quod eo
virorum fortium res et facta narrantur. Nam heroes appellantur viri quasi aerii et caelo digni
propter sapientiam et fortitudinem” (“a poem is called heroic because the acts and deeds of
strong men are recounted in it, for celestial men, as it were, worthy of the skies because of their
wisdom and strength, are called heroes”).1 The true hero is a combination of strength and
wisdom, of physical and mental prowess. Isidore here voices a heroic value that is shared by
Classical, Irish, Old Norse, and Old English literatures.2 This chapter will examine the wise hero
in Króka-Refs saga, Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks, and The Wanderer. In each of these works, the
key to understanding the characterization of the hero lies in recognizing the discourse of wisdom.
Based on the discussion of wisdom and wisdom literature in the previous chapter, the
cues of the discourse of wisdom can be listed as follows:
•

Terms denoting wise, wisdom, and wise people (ch. 1 tables 1 and 2)

•

Terms referring to lore or forms of wisdom literature (ch. 1 tables 3 and 4)

•

The demonstration of wise knowledge through the use of

1
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o proverbs3
o riddles
o instruction
o myth, legends, or stories of old
o other types of wisdom literature
•

The demonstration of wise skills, most commonly:
o problem-solving (in the sagas usually manifested in the ability to escape physical
danger)
o the ability to give good counsel
o verbal wit
o foresight
o craftsmanship

Of course, the diversity of wisdom means that any such list will be incomplete, but these are the
cues that I have found most commonly appear in Old English and Old Norse-Icelandic literature.
Not all of the cues need be present in a given work: a saga may use many proverbs and no
riddles, or a character may be known more for verbal wit than his/her ability to give good advice.
But the presence of one or more of these cues indicates that we are dealing with a hero who is
not just strong, but also wise.
A hero is one who is set apart from the rest, and fighting prowess is only one way in
which the hero can be distinguished. Each of the heroes discussed here—Ref, Heiðrek, and the
Wanderer—is defined not primarily in terms of strength, but by exceptional wisdom. Wisdom is
liminal, however, and cannot be limited to a single character. Though the stories attempt to set
3
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up dichotomies between the protagonist(s) and the antagonist(s), the wise and the foolish,
wisdom exists on both sides of the dividing line. The exceptionality of the heroes is thus both
defined and threatened by wisdom. Each hero deals with this threat differently, but in each case
the main issue concerns the relation of the hero to a centralized power and the wisdom associated
with it. Ref is forced to leave his farm, and then to leave Iceland entirely, but with each
successive move he redefines the periphery as the new centre of wisdom and power. This
redefinition, however, is repeatedly threatened by the king of Norway, who through his own
wisdom is able to see through Ref’s tricks. Heiðrek rejects his father’s wise advice and leaves
home, opting instead for a peripheral wisdom away from his father’s rule. But when Heiðrek
establishes his own kingdom with a central court of justice presided over by sages, he loses the
flexibility needed to deal with the threat of wisdom’s liminality. He is thus brought down by
Óðinn, who comes into the narrative as a representative of wisdom on the margins. And finally,
the Wanderer, a marginal figure who finds himself exiled from society and the wise teachings of
his lord, gains a new kind of wisdom, the wisdom that understands the limits of wisdom. In each
case the hero is defined through a complex relationship with wisdom and wisdom literature, a
relationship that is sometimes not readily apparent, but can be recognized by those who, like the
authors of these three works, are familiar with the discourse of wisdom.

Króka-Refs saga
Króka-Refs saga (“The Saga of Ref the Sly”) highlights its participation in the discourse
of wisdom most clearly through the words of Gestr. When Ref says he will go to Greenland,
Gestr says to him,
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Ef þér verðr eigi útkvámu auðit, þá vil ek, at þú látir skrifa frásögn um ferð þína,
því at hún mun nökkurum merkilig þykkja, því at ek hygg, at þú sér annarr
spekingr mestr í várri ætt. Mun ok nökkut gott af þér verða. (6:131)
(If it turns out you are not destined to come back to Iceland, I wish that you would
have a story written about your journey, because it will seem noteworthy to some
people since I think you are the second wise man to appear in our family. And
surely you are destined for great achievements. [605])4
Like mighty deeds of strength, deeds of wisdom deserve to be recorded. Gestr’s words call
attention to the appropriateness and importance of the saga’s subject matter, revealing the raison
d’être for the saga: to preserve in recorded memory the deeds of a wise hero. Gestr identifies Ref
as a wise (“spekingr”) man, the “second” in the family since Gestr himself is the first. I discuss
the significance of Gestr as a wise man more fully below, so here I will only say that it is
important that Ref is the “second” in the family, for it is only by wisdom that Gestr is able to
identify Ref as a wise hero. It takes wisdom to recognize wisdom.5 Gestr is the one who
discovers Ref’s innate knowledge and skills, and every hearer or reader of the saga makes the
same discovery, as long as (s)he responds with appropriate admiration of the hero. The saga
implicitly compliments those who have the wisdom to appreciate its “noteworthy” subject
matter: heroic wisdom.
The saga begins by bringing the hero’s character into question. A farmhand named Bardi
keeps Þorbjorn’s livestock from grazing on land that properly belongs to Stein, and later to Ref
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and his mother (chs. 2–3). After Stein passes away, however, Þorbjorn kills Bardi and allows his
livestock to cross the property boundary. Ref’s response is markedly unheroic: instead of
avenging his family and protecting his land, he does nothing. He sits by the fire with no interest
in getting involved until his mother scolds him. This portrait of an initially apathetic, lazy young
hero, also known as a kolbítr (coal-biter), is a common motif in Old Norse-Icelandic literature6
that emphasizes the hero’s change from inertia to action, from apparent foolishness to great
wisdom. Faced with such an unimpressive central character, the audience is prompted to ask,
“What kind of person is this character? Is he good for anything? What can he possibly
accomplish?” In Króka-Refs saga, this questioning of Ref´s heroism is coloured with questions
of masculinity. His mother, for instance, seeing him lying by the fire, says, “Væri þar betri dóttir”
(3:123) (“It would have been better if my child had been a daughter” [600]). A similar criticism
is made later in the saga by Þorgil and his sons. Ref encounters a polar bear when he is unarmed,
and so he walks away to find something to fight with, but when he returns, the bear has already
been killed by Þorgil’s sons. They have also seen Ref’s footprints leading away from the bear,
and they accuse him of cowardice: they call him “Refr inn ragi” (7:134) (“Ref the Effeminate”
[607]), and Þorgil goes so far as to say that Ref becomes a woman every ninth day. The question
of Ref’s heroism is thus asked through the question of his masculinity. His identity is only
affirmed by the wise characters in the saga: Gestr, who has already been mentioned, and King
Harald, who, seeing Ref’s wisdom, says that men like Ref are “þó menn” (12:144) (“real men”
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[614]). Ref redefines masculinity, proving himself to be a “real man” by proving himself to be a
wise man, a hero who combines fortitudo with sapientia.
The saga helps its audience recognize Ref’s wisdom through a number of discursive cues,
some obvious and some less obvious to readers unfamiliar with the Old Norse-Icelandic
discourse of wisdom. The first hint that Ref may possess hidden wisdom is found in the
description of his father, Stein. Stein demonstrates rhetorical skill and foresight, both skills
that—as I argue in the previous chapter—are associated with wisdom. When Þorbjorn continues
to let his livestock graze on Stein’s land, Stein goes and speaks with him, reasoning that it would
be better for both of them if they were to keep a good relationship, and Þorbjorn says “þann
öngan verit hafa, at jafnhógværliga ok vitrliga hefði við hann um talað lézt þat ætla, ef fleiri
hefði svá um talat þat ábóta þætti vant, at hann mundi færi stökkivíg gert hafa” (1:120) (“that no
one had ever spoken so moderately and reasonably with him and that he thought that, if more
people had spoken to him about matters that seemed out of order, he would have committed
fewer impulsive killings” [598]). “Vitrliga,” translated by Clark here as “reasonably” can also be
translated “wisely” or “with wisdom.”7 Stein’s wisdom can also be seen in his foresight, which
he demonstrates before he passes away. Foresight in this case is not a mystical or spiritual vision
but rather the ability to surmise and prepare for the future. On his deathbed, Stein’s concern is
for his family (ch. 2). He knows that, after he passes away, Þorbjorn will resort to his old tricks,
and so Stein asks his wife Þorgerd to sell the land and move elsewhere. Not heeding her
husband’s advice, Þorgerd stays, and all of her husband’s worries come to pass. Þorbjorn
enroaches on Þorgerd’s land, letting his livestock graze there, and when Þorgerd changes her
mind and tries to sell the land, it is too late, for no one wants to be neighbours with Þorbjorn. The
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saga implies that, were Þorgerd to listen to the wise advice of Stein, advice that is founded on his
foresight, things would go better. Stein is a short-lived character in the saga, but he is a wise one.
His function is to hint at the possibility that Ref, as his son, also possesses wisdom.
A son is not necessarily like his father, however, and Ref might not take after Stein.
Certainty is only provided when a family relative, Gestr Oddleifsson, discovers Ref´s wise traits.
Though a marginal character, Gestr also appears in Landnámabók and numerous other sagas.8
His name, which means “guest,” is also one of the many names of Óðinn.9 Gestr’s character in
these works is that of a wise man who prophesies and counsels, a marginal presence who
somehow possesses special knowledge and insight.10 If Ref is the “second” wise man in the
family, Gestr is the first, and it is by his wisdom that Ref’s wisdom is recognized. As Alita
Putnam observes, Gestr’s function in Króka-Refs saga is slightly different from his function in
other sagas.11 In other sagas Gestr is an authoritative counselor, but in Króka-Refs saga he does
not teach Ref wisdom of any kind: he does not interpret dreams or give specific counsel. His role
is rather that of observer and supporter.
It is an overstatement, however, to claim that Gestr’s changed role is an “inversion of the
traditional power structures.”12 While Gestr may not be an instructor to Ref, he still remains
firmly within the role of the wise man. He quickly picks up on Ref’s play with language:
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ok er þeir frændr tókust orðum, spyrr Gestr, ef hann segði nökkur tíðindi. Refr
lézt engi segja. “Veiztu þó nökkur?” sagði Gestr. Refr kvað þat eigi örvænt ok
segir nú slík sem hann hafði um at vera. (4:126)
(When the two kinsmen began talking, Gest asked if he had any news to report.
Ref said13 he had not.
“But do you know any?” Gest asked.
Ref said it was not unlikely that he did and told what he was involved in.
[602])
The first time Gestr asks for the news, he casually, perhaps unwittingly, assumes that Ref has
desire or intent to tell the news. With a sensitivity to language that becomes more apparent as the
saga continues, Ref picks up on this assumption and rejects it, replying that he has no desire to
say anything. Ref’s response might easily be misinterpreted as suggesting he knows no news, but
Gestr is not fooled. He alters his question so that it makes no assumptions about the desire of the
hearer, and asks if Ref “knows” any news. To this, Ref replies in the affirmative and begins to
tell Gestr everything that has happened to him. Getting Ref to speak is not easy, and Gestr is
successful only because he has the wisdom to see what is really behind Ref’s initial answer.
Because Gestr is wise, he is able to recognize Ref’s special abilities. After careful
observation of Ref’s activities, he suggests that Ref might be skilled at wood-working, and he
says he wants to “reyna” (4:127) (“test” [602]) Ref. The importance of testing people is a theme
common to the Old Norse-Icelandic discourse of wisdom. Hávamál, for example, repeatedly
emphasizes the need to test people (sts. 1, 2, 81); Grettis saga observes that “lengi skal manninn
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reyna” (20.72) (“it takes time to test a man” [63]).14 Gestr demonstrates an understanding of this
proverb first by taking time to observe Ref and second by giving Ref appropriate time to perform
the task assigned to him as his test.
This task, the building of a ship, poses a problem, for it is not readily apparent how skill
in ship-building can prove Ref a wise man. Putnam expresses a confusion that is probably shared
by many modern readers of the saga when she writes, “The reasoning for this [conclusion by
Gestr] is far from sound: despite building an impressive ocean-going boat, we have seen little
display of this wisdom and the larger community continues to view him [Ref] rather
negatively.”15 Only when the saga is seen to draw on a discourse of wisdom does Gestr’s
judgement make any sense. Wisdom in many cultures is associated with skill in building and
craftsmanship. The Hebrew term for wisdom, ( ָח ְכמָהḥokmah), is associated in the Hebrew Bible
with skill in stonecutting and carpentry (1 Chr. 22:15), with the skills and artistry required to
build the tabernacle and the ark (Ex. 31:1–11, 35:30–36:1), and with the ability to build ships
(Ezek. 27:8–9). Similar associations between wisdom and practical skills are also found in
ancient Akkadian and Egyptian literature.16
Though evidence for this association is not as abundant in the Old English and Old
Norse-Icelandic corpuses, it is present nonetheless. According to the Old English Gifts of Men,
one of the many gifts that God deals out to mankind is skill in building:
Sum mæg wrætlice weorc ahycgan
heahtimbra gehwæs; hond bið gelæred,
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wis ond gewealden,

swa bið wyrhtan ryht. (44–46)

(One can wondrously devise various high-timbered works; [his] hand is skilled,
wise and controlled, as is right for a craftsman.)
Because the workman described here is skilled in his craft of building, his hand is called “wise.”
Similarly, the Old Norse-Icelandic Fáfnísmal attributes wondrous skill in construction to wise
men:
Salr er á há Hindarfialli,
allr er hann útan
þann hafa horscir

eldi sveipinn;
halir um gorvan

ór ódøccom ógnar lióma. (42.1–6)
(There is a hall on high Hindarfell,
outside it is all surrounded with flame;
wise men have made it
out of radiant river-light. [42.1–4])
The wondrous hall is not the result of mere hammer and nails; it is a demonstration of the
wisdom of its builders.17
Saxo Grammaticus’ Gesta Danorum provides further evidence that Scandinavian wisdom
was associated with skilled craftsmanship. One of the wisest characters described by Saxo is
Amleth, a man who disguises his wisdom by pretending to be a fool. As part of his act to
convince others he is insane, he sits by the fire as he carves wooden hooks and hardens them in
the flames. When asked about them, he evokes laughter by saying he is planning vengeance for
his father’s death. Because of his skill at making the hooks, however, Amleth’s wisdom is given
17
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away: “que solercia apud alcioris ingenii spectatores primam ei calliditatis suspicionem iniecit.
Ipsa namque exigue artis industria arcanum opificis ingenium figurabat. Nec credi poterat obtuse
cordis esse, cui tam exculto manus artificio calluisset” (88.24–28) (“it was this very skill which
aroused in spectators of the wiser sort the first suspicions of his cleverness. His diligence in this
humble technique suggested the craftsman’s hidden ingenuity; anyone with the brains to execute
articles of such finished workmanship could hardly be thought witless” [84]).18 Two
observations are important to make here: first, that Amleth’s skill at wood-working reveals his
wisdom, and, second, that his wisdom is recognized by “ingenii spectators” (“the wiser sort”).
Here, as in Króka-Refs saga, it takes wisdom to recognize wisdom. Ref demonstrates great skill
in craftsmanship by building an ocean-going vessel, and Gestr identifies this skill as evidence of
Ref’s wisdom.
The most common cue that a saga-hero is wise is usually the hero’s use of proverbs. For
the first part of Grettis saga, for instance, almost everything Grettir says is expressed in
proverbial form. The author of Króka-Refs saga, in contrast, does not use many proverbs at all.
He relies more on other cues such as Ref´s family background, his construction skills, and
riddles (discussed below) to characterize the hero. The benefit of studying wisdom as a cultural
discourse instead of a specific genre is that it becomes possible to see the variety of tools sagaauthors had at their disposal to create a wise hero. If this study were focused solely on proverbs
in Króka-Refs saga, it would see only a small part of the saga’s portrait of Ref. That said,
however, proverbs are present in the saga, and they cannot be ignored in a study of Ref’s
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character.19 So far in the saga, we have seen wisdom exemplified in the understanding of
character and the accurate prediction of the future (Ref’s father), in verbal precision (Ref and
Gestr), and in craftsmanship skills (Ref). Proverbs demonstrate verbal acuity, quick wit, and
social aptitude, as the speaker must select and apply a proverb appropriately to his or her specific
situation. Initially, proverbs in Króka-Refs saga are only spoken by the antagonists. Rannveig
uses one to goad Þorbjorn into killing Bardi (“Eru þér þó mislagðar hendr í kné” [3:122];
“You’ve done the wrong thing and left the right undone” [599]), and Þorbjorn says one before
Ref kills him (“Deign skal deigum bjóða” [3:125] “One should offer an untempered blade to a
softy” [601]). It is only after Ref meets Gestr that he begins to speak with the proverbial voice of
wisdom. When Gestr suggests a test of Ref’s ship-building skills, Ref agrees, but with a
condition. He asks for plenty of tools and materials, “því at þat er margra manna háttr, at þeir
kenn því um, ef eigi verðr vel, at latliga sé til fengit” (4:127) (“because lots of people, when a
project doesn’t turn out well, blame the outcome on inadequate supplies” [602]). With this
proverb, Ref begins to take an active role in establishing his own identity. He asks to be left
alone so that it cannot be said that he had any help. Whether he succeeds or fails, he wants the
outcome to be solely a reflection of his innate abilities. The wisdom Ref possesses can only be
brought to the surface when he sets controls over the public perceptions of his performance.
After this scene with Gestr, Ref continues to use proverbs to define his identity. When
Þormod, Ref’s father-in-law, expresses disappointment that Ref has taken so long in avenging
the insults of Þorgil and his sons, Ref answers, “Fyrr skyldi maðr hafa hugat ráð nökkut fyrir
sjálfum sér en rata í stórræði eða eggja aðra til” (8:135) (“A man should have his plans worked
out before he enters into great undertakings or incites others to them” [608]). Ref uses a single
19
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proverb to make two statements: first, that his slowness to vengeance is not a sign of cowardice
or laziness but of caution and wisdom, and second that Þormod is not wise to counsel hasty
vengeance. As someone who recklessly “incites others,” Þormod is implicitly critiqued by the
proverb. A proverb represents the common voice of tradition and so is an impersonal form.
Proverbs are therefore “often used in situations that are socioemotionally delicate and require
some sort of indirect rhetorical strategy.”20 Ref tactfully answers his father-in-law by invoking
the public voice of authority. In doing so he also demonstrates that the current public opinion of
his character, coloured by the rumours spread by Þorgil and his sons, is flawed.
A similar tension between inner identity and public recognition can be seen in an
encounter with Bard. Bard approaches Ref’s hideout, and the following brief discussion ensues:
“Refr spyrr at tíðindum. Bárðr lézt honum engi segja mundu. Refr sagði þá ok eigi fregna skyldu
meir en fallit þætti” (10:141) (“Ref asked the news. Bard said that no one would tell him. Then
Ref said that one should not ask more than would be thought fitting” [612]). By refusing to give
Ref any news, Bard attempts to define Ref as an outcast, one who does not deserve to participate
in the spreading and shaping of public opinion. Ref then uses an ambiguous proverb that, on the
surface, seems to be a humble admission that he has asked too much. The ambiguity lies in the
phrase “fallit þætti” (“would be thought fitting”), for it raises the unanswered question of
whether Ref’s inquiry was “fitting” or not. There is no explicit answer to this, and yet the reader
can surmise from the commonplace nature of Ref’s question (it is, after all, a question that is
often asked when a character greets another in the sagas) that he has not overstepped the
guidelines of propriety. Moreover, by using a proverb, a statement that represents public,
authoritative wisdom, Ref demonstrates that he still plays a part in the public voice. The proverbs
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in this saga represent Ref’s struggle to define himself, a struggle that engages him in complex
negotiations between inner qualities and public opinion, hidden and revealed knowledge.
The tensions of private vs. public and hidden vs. revealed are emphasized by another,
related tension in the saga: the tension between the unseen and the seen. As I argue in the
previous chapter, the wise can be identified by their superior powers of sight, and the foolish by
their lack thereof. In this saga, the foolish are the enemies of Ref. Ref decides to take vengeance
against Þorgil and his sons for their insults, and when he arrives at their home, he finds Þorgil
alone, cooking. After Ref announces himself, Þorgil says, “Mjök leggr reyk í augu mér, er ek
kenni þik eigi” (8:136) (“There’s a lot of smoke in my eyes so I don’t recognize you” [608]).
Þorgil refuses to compensate Ref for the insult, so Ref kills him. Ref then hides in the boat-house,
and the narrator says that it has gotten dark, so when Þorgil’s sons return home with the boat,
they do not see Ref until it is too late. The visual impairments of Þorgil, Þengil, and Þorstein
symbolize their lack of wisdom. The wise hero, on the other hand, sees clearly and achieves his
ends unimpeded by smoke or darkness.21
Besides having good sight, the wise man is able to control the sight or perception of
others.22 Ref does this first of all through disguise, which he uses twice in the saga. When he
lands at Norway, he puts on a black cloak and pretends to be a merchant named Narfi (ch. 16).
Later, King Harald sends men to kill Ref, and when they land in Denmark, they come upon an
old man in a cloak who offers to help them. This man, who names himself Sygtrygg, turns out to
be Ref himself, who leads the men into an ambush (ch. 20). By controlling the perceptions of
others this way, and by calling himself Sygtrygg, one of Óðinn’s names, Ref highlights the
21
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similarities between himself and this wise god, a god who is known to hide his identity by
walking about in disguise.
Ref’s mastery over sight and perception is most clearly demonstrated in his second
construction project, a wondrously built fortification that defends him and his family from
Þorgil’s avengers.23 After killing Þorgil and his sons, Ref escapes to a hidden inlet, and there he
builds his fort. The setting is important to note because the fort is well hidden. After searching
the area, Gunnar and his men find no sign of Ref, but Bard, who is “manna skyggnastr” (10:140)
(“a very sharp-sighted man” [611]), keeps looking, going further inland until he finds Ref’s
hideout. Even Bard’s sight, however, is not keen enough to penetrate the secrets of Ref’s
fortification. The wall of the fortification is beautifully built, and he cannot see any tar or
connecting boards—it is as if the entire work is made from one piece of wood. When Bard and
Gunnar try to burn it down, water comes out at the bottom. They try to burn it from the top, and
water comes out from the top. And when they search for the source of the water, they cannot find
anything. The construction wondrously, frustratingly, defies the men’s expectations and
knowledge.
Bard and Gunnar’s inability to really “see” or understand the fort is more than a failure of
sight; it is a failure of wisdom. The wall is a riddle, and to solve the riddle, the men must have
wisdom, a wisdom which, ironically, Ref has already demonstrated: an understanding of physical
constructions. Ref says Bard and Gunnar cannot touch him unless they have “nótið … vitrari
manna” (10:141) (“the help … of wiser men” [612]), and, forced to acknowledge that Ref is
right, they go to Norway, where they ask King Harald for “vitrligt ráð” (12:143) (“wise counsel”
[613]). Only the king is able to expound the riddle of the wall, which is the first of two riddles in
23
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the saga. The second occurs after Ref kills one of King Harald’s men (chs. 16–17). If he does not
wish to be guilty of murder, then he must announce the killing, but to announce the killing he
must put himself and his family in danger, since he has killed a man whom the king favoured.
Ref solves this dilemma by announcing the killing in a riddle, thereby giving himself time to
escape to Denmark while the king is busy figuring out the answer.
Commenting on riddles in the Oedipus story, Galit Hasan-Rokem and David Shulman
write that “riddling … models the self in self-definition.”24 The riddles in Króka-Refs saga
model the hero’s definition of his own identity. Both of the riddles focus attention on Ref’s skills
and actions. The wall of the fortification, like the earlier construction of the ship, evokes wonder
at Ref’s craftsmanship, the type of skills that in this saga represents wisdom. When Ref
announces the riddle of his killing, he is in disguise, and so the riddle raises questions such as
“Who is the riddler” and “What has he done?” and “Why is he telling the king?” As a result of
the riddles, Ref becomes a question mark; all the interrogatives point in his direction. The riddles
are disguises Ref hides behind, but they also call attention to him, and when he is unmasked by
the solving of the riddle, so is his heroism.
To unmask Ref, however, the audience must tacitly grant Ref authority over the
definition of his identity. A riddle is answered correctly if the riddlee’s answer matches the
riddler’s undisclosed answer. The riddles thus place the locus of meaning in a private answer
known to Ref. In the riddle announcement of the killing, for instance, Ref uses ambiguous, even
what might seem nonsensical language to describe his actions: “Ek stórkeraldaða hann í gegnum
strábeygisauga… . Þá hreiðrballaða ek hann, herra, en hann marghrossaði á mót” (16:153) (“I
lady-pigged him through the wall’s eye… . Then I nest-balled him and he many-horsed at that”
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[620]). To solve the riddle, King Harald must slowly work through the diction of each clause,
think of possible synonyms and idioms and identify clues through partial rhymes, untangling a
web of linguistic associations before he discovers what Ref has hidden in words. With these
riddles, Ref creates a public language whose meaning rests in private knowledge.
Because of the numerous conflicts he finds himself in, Ref is often driven out of the
community to the margins. He defends his home and must run away with his family to live in
isolation, and then he is driven from Greenland to Norway, and from Norway to Denmark. Ref
continually finds himself driven to the peripheries, yet through proverbs, riddles, and word-play,
he repeatedly redefines the periphery as the centre. The real threat to Ref is not men like Þorgil
or Bard, but the liminality of wisdom. Wisdom never resides solely in one place or in one person,
and Ref is not the only wise man in the saga. Gestr’s wisdom has already been noted, and there is
also another who demonstrates wisdom: King Harald. When Bard cannot figure out the riddle of
the wall, he goes to King Harald and receives “wise counsel.” Harald answers both of Ref’s
riddles, seeing through the ambiguities and tricks; he demonstrates foresight in predicting that, if
Bard goes back to the fortification, he will be killed (ch. 12); and he uses a proverb, the public
voice of traditional wisdom, to advise against Bard’s going back (“óskylt er þér at gremjast þeim
manni, sem þú átt ekki illt at launa” [13:143]; “you are under no obligation to anger a man who
has done you no evil which you should avenge” [614]). Ref is the wise hero of the saga, but he is
not immune to the dangers that arise from wisdom’s liminality.
Króka-Refs saga offers a colonialized Icelandic audience a cultural fantasy of political
success through wisdom. The saga is classified by scholars as “post-classical,” a category that is
often overshadowed by the more highly favoured family sagas, and so criticism of the story is
sparse. What criticism there is tends to focus on the relation of Ref’s story to the family sagas.
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Króka-Refs saga was written sometime in the fourteenth century though the earliest extant copy
exists in a fifteenth-century manuscript. Like other post-classical sagas, therefore, it is
temporally separated from the concerns of the family saga writers. Gone is the concern with
Icelandic law and self-government, the struggles to keep peace in community, and gone are the
long genealogies and family histories. In an important recent study of the post-classical sagas,
Martin Arnold observes, “The hero of Króka-Refs saga has little sense of the community at
large.”25 Despite its different interests, however, Króka-Refs saga makes much intertextual use
of the classical sagas. Arnold therefore describes Króka-Refs saga as a parody of the classical
saga style. He concludes,
The hero in the post-classical saga becomes, therefore, a projection of those
collective cultural fantasies, either wish-fulfilling or anxious, that indicate, at one
and the same time, the lack of a confident sense of identity in the wider cultural
domain and the recognition that the ethnic ideal of tradition is both obsolete and
artificial. The use of romance topoi and motifs in the post-classical
Íslendingasögur clearly enables the delineation of extreme possibilities and
remarkable individual characteristics which, in turn, enables the evident nonrealist artificiality of the post-classical saga environment.26
My own analysis of Króka-Refs saga is only in partial agreement with Arnold’s. It is true, I
believe, that the post-classical sagas grow out of an Iceland that lacked a clear sense of cultural
and political identity. The weakness of Arnold’s argument rests in the adjectives he uses to
describe Króka-Refs saga. Throughout his discussion, he uses terms such as “exaggerated,”
“hyperbolic,” “improbable,” and “artificial,” assuming rather than arguing that the saga could
25
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only be seen as a ridiculous story by its audience. In regards to Beowulf, T. A. Shippey notes that
scholars have seen the proverbs in this poem as out of place, a blemish of an otherwise great
work. Shippey writes, “the maxims in Beowulf are not used…simply so that audiences can note
the discrepancy between complex, ironic situation and ‘superficial,’ ‘flatfooted’ saying (much
though this confrontation may be to the taste of literary scholars)”; instead, we must recognize
that maxims were enjoyed and valued by medieval audiences.27 Similarly, I see no reason—other
than a discrepancy between medieval and modern literary taste—to assume that Króka-Refs saga
is a parodic exaggeration or that it conveys a sense of artificiality. In fact, Kendra J. Willson
observes that the author of Króka-Refs saga attempts to portray spectacular scenes in a realistic
light, similar to modern science fiction.28 What makes the story seem exaggerated, I believe, is
the heroic difference between Ref and the common man—his is an extraordinary wisdom. When
the discourse of wisdom is not recognized, elements seem odd or out of place. For example,
about Ref’s riddle-like announcement to King Harald, Patricia M. Wolfe writes “it is a serious
flaw in the characterization of Ref as cunning and far-sighted”; and Arnold calls it a subversion
and disruption of a more traditional court scene.29 Given the wisdom context described above,
however, this riddle fits very well with the characterization of Ref as a wise hero. While
certainly comic, Króka-Refs saga does not invite us to laugh at traditional sagas or even at the
hero who performs such “hyperbolic” feats; we are invited to laugh at the foolishness of Ref’s
opponents and at the ease with which Ref’s wisdom leads to success, and at the same time, we
are invited to admire the extraordinary wisdom of the hero.
27
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Though not necessarily a parody, Króka-Refs saga does contain an important element of
critique. In a poem meant to taunt Bard, Ref says,
Þykkist þremja stökkvir,
þat er líkindi, at ríki
reyndr, í röskum höndum
ráð várt hafa báðum.
Fyrr get ek hins en hjörva
hljómbeiðir mik veiði,
hugðr mun hróðr, at brögðum
hringbætandi mæti. (14:147-48)
(He who makes blades bound,
the warrior wont to rule, supposes
our fate’s in his two strong fists;
that’s to be expected.
But I guess that before he gets me,
the ring-giver, craver of sword-crashing,
will meet with tricks—there’ll be
a victory ode for me. [616])
Here sapientia is set against fortitudo, the wise hero against one who is merely strong. Wise and
armed with “tricks,” Ref represents the fourteenth-century cultural fantasy of a hero who can
successfully survive the intrigues and political manoeuvers of the Norwegian court and the
developing Icelandic aristocracy. Consistently outwitted, Ref´s opponents are not able to pin him
down. He is not rooted to a specific place, but readily crosses borders until he finds a supportive
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home in Denmark with a ruling power that appreciates and values his wisdom. The hero of this
saga thus offers an escapist fantasy to a fourteenth-century audience, while at the same time
revealing the problems of such an escape. Even after going to Denmark, Ref does not settle
down permanently. There is no central community for Ref to remain a part of in this saga, no
place to draw firm lines around wisdom, for the liminality of wisdom means that it is both inside
and outside. Like a number of Norse-Icelandic þættir, Króka-Refs saga contains an anti-court
element which is directed against Norway,30 but this implies that the hero’s identity is at least
partly defined by (or against) the power he seeks to escape. Michael Camille writes, “the centre
is … dependent upon the margins for its continued existence,” and the reverse is just as true.
Whether Ref is marginal, or whether he redefines himself as a new centre, his identity is not
completely self-determined. Wisdom in this text does not belong solely to the centre or the
margin, for it is liminal, and cannot be confined to one side of the political tension.

Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks
Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks, probably written in the thirteenth century, survives in three
versions (AM 544 4to, MS 2845 4to, and AM 203 fol). It belongs to a group of sagas known as
fornaldarsogur (legendary sagas), a group generally not well received by critics, who often
accuse these sagas of being unhistorical, derivative, unoriginal, and tasteless.31 In addition,
Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks in particular demonstrates what might be called another “failing”: at
first glance, it can seem like a disjointed series of loosely related narratives, and the section
about Heiðrek—the section most clearly related to wisdom—has proven a challenge to critical
attempts to find thematic unity in the saga. By paying attention to the discourse of wisdom,
30
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however, I argue that Heiðrek’s narrative shares an important theme with the rest of the saga.
Like other episodes in the saga, this narrative explores the theme of inheritance, but here what is
inherited is not primarily riches or heirlooms but wisdom, wisdom which both defines and
threatens heroic identity.
Dissatisfaction with the story’s structure is expressed by Christopher Tolkien, who writes
in the introduction to his translation of the saga, “The work is, in fact, something of a
gallimaufrey, unkempt, ununified, with many inconsistencies; and though unity of a kind is
given to it all in the theme of the terrible sword Tyrfing which passes down the generations, the
saga-writer would have needed to be far more ruthless with his material than he was to make a
satisfactory design.”32 In two more recent works, Torfi H. Tulinius responds to such criticisms in
an attempt to defend the unity of the saga.33 The entire story, according to Tulinius, is unified by
the theme of inheritance. In each section of the saga, issues of inheritance are at stake, whether it
be the inheriting of the sword Tyrfing, or conflicts between siblings over fair inheritance
practices.34 This theme, Tulinius argues, reflects socio-political concerns over the (in)justice of
inheritance laws in medieval Iceland.35 During the thirteenth century, the emerging Icelandic
aristocracy imported and adapted European ideas and customs in a process of self-definition. As
part of this process, there was also an attempt to conform Icelandic inheritance practices to the
practice of the Continent, and in 1271, the new laws of King Magnús made it lawful only for
legitimate children to inherit. Tensions between those who held to the older way of equal
division of inheritance and those who embraced the new way were inevitable, and these tensions
are repeatedly represented in Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks. According to Tulinius, the saga
32
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expresses the discontent of the illegitimate who are excluded from inheritance, but it also
implicitly warns the discontented about the dangers of taking action. Hervör, for example, strives
to gain her inheritance and seeks the sword Tyrfing, accepting it even though it will bring a curse
on her descendants. The saga thus contains “cathartic value for Icelanders in the first half of the
thirteenth century.”36 It offers a means by which tensions are expressed and contained, as the
disinherited are warned that their desires are dangerous.
Tulinius’ reading is insightful and persuasive, especially as it considers the saga in the
context of thirteenth-century Iceland. However, about the riddle contest between Óðinn and
Heiðrek, Tulinius has very little to say. And in what little he does say, he resorts to an
unconvincing allegorical reading of Heiðrek as a type of Christ. Tulinius does not apply
allegorical methods to other parts of the saga, only this one, perhaps because it is especially
problematic for him. Even without resorting to allegory, however, Heiðrek’s section can be read
as participating in the theme of inheritance, as long as the discourse of wisdom is recognized.
Though the saga’s participation in this discourse is not as explicit as in Króka-Refs saga,
recognizing the discourse’s cues can help clarify some of the oddities of Heiðrek’s story.
Heiðrek’s narrative explores the complexities surrounding the inheritance of wisdom. It
foregrounds tension between a wisdom of the centre, which is passed down like an inheritance,
and a wisdom of the margins, which is not officially inherited (i.e. learned in and approved by a
social group) but innate. The distinction between these two wisdoms is set up when Heiðrek is
driven out of his home after accidentally killing his brother. Höfund holds a feast and invites
everyone except Heiðrek and Gizur (ch. 4). Though he allows his son Angantýr to join the feast,
Heiðrek is excluded. Both brothers, according to the saga, have heroic qualities: “báðir váru þeir
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spakir at viti ok inir mestu atgørvismenn” (4:21) (“both were wise in understanding and men of
great accomplishment”).37 The difference is that Angantýr is “líkr fǫður sínum at skaplyndi ok
vildi hverjum manni gott … ok við alla alþýðu var hann vinsæll” (4:21) (“like his father in nature
and wished everybody well … and he was much liked by the whole people”). Angantýr is
socially accepted and so joins his father at the centre of the social network of the feast. Heiðrek,
on the other hand, though wise and capable of feats, is not sociable and is not favoured by his
father. When he goes uninvited to the feast, he repeatedly incites social discord. He is a character
waiting to be exiled, to find his “home” at the margins of society. The other person not invited to
the feast is his foster-father, Gizur, who is said to be “manna vitrastr” (4:21) (“wisest of men”).
Gizur is one of the names of Óðinn, and the Óðinn-like quality of this character becomes clear
when he turns a possible reconciliation between brothers into a feud (ch.10).38 Together, Heiðrek
and Gizur represent the wisdom that threatens from the peripheries. The feast therefore sets up a
tension between centralized wisdom, which seeks to maintain social order and status, and
marginal wisdom, which serves personal interest without regard for social boundaries.
This tension is heightened after Heiðrek accidentally kills his brother. As he is leaving
the feast, Heiðrek feels that he has not yet caused enough trouble, so he picks up a rock and
throws it into the night darkness. Unfortunately, the rock hits Angantýr and kills him. Realizing
what has happened, Heiðrek tells his father, who then declares that Heiðrek must leave the
family and never return. Hervör, however, does not wish her favourite son to be completely
disinherited, so she says that “enda er mikil hefndin, ef hann skal aldrí koma í ríki fǫður síns ok
fara svá eignalauss í brott” (4:22) (“vengeance would be heavy if he were never again to enter
37
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the realm of his father and to journey thus empty-handed away”). This is where the connection
between wisdom and inheritance becomes clear: when Höfund refuses to give Heiðrek material
wealth, Hervör asks that he be given “heilráði” (4:22). This word, which Tolkien translates
“good advice,” cues the discourse of wisdom. If she cannot get monetary gifts for Heiðrek,
Hervör will try to get gifts of another kind. The wise counsel given to Heiðrek is a form of gift,
and, even though he does not seem to think much of this gift, he does not leave “empty-handed.”
The instruction given to Heiðrek demonstrates great foresight on the part of Höfund, for
the list of six negative statements offered as instruction becomes prophecy.39 Each of the
situations described by these counsels comes to pass. However, Heiðrek doubts the good-will of
his father’s gift (he claims it is given with “illan hug” [4:22] [“ill intent”]), and he determines to
disobey each of the six counsels, bringing himself not a little hardship. In disobeying the last of
the counsels, the counsel not to foster the son of someone of higher rank, Heiðrek deliberately
brings wrath upon himself by hiding his foster-son and claiming to have killed him. Is this
trouble really necessary? Why go to such lengths to disobey what seems, in hindsight at least, to
be good counsel? In response to these questions, Tolkien writes that Heiðrek is “testing the
validity of his father’s advice.”40 While this may serve as a partial explanation for Heiðrek’s
behaviour, it is insufficient to account for the repetitive disobedience—does Heiðrek need to go
against all six counsels before he realizes they are valid? And does he really not know what will
happen if he kills the son of a powerful king? Moreover, the text does not give any indication
that Heiðrek ever acknowledges the validity of his father’s advice.
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What is at stake in Heiðrek’s obedience or disobedience becomes clearer when the
narrative is seen in the context of a tension common to wisdom literature: the tension between
the need to teach wisdom and the notion that wisdom is inborn, like a personality trait. The Old
English Precepts begins, “ðus frod fæder freobearn lærde, / modsnottor mon, maga cystum eald,
/ wordum wisfæstum, þæt he wel þunge” (1–3) (thus a wise father, a wise-minded man, a man
old in experience, taught his freeborn child, so that he would grow up well). And yet another Old
English poem, The Gifts of Men, lists gifts or personality strengths that have been allotted to
humans by God, and one of these is wisdom (ll. 41–43). According to the Old Norse-Icelandic
Hávamál, “Fregna oc segia / scal fróðra hverr, / sá er vill heitinn horscr” (63.1–3) (“Asking
questions and answering, this every wise man should do, / he who wants to be reputed intelligent”
[63.63.1–2]). But, as Króka-Refs saga demonstrates, wisdom is also an innate quality that can
show itself without any training or schooling. Ref asks that no one help him and that no one even
come near him while he is building his first boat because he wants to demonstrate that the
wisdom needed to build it is his own. Similarly, by disobeying the counsel of his father, Heiðrek
demonstrates that his own wisdom is innate and not learned. He averts dangers and threats not by
doing what he is told, but by his own ingenuity. He thereby demonstrates that it is possible to
define oneself outside of the “legitimate” line of descent, that the disinherited can find other,
internal grounds for a new identity, which here is signified by the establishment of a kingdom
under Heiðrek’s rule.
The six counsels and their aftermath thus demonstrate the wisdom of both Heiðrek and
Höfund. By stepping outside of his father’s wisdom, Heiðrek demonstrates that he can survive
on his own, internally derived wisdom. At the same time, however, all of the situations
envisioned in the six counsels come to pass, demonstrating the validity and foresight of Höfund’s
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teaching. Even as he is counselling his son, Höfund knows that his advice will be ignored. He
says to Heiðrek, “En meiri ván þykkir mér, at þú munir þetta eigi hafa” (4:22) (“But I think it
more than likely that you will make no use of this”). Thus there are two wisdoms established by
this section of the saga: the “legitimate,” inherited wisdom of the centre, represented by Höfund,
and the “illegitimate,” innate wisdom of the margins, represented by Heiðrek. At the end of this
segment, however, Heiðrek, like Ref, turns the margin into a new centre. Though Heiðrek is
already a wise character, the saga emphasizes that after he takes up kingship, he becomes
“hǫfðingi mikill ok spekingr at viti” (8:30) (“a great lord, and very wise”). The outcast son
becomes the ruler of a kingdom that is defined by its wisdom.
Since this kingdom’s wisdom is a centralized wisdom, it becomes vulnerable to the threat
of liminality. After becoming king, Heiðrek rears a great, golden boar, and declares “at aldri
hefir maðr svá mikit af gǫrt við hann, at eigi skuli hann hafa réttan dóm spekinga hans, en þeir
tólf skulu gæta galtarins, eða ella skal hann bera upp gátur þær, er hann gæti eigi ráðit” (8:31)
(“that no man had ever done him so great a wrong that he should not have just judgment from his
counselors, those twelve who had to tend the boar; or else he should propound riddles which the
king could not solve”). The boar is a heroic animal, for it feeds the warriors in Óðinn’s hall
Valhalla.41 Here it is tended by twelve counselors, or more literally “wise men,” who apparently
aid Heiðrek in his judgements. The judgements of the court are founded on the wisdom of
Heiðrek and his counselors, and so to challenge a judgement is to challenge the court’s wisdom.
The appropriate form of the challenge, therefore, must be some sort of contest of wisdom.
Because riddles are a form of wisdom literature, it is “rétt ok vel fallit” (“right and fitting”) that
Heiðrek’s wisdom be challenged with a riddle-contest (9:32). Heiðrek’s confidence is misplaced,
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however, for wisdom cannot be contained exclusively by the court. Wisdom is liminal; it is both
within and without, at the centre and at the margin, and it is because he does not understand this
that Heiðrek loses his kingship and his life.
Not surprisingly, liminality enters into the story in the form of Óðinn. The god of wisdom
knocks on the door to Gestumblindi’s house, identifies himself by the same name, trades
clothing, and goes to the court in Gestumblindi’s stead. “Gestumblindi,” one of the many names
for Óðinn, originates from Gestr inn blindi, which means “the blind stranger” or “the blind
guest.”42 It is also, coincidentally, related to Gestr, the name of Ref’s wise relative. The
disguised Óðinn goes to the court and pays his respects to Heiðrek, pretending to be nervous
about his abilities, and the stage is set for what is what is commonly known as the “neck-riddle”
genre.43 In this genre a character must win a riddle-contest in order to save his or her life, usually
from a king’s judgement. To save his or her “neck,” the character must either answer the king’s
riddle or ask a riddle that the king cannot answer. In some neck-riddle stories, the person being
judged comes in disguise, giving him/her an advantage in the contest, and this is what happens in
Hervara saga ok Heiðreks. Óðinn comes in disguise, thereby posing a riddle that underlies the
riddle-contest: who is Gestumblindi and how is he so wise as to know all these riddles? As in
other verbal contests in Old English and Old Norse-Icelandic, the disguise creates a dramatic
irony in which the audience is privileged to knowledge withheld from one of the main characters,
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in this case, King Heiðrek.44 The centre thus begins to be displaced; the king is denied an
understanding of who he is contending with and of where real power lies.
Whereas other sections of this saga might be considered elaborations of a narrative poem,
the neck-riddle section is an elaboration of a riddle collection.45 Since the riddle collection is
probably earlier than the narrative and not vice versa, not all of the riddles are necessarily related
to the surrounding story. That does not mean, however, that there are no connections at all. There
are three riddles, for instance, whose answers are a kind of game piece, and these riddles
underscore the seriousness of the game being played by Gestumblindi and Heiðrek. They also
serve as reminders that Heiðrek does not really know which game he is playing. He does not
fully understand the reality underlying the contest as he has no idea that he is contending with
the wisest of the gods. As the answer to the riddles is a game piece, so underlying the riddlecontest is a game hidden from the king. This is further underscored in one of the riddles near the
end of the collection. The answer to the fifth from the last riddle (9:43), in contrast to answers to
the other riddles, is not an absent object or past event, but the sow in the yard outside. The
answer is no longer a distant but a near reality. The riddle brings the question-and-answer
process near to Heiðrek’s present experience, an experience which itself is a riddle to which he
does not yet know the answer. Before answering the riddle, Heiðrek pauses to say, “Ef þú ert sá
Gestumblindi, sem ek hugða, þá ertu vitrari en ek ætlaða” (9:43) (“If you are the Gestumblindi I
took you for, … you are cleverer than I thought”). The riddle underlying the riddles is the
identity of the riddler, which is hinted at near the end of the contest. The answer to the second
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last riddle is Óðinn riding his horse, Sleipnir (9:44). After this hint, Óðinn then poses the last
riddle, simultaneously revealing his identity and winning the riddle contest.
The last riddle requires further comment because it is especially problematic. It is unclear
whether the riddle is actually a riddle, and whether or not Óðinn wins the contest fairly. The
question Óðinn asks is,
Hvat mælti Óðinn
í eyra Baldri
áðr hann væri á bál hafðr? (9:44)
(What said Ódin
in the ear of Balder
before he was borne to the fire?)
This question distinguishes itself from the other riddles in a number of ways. First, it is the
shortest question in the riddle collection, a mere three lines, whereas the other questions usually
contain 6–10 lines of verse. It thus seems abrupt in comparison to the other riddles. The question
also seems to differ from the usual content of riddles in that the answer is a private matter
between Óðinn and Baldr. In “Toward a Theory of Literary Riddles,” Dan Pagis writes, “in a
true riddle, private matters known to the author alone are completely invalid.” If the answer is
secret or esoteric, “no riddlee could discover [it], even with the help of myriad hints or
extraordinary perceptiveness.”46 Yet Pagis also observes that this rule is often not followed in
neck-riddle narratives.47 In Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks, a number of the riddles posed by Óðinn
draw on private knowledge. For instance, Óðinn asks a riddle to which Heiðrek correctly
answers, “þar fanntu hest dauðan á ísjaka ok orm dauðan á hestinum, ok rak þat allt saman eptir
46
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ánni” (9:37) (“You came upon a dead horse on an icefloe, and on the horse a dead snake, and
they all floated together down the river”). Óðinn bases his riddle on a strange, private experience,
and yet, in a demonstration of great wisdom, Heiðrek is still able to discover the answer. The
private nature of the answer to the last question, therefore, though suggestive, is not sufficient to
determine whether the question is a fair riddle or not.
The most important way in which the final question differs from riddles is in its lack of
indirection. There are no word-plays or puns, paradoxes or ambiguities. All of the other
questions demonstrate one or more of these techniques—the answer is disguised so that it is
difficult for the riddlee to discover. Discarding the indirectness of the riddle, Óðinn poses a
direct question: “What did I say to Baldr before he was placed on the funeral pyre?” It is largely
for this reason that I believe Óðinn’s question is not a riddle. Does that mean that Óðinn breaks
the rules of the contest and wins by cheating? There is no indication in the text that this is the
case. Heiðrek becomes angry that he has lost, but he never calls into question the validity of
Óðinn’s victory. Óðinn’s last question also appears in the eddic poem Vafðrúðnismál, in which
he engages in a question-answer contest with a wise giant. When Óðinn poses the unanswerable
question and wins the contest, the giant does not accuse Óðinn of breaking any rules. He rather
accepts defeat, acknowledging Óðinn’s wisdom:
Ey manni þat veit,

hvat þú í árdaga

sagðir í eyra syni;
feigom munni

mælta ec mína forna stafi

oc um ragna rǫc.
Nú ec við Óðin

deildac mína orðspeki,

þú ert æ vísastr vera. (55.1–8)
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(No man knows what you said in bygone days
into your son’s ear;
with doomed mouth I’ve spoken my ancient lore
about the fate of the gods;
I’ve been contending with Odin in wisdom;
you’ll always be the wisest of beings [55.1–6])
Judging by the giant’s reaction, it seems that Óðinn has won the contest fairly, and not by any
foul-play.
The presence of Óðinn’s winning question in other contests has led to confusion over the
nature of riddles in Old Norse-Icelandic literature. The entry on “riddles” in Medieval
Scandinavia: An Encyclopedia, for instance, says that “riddles appear widely” in Old NorseIcelandic literature, and then goes on to say that, in the eddic poems, riddles “tend to be
questions about mythological matters rather than actual riddles, but nonetheless questions and
answers are asked as in the riddle contests.”48 Just how “widely” riddles appear in this literature
is unclear, however, for a question is not necessarily a riddle. And if the questions are not “actual
riddles” what sense does it make to call the contests “riddle contests”? The confusion, I believe,
stems from the impression that there is a similarity between these contests, even though they use
different forms of questions. The contests are best termed not “riddle contests” but wisdom
contests. Wisdom literature, as argued in the previous chapter, is a category that includes
numerous genres. Though the contest in Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks contains more than one type
of question, it remains within the category of wisdom literature. It is acceptable for Óðinn to
shift from riddles to a mythical question because both are tests of wisdom.
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That is not, however, to discount the suddenness of the generic shift, which adds
suspense to the climax of this scene. Another sudden change is the lack of an answer. In his
discussion of neck-riddles, Richard Bauman writes that, when a riddle cannot be solved, it is a
convention of the riddle-contest that the riddler provide the answer.49 Óðinn, however, follows
no such convention. He wins the contest by posing the final question, but he does not venture an
answer to it. The question lingers as a continual reminder of Óðinn’s superior knowledge and
wisdom. In Finnish riddling contests, the loser of the contest, the person who cannot answer a
riddle, is sometimes sent away with the taunt, “Hyys, hyys to Hymylä, you don’t know
anything.”50 Hymylä is a world in which everything is upside-down or inside-out or “topsyturvy,” a fantastic world that is full of paradox and chaos.51 It is, basically, a riddle without a
solution. Riddles present the riddlee with a fantastic, paradoxical, often illogical realm, a realm
that dissolves only when the riddle is solved. Though not an actual riddle, Óðinn’s final question
invokes a world of myth in which gods exist and converse. It opens up a world in which Óðinn is
central, not marginal, and in which he is in control of knowledge. Like the loser in the Finnish
riddle contest, Heiðrek finds himself caught in the world opened up by the riddles and the final
question. He is therefore excluded from the new central power of the riddler. The roles are
reversed, and Óðinn is now the one who determines the judgements. After Heiðrek’s attempt to
assault him, Óðinn decrees that, since he has been attacked unjustly (“þú … vildir drepa mik
saklausan” [9:44]; “you … would slay me without offence”), Heiðrek will die at the hands of a
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slave.52 The upside-down riddle-world becomes reality for Heiðrek when a slave overpowers the
king. As in Króka-Refs saga, the hero is threatened by the liminality of wisdom. Instead of the
King of Norway, however, this time the liminality is represented by Óðinn himself.

The Wanderer
The Old English The Wanderer, which survives in the Exeter Book, is the last work to be
considered here, and it differs from the previous works in more than language. Very little is
“heroic” about this poem: there is no hall in which to feast, no lord to deal out treasure, no
warriors who fight battles or perform feats. The heroic is absent from this poem, but it is a felt
absence. In a well-known passage, the Wanderer cries out,
Hwær cwom mearg? Hwær cwom mago? Hwær cwom maþþumgyfa?
Hwær cwom symbla gesetu? Hwær sindon seledreamas?
Eala beorht bune! Eala byrnwiga!
Eala þeodnes þrym! (ll. 92–95a)
(Where is the horse? Where is the kinsman? Where is the treasure-giver? Where
are the banquet-places? Where are the hall-pleasures? Alas, the bright cup! Alas,
the mailed warrior! Alas, the majesty of the prince!)
Heroism in The Wanderer is present in its absence, an absence that serves to define the
experience of the speaker. Even though the poem belongs to a different genre of writing,
therefore, it is appropriate to examine the poem in relation to heroic narratives like Króka-Refs
saga and Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks. The awkward fit between the sagas and the poem reflect
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the distress of the Wanderer, who longs to again be part of a heroic story. The Wanderer,
moreover, is similar to Ref and Heiðrek in that he is distinguished from the common man not
primarily by physical prowess, but by wisdom. He is a “snottor” (wise man) who sits “sundor æt
rune” (111) (apart in counsel).
Rather than a narrative saga, The Wanderer is a lyric poem, often classified as an “elegy.”
The focus is no longer on action sequences but on emotions and states of mind. One of the few
points of agreement among critics of The Wanderer is that the poem reveals a psychological
interest. Rosier writes that it is “intrinsically a mirror of a mind in its several states and
faculties”; Tom Shippey describes the poem as a “process rather than a fixed point,” a process in
which the “mind and the sea confront each other”; William Alfred similarly argues that the poem
“enacts the struggle, moment by moment, by which mind moves from dead experience to live
understanding”; and Antonina Harbus writes that The Wanderer is “a poem about the life of the
mind … The poet grounds in the mind all the experiences he describes in order to construct a
story of mental wandering.”53 To read this different genre, I shift my approach from a focus on
narrative characterization to an analysis of the emotional qualities of the poem.
Like other Old English lyric poems, The Wanderer demonstrates what James L. Rosier
calls the “paradox of simplicity.”54 The Seafarer, The Wanderer, The Wife’s Lament, The Ruin—
all are made up of simple, straightforward statements, they share “staple” themes and “identical
terms,” and yet “our approach to these poems seems to be one of continual amazement and
puzzlement” (366). Accused of having a “want of coherence” (Kershaw 5) or an “essential
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obscurity,”55 The Wanderer has taunted critics for years with seemingly direct, gnomic teaching
that resists critical attempts to establish a stable meaning. It is the poem’s very obscurity,
however, that I believe is its most important quality. The Wanderer is not a homily or a treatise
that aims at clarity of communication; it is rather a flow of thoughts, a poem that represents the
emotional movements of a wise mind. In the hopes of better understanding The Wanderer’s
“paradox of simplicity,” I draw on the cognitive poetics of Reuven Tsur. Tsur’s approach lends
itself to a discussion of wisdom, as he develops language to describe the “perceptual qualities” of
texts. As I argue in the previous chapter, wisdom is often metaphorically related to sight. To see
is to understand and vice versa. Here I argue that it is difficult to perceive clear shapes in The
Wanderer, and that this difficulty evokes an affective probing of the limits of wisdom. Both Ref
and Heiðrek find themselves exiled to the margins, and both respond by redefining the centre.
The Wanderer also finds himself exiled, forced to travel the waves alone after losing lord and
friends. But he does not find a new centre; instead, he develops what might be called a liminal
attitude towards wisdom. He values the wisdom of the centre, the wisdom from which he is
exiled, and yet he also knows the limitations of this wisdom. He stands both within and without,
desiring and longing for taught wisdom, while also valuing a different, exilic wisdom of
experience.

In his book Towards a Theory of Cognitive Poetics, Reuven Tsur draws heavily on
Gestalt psychology, a German psychology of perception developed by Max Wertheimer, K.
Koffka, and Wolfgang Köhler in the early twentieth century, to describe the workings of
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literature. “Gestalt” can be translated as “shape” or “form,”56 and so gestalt theory is a theory of
forms, or more accurately, a theory of how humans perceive forms. The foundational principle of
Gestalt psychology is the law of Prägnanz, which states that “psychological organization [of
sensory data] will always be as ‘good’ as the prevailing conditions allow.”57 In other words,
humans tend to “create perceptually the most stable, consistent, and simplest forms and patterns
possible within a given visual array.”58 For instance, objects that are similar in form, color, or
size tend to be grouped together by the mind as a singular unit.59 Or an object like the following

will probably be perceived as a circle with a missing section rather than as a curve because the
mind favors strongly defined shapes that have closed boundaries.60 Human perception is drawn
to strongly differentiated shapes, shapes which are clearly bounded and distinguished from their
backgrounds.
Applying Gestalt psychology to literature, Tsur makes a distinction between
“convergent” and “divergent” poetry. Convergent poetry “is marked by clear-cut shapes, both in
content and structure; it is inclined towards definite directions and clear contrasts…it is inclined
towards an atmosphere of certainty, a quality of intellectual control.”61 Divergent poetry, on the
other hand, “is marked by blurred shapes, both in content and structure; it exhibits general
56
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tendencies (rather than definite directions) and blurred contrasts…it is inclined towards an
atmosphere of uncertainty, an emotional quality.”62 Tsur’s distinction between these two styles
can be applied to the structure, imagery, syntax, meter, and/or rhythm of a poem. For instance,
consistently end-stopped lines with a regular rhyme scheme, such as the heroic couplets in
Alexander Pope’s “Essay on Criticism,” can convey a sense of certainty or authority, whereas
enjambment, sudden line breaks and irregular word positioning, such as that found in E. E.
Cummings’ “in Just-,” might serve to create a sense of uncertainty or mystery. The two poetic
styles are not absolute categories, but poles with varying degrees between them. A literary work
can thus be more or less convergent or divergent. Convergent poetry presents the “strong” or
“differentiated” shapes that the mind favors, whereas divergent poetry presents “weak …
ambiguous, undifferentiated, blurred” shapes.63
That The Wanderer is a divergent poem is evident from its imagery and its blurring of
speakers and time. The two most important images in The Wanderer are water (in its various
forms) and walls. When the Wanderer wakes from his reverie of the past, the setting is a mixture
of divergent images:
Ðonne onwæacneð eft wineleas guma,
gesihð him biforan

fealwe wegas,

baþian brimfuglas,

brædan feþra,

hreosan hrim ond snaw,

hagle gemenged. (lines 45–48)64

(Then again the friendless man wakes and sees before him fallow waves,
bathing sea-birds, spreading feathers, falling frost and snow, with hail mingled.)
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It is difficult to see clear lines in this passage. The falling frost and snow and hail are
intermingled; even the birds are bathing, joined to the water. Their wings are pictured here
broadening or spreading in an expansive image, thus resembling the sea. The setting that
surrounds the Wanderer—the water, the snow, the cold—is broad and unconfined, and it blends
even with the Wanderer himself. The beginning of the poem tells us that he must “hreran mid
hondum hrimcealde sæ” (4) (stir with his hand the frost-cold sea). The blurring of the Wanderer
and the sea is emphasized again when he says he experiences “wintercearig” (winter-sorrow) in
his “ferðloca freorig” (24a, 33b) (frozen breast).65 The mental space of the Wanderer’s mind is
blended with the wintery setting, his thoughts joined to the cold sea.
Opposed to this invasive weather imagery is the image of the wall. Walls are mentioned
four times (76, 80, 88, 98), “stanhleoþu” (101) (rocky cliffs) once, “ederas” (77) (buildings)
once, and there is one reference to “enta geweorc” (87) (the work of giants). All of these images
are enclosures, stable structures that are supposed to withstand the destructive winds and waters.
Every time the poem mentions these structures, however, they are either threatened or ruined:
“swa nu missenlice geond þisne middangeard / winde biwaune weallas stondaþ, / hrime
bihrorene, hryðge þa ederas” (75–77) (as now variously throughout this middle-earth, windblown, walls stand, covered by frost, storm-beaten the dwellings). The water, frost, and hail
erode the boundaries of human society. Because of this eroding, the hall is represented by
synecdoche. The hall is the centre of the warrior’s society, the “container and boundary of
human activity.”66 Yet instead of calling to mind the entire hall as an enclosed structure, the poet
uses “weal,” only a partial memory, an isolated part of a broken structure. Rather than places of
65
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life, therefore, the walls are places of death, where warriors fall to the ground (lines 79–80). The
Wanderer is a divergent poem of decayed boundaries, a description of frost-cold water washing
over the strong shapes and lines of human society.
The questions of the number of speakers and the limits of their speech, the earliest and
longest lasting questions in criticism of the poem, also illustrate divergent blurring. The phrase
“swa cwæð” (so spoke) appears twice in the poem (lines 6a, 111a), indicating reported speech.67
Critics have wondered whether the “eardstapa” (6a) (Wanderer) is the same person as the
“snottor” (111a) (wise man); if so, whether the “eardstapa” and the speaker are the same person;
and whether the speech of the “eardstapa” begins at line 1 or line 8.68 It is now commonly
accepted that the “eardstapa” and the “snottor” are the same person, and that the speech of the
Wanderer is enclosed in enveloping comments from a poet or speaker (lines 1–7, 111–15).
Although I have no desire to challenge this consensus, I believe it important not to erase all sense
of ambiguity. As Bruce Mitchell observes, “swa cwæð” at line 6 could point backwards or
forwards or both, and there is no way of knowing for certain which it is.69 Both speakers speak in
gnomes, and both are concerned with heroic ethics of self-control and careful speech.70 Carolyne
Larrington writes, “the attitudes of the third persons are all consistent with those expressed by
the ‘ic’ persona, and thus the effect of these interchanges is to blur the distinctions between the
third-person characters and the narrator, so that they all become facets of a single consciousness,
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viewed with varying degrees of detachment.”71 Speech “boundaries” in The Wanderer are not
sturdy; one speaker is blended with another, the voices mixed in an undifferentiated flow.
Temporal boundaries in the poem are broken and confused. The poet introduces the
speech with: “Swa cwæð eardstapa, earfeþa gemyndig, / wraþra wælsleahta, winemæga hryre”
(6–7) (so spoke the Wanderer, mindful of hardships, of cruel battle-slaughter, the fall of beloved
kinsmen).72 The frame describes a present in which the past intrudes. The violent memories of
battle and the death of kin—“wraþra wælsleahta” and “winemæga hryre”—memories that can
only bring pain and sorrow, enter into the now (“gemyndig”) of the Wanderer’s experience.
These are not the calm reflections of a man who has left the past behind, but dark thoughts that
come unwanted to the Wanderer. The passage most clearly concerned with memory of the past
employs not the past tense, but the present tense:
Sorg bið geniwad,
þonne maga gemynd
greteð gliwstafum,

mod geondhweorfeð;
georne geondsceawað

secga geseldan. (50b–53a)
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(Sorrow is renewed, when the mind passes through the memory of kinsmen; it
meets joyfully with and eagerly surveys companions of warriors.)73
The present tense here emphasizes that the Wanderer’s memories are repeatedly, distressingly,
present-ed to his mind as current realities.
The divergent style that occurs in The Wanderer is largely aided by temporal and logical
connectors. The words “swa” (75a, 85a) (so) and “þa” (78a) (then), for example, connect
musings on how the world the world “weste stondeð” (74b) (stands desolate) with the memory of
fallen comrades, thereby bringing together the general and specific, past and present experiences
of the Wanderer. Forþon, which occurs four times in the poem (17a, 37a, 58a, 64a), means
“therefore” and usually connects what precedes with what proceeds in a logical construction of
“reason ➞ conclusion.” In The Wanderer, however, the reason to which the “therefore” is
pointing is not always clear. In line 37, for instance, “forþon” could refer to the fact that all joy
has ended (36b) or to the memory of past joys (34–36a) or to the attendance of “wraeclast”
(paths of exile) on the Wanderer instead of “wunden gold” (twisted gold) and “foldan blæd” (32–
33) (riches of the earth). It could even point forward to the “þonne” clause that begins at line 39,
indicating that the Wanderer is sorrowful because he remembers past joys. Instead of clear
logical delineation of argument, we are confronted with the blurred, quasi-logical movement of
thought.74 Susan Irvine observes that a similar ambiguity arises from “þonne.”75 The word occurs
four times in a relatively short space (lines 39,45,49,51), and it is difficult in each instance to tell
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whether it should be translated “when” or “then.” The confusion arises because it is unclear
which clauses are principal and which subordinate. “The obscurity in syntactic function of
clauses,” Irvine writes, “mimetically enacts the gradual disintegration of mental clarity.”76
Connectors such as “þonne,” “swa,” and “forþon,” words that typically provide clarity, make for
weak shapes in The Wanderer.
These ambiguous connectors are an example of what Tsur calls “double-edgedness”: “the
phenomenon that a given element, device, or structure can give rise to incompatible or even
opposite effects in different stylistic environments.”77 Stylistic devices or syntactic structures
that give clear shape to ideas in convergent poetry can have the opposite effect in divergent
poetry. Thus, temporal and logical connectors, though usually coherence devices, can make ideas
ambiguous in a divergent environment. The repetition of words or phrases is another example of
a double-edged device. In “Rereading The Wanderer: The Value of Cross-References,” Andy
Orchard argues that the Wanderer-poet uses “artful and deliberate repetition and echo” to help
the audience “make the required connections” to understand the poem.78 Lines 79b–84 and 97–
100, for example, are linked by repetition of the words “duguþ” (79, 97) (troop of warriors),
“weal” (80, 98) (wall), “eorl” (84, 99) (nobleman), and “fornoman” (80, 99) (to take away).79
The technique of repetition, Orchard writes, is “presumably in origin an oral… technique,
allowing the audience to comprehend the boundaries of a verse paragraph in a more effective
manner than the visual transmission of the verse, which is written out as prose, would allow.”80
Orchard’s comment may be true of repetition in a convergent environment, but, if The Wanderer
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is, as I am arguing, a divergent poem, then repetition can have a different, even opposite effect.
And that is indeed the case with these lines. The first section, lines 79b–84, uses the past tense
with singular nouns, possibly indicating a specific memory, whereas lines 97–100 use the present
tense (“stondeð” [97] [stands]) and plural nouns (“eorlas” [noblemen], “asca” [99] [spears]) for a
more general reflection. The different passages are not clearly separated, however, for the
repetition that Orchard notes blends together a specific past memory with general observation of
the present. The technique that creates clear boundaries in a convergent environment blurs them
in a divergent one.
The vast amount of sensory information that surrounds us at every moment would
overwhelm us if we did not have cognitive filters. Our minds pick up some of this information
and organize it into “hard and fast categories, clear-cut figures, stable objects, rational
sequences.” The rest, Tsur explains, is “dumped into a low-differentiated mass of background.”81
Divergent poetry thus brings us face-to-face with this latter, pre-categorical mass, an ocean of
unprocessed information. The undifferentiated mass presented to the audience resists attempts to
categorize or rationalize, but instead evokes a sub-rational, intuitive, felt response. Hence Tsur
claims that divergent poetry “is inclined towards an emotional quality.”82 Tsur unfortunately
makes the mistake here of implying that convergent poetry, by contrast, appeals to our reason
and so does not have any “emotional quality.” But a sense of certainty (which Tsur associates
with the convergent style) is also an emotion, and so it would be better to say, rather, that both
convergent and divergent styles evoke affective responses. The difference lies in the particular
emotions that are evoked. In his definitions of convergent and divergent poetry Tsur says that,
while convergent poetry creates an atmosphere of certainty, divergent poetry “inclines towards
81
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an atmosphere of uncertainty.”83 He expands this comment by citing John Keats’ famous
description of negative capability. The pre-categorical, undifferentiated shapes of divergent
poetry require on the part of the audience a mental and emotional capacity of being in
“uncertainties, mysteries, doubts, without irritable reaching after fact and reason.”84 In regards to
The Wanderer, this affective quality makes the most sense when placed in the context of wisdom
literature. The poem uses a divergent style—evoking a sense of loss, sorrow, and longing—to
affectively explore the limits of wisdom.
Though T. A. Shippey identified The Wanderer as wisdom literature in 1995, not much
has been made of his insight since then.85 In one rarely cited exception, Paul de Lacy argues that
The Wanderer is modeled on the biblical wisdom book Ecclesiastes. He demonstrates similarities
between the two works on both structural and thematic levels, concluding that the Wandererpoet created a poem not “exactly parallel” to but heavily influenced by the biblical book.86
Whether or not de Lacy’s claim that Ecclesiastes is a direct influence on The Wanderer is
correct, I believe the comparison between the two works is helpful in understanding the purpose
of the divergent style of The Wanderer. In his commentary, biblical scholar Michael V. Fox
observes the importance of contradictions in Ecclesiastes, carefully noting, however, that the
contradictions he is referring to are not necessarily logical:
Contradictions are not only violations of the canons of logic, assertions of A and
not-A … [They can also] consist of unresolved tensions between incongruous and
incompatible observations, and the sticking-point is sometimes more a matter of
83
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feeling that something should not happen than the conviction that the occurrence
of the conflicting events is impossible; in other words, it is a violation of
sensibilities rather than of logic.87
Ecclesiastes, according to Fox, is filled with this sense of contradiction. The first-person speaker,
called the Ecclesiast or Qohelet, begins by lamenting the meaninglessness of all things: “Vanitas
vanitatum … vanitas vanitatum, et omnia vanitas” (Ecc. 1:2) (“Vanity of vanities … vanity of
vanities, and all is vanity”). Everything is meaningless because everything passes, and “non est
priorum memoria” (1:11) (“there is no remembrance of former things”). Yet apparently not
everything is meaningless, as he also warns against rash actions, saying, “Et cuncta quae fiunt
adducet Deus in judicium pro omni errato, sive bonum, sive malum illud sit” (12:14) (“God will
bring into judgment for every error, whether it be good or evil”). The book especially
demonstrates a contradictory attitude towards wisdom. The Qohelet praises wisdom, saying,
“Sapientia hominis lucet in vultu ejus” (8:1) (“The wisdom of a man shineth in his
countenance”). But he also asks, “Si unus et stulti et meus occasus erit, quid mihi prodest quod
majorem sapientiae dedi operam?” (2:15) (“If the death of the fool and mine shall be one, what
doth it avail me, that I have applied myself more to the study of wisdom?”). The contradictions
of Ecclesiastes are not riddles or puzzles of logic; they arise out of a troubled experience, much
like that of the Wanderer.
The divergent blurring of shapes in The Wanderer brings together disparate ideas,
thereby creating a sense of contradiction like that in Ecclesiastes. For example, the poet cries out,
“Wyrd bið ful aræd!” (Fate is fully fixed!) near the beginning of the poem (5b), but near the end
the Wanderer says, “onwendeð wyrda gesceaft weoruld under heofonum” (107) (the decree of
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fate changes the world under heaven).88 Each description of wyrd is made by a different speaker,
but, as I argue above, the speaker and the Wanderer are not two clearly distinguishable voices.
Therefore, even though these two descriptions of “wyrd” could be reconciled logically, there is
still a sense of disparity between them: the first “wyrd” is fixed and immovable; the second is an
agent of flux and change.89
A sense of contradiction is also present in the imagery of the poem. The phrase “ofer
waþema gebind” (over bound waves), which occurs twice (24b, 57a), has recently been
discussed at length by Rosemary Greentree, who argues that the common reading of this phrase
as referring to frozen waves is contradictory: “waves are necessarily associated with movement,
and, although sea ice appears in many varied forms, waves are not snap-frozen. If a ship is
completely surrounded by ice, there can be no movement, and we have no reason to assume that
the Wanderer’s ship is beset.”90 This problem can be solved, according to Greentree, if we
realize that from the Wanderer’s perspective waters on the horizon may appear to be a high, solid
mass.91 But the contradiction is not a logical puzzle that requires a solution. The word “gebind”
connects the waters of the sea to other enclosures: sorrow and sleep, which “gebindað” the
Wanderer (39–40); the lord’s grave (22–23); and the lonely state of the “anhaga” (1) (one who
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dwells alone), a term which is probably derived from “haga,” which denotes an enclosure.92 The
water that creeps into the Wanderer’s mind and buffets the halls of men is here depicted as itself
a kind of wall or enclosure from which the Wanderer cannot escape. What is important is not the
actual possibility of frozen waves but the psychological experience of the Wanderer.
The psyche or mind is also presented in a contradictory manner. The Wanderer speaks of
the need to bind fast his “ferðlocan” (14) (breast or heart) or “hordcofan” (15) (heart). According
to Antonina Harbus, words for the mind often draw on two related metaphors: the “mind as
treasure” which is stored in the body and “thoughts as treasure and the mind as its storehouse.”93
Both of these metaphors are represented in the terms “ferðlocan” and “hordcofan” respectively.
“Ferðlocan” refers to the mind or spirit locked in the breast; “hordcofan,” to the “hord” or the
thoughts or knowledge of a person locked in their mind (“cofan”). In both cases the image is one
of stable enclosure, an image which stands in contrast to the portrayal of the mind later in the
poem. Much has been written of the ambiguities of lines 50–55, which describe some sort of
dream or contemplation of the past.94 Line 51 (“þonne maga gemynd mod geondhweorfeð”) has
attracted the most attention. One possible reading of this line is that the subject, “maga gemynd”
(memory of kinsmen), roams or drifts through the mind, “mod” (mind). In this case, the line
could be translated, “when the memory of kinsmen passes through the mind.” There is therefore
a contrast between the earlier mind, which is closed fast, and a mind through which memories
float at will, like a river crossing through a country. The one is closed, the other an open or leaky
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container. On the other hand, it is likely, as Peter Clemoes suggests, that the poem depicts a
movable, travelling mind.95 In this case “mod” would be the subject, which roams through
“maga gemynd.” The line could thus be translated, “when the mind passes through the memory
of kinsmen.” Even understood this way, however, the line still creates a sense of contradiction.
In contrast to the secure container described earlier in the poem, here is a movable object that
flies about, apparently outside of the Wanderer’s control. I have not chosen one reading over the
other because I believe it important to keep the ambiguity of the line. It is unclear whether the
mind or the memories are moving, just as the Wanderer, to use a modern English saying, does
not know if he is coming or going.
The Wanderer’s speech itself is a contradiction. He begins by saying he knows “þæt biþ
in eorle indryhten þeaw, / þæt he his ferðlocan fæste binde” (12–13) (that is a noble habit for a
nobleman, that he bind fast his heart), and again that he must “feterum sælan” (21) (fasten in
fetters) his spirit. Yet throughout the poem the reader listens to the Wanderer speak his mind.
Indeed, there would be no poem to read if the Wanderer did not share his thoughts. This
contradiction is one of the most commonly noted tensions in the poem.96 A number of
“solutions” to the problem have been offered. Susan Irvine proposes that the teaching about
restraint only applies until the Wanderer has, through careful thought, “earned” the right to speak
(125–26). Another explanation is that the Wanderer “speaks” the poem in his mind, and so does
not really break the rule of silence. If, as Gerald Richman argues,97 the “on mode” of line 111
describes “cwæð” and not “snottor,” then this explanation is logical. But the sense of
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contradiction remains, for the reader still overhears the Wanderer’s thoughts. The process of
reading the poem printed, or listening to the poem performed, creates a sense of conflict because
the audience is just that—an audience privileged to hear the thoughts of a wise one. Whether
spoken by the wise one himself or by a poet, the words of The Wanderer are part of a
performance which is experienced as a contradiction.98 Contradictions in The Wanderer and
Ecclesiastes are not encountered logically but experientially; both evoke sadness and
disappointment resulting from the sense that the world does not make sense.
When these two texts are placed side by side, it becomes clear that the divergent style of
The Wanderer has a purpose similar to that of Ecclesiastes: to probe the limits of conventional
wisdom. This type of discourse, which I call metawisdom, is very common in wisdom literature.
In fact, one of the defining characteristics of wisdom literature is its self-reflexivity.99 Wisdom is
concerned with itself, with its own powers and limitations. The Qohelet, for instance, warns
against too much wisdom, for “in multa sapientia multa sit indignatio; et qui addit scientiam,
addit et laborem” (1:18) (“in much wisdom there is much indignation: and he that addeth
knowledge, addeth also labour”). The Old Norse gnomic poem Hávamál contains a similar
warning:
Meðalsnotr scyli manna hverr,
æva til snotr sé;
þeim er fyrða fegrst at lifa,
er vel mart vito. (54.1–6)
(Averagely wise a man ought to be,
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never too wise;
for a wise man’s heart is seldom cheerful,
if he who owns it’s too wise. [54.1–4])
In Alvíssmál, another Old Norse wisdom poem, a dwarf whose name means “all-knowing” or
“all-wise” is challenged to a contest by Þórr. Þórr asks question after question, and the dwarf
lives up to his name, answering everything that is put to him. But the questioning lasts so long
that the sun comes up and turns the dwarf to stone. Here the problem is not excessive wisdom,
but the insufficiency of wisdom: apparently being “all-wise” is not enough.
Often the limits of wisdom are exposed by emotion. For instance, in Hávamál wisdom is
threatened by love:
Ástar firna scyli engi maðr
annan aldregi;
opt fá á horscan,

er á heimscan né fá

lostfagrir litir.

Eyvitar firna er maðr annan scal,
þess er um margan gengr guma;
heimsca ór horscom gorir hǫlða sono
sá inn mátki munr. (sts. 93–94)

(No man should ever reproach
another for love;
often the wise man is seized, when the foolish man is not,
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by a delightfully fair appearance.

Not at all should one man reproach another
for what is common among men;
among the sons of men the wise are made foolish
by that mighty desire.)
Another common emotion that limits wisdom is sadness or grief. In the biblical story of Job,
Job’s laments continually challenge the conventional wisdom of his friends, and in Ecclesiastes a
sad despair fills the work, as the Qohelet tries and fails to find a meaningful “account” of things
in the face of death (7:28). Wisdom literature, according to Kathleen M. O’Connor, is concerned
with “the ambiguity of human experience.”100 As such, it must be aware of its own inherent
weaknesses and limitations.
The Wanderer both longs for and distances himself from conventional heroic wisdom. He
expresses a longing to hear his “winedryhtnes / leofes larcwidum” (37b–38a) (dear lord’s
instruction) and “cuðra cwidegiedda” (55a) (clear sayings/songs), and both of these phrases
probably refer to some type of instruction or wisdom which is essentially social.101 At the same
time, however, he sets himself apart from this social wisdom: “Wat se þe cunnað…” (29) (He
who experiences it knows…), he says, and again, “Forþon wat se þe sceal his winedryhtnes /
leofes larcwidum longe forþolian” (37–38) (Therefore he knows who must long do without the
dear instruction of his lord). Distanced from those in community who can still hear words of
wisdom, he stresses the experience of exile as a requirement for knowledge. The numerous
gnomes in the poem are absent from their social context, and so they have an awkward fit with
100
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the exilic setting of the poem.102 Robert E. Bjork notices this incongruity when he writes, “The
first gnome merely triggers a reflex reaction that produces the others, and it does not matter that
they do not really fit the context.”103 A gnome or maxim is commonly understood as a truth
based on experience. For the Wanderer, however, gnomic teaching is connected to a social
experience he has left behind. Of what value is advice to “næfre gielpes to georn” (never [be] too
eager to boast) when there is no one to boast to (69a)? The Wanderer answers simultaneously,
“There is much value” and “There is none.”
In modern English, understanding is often associated with sight. “Do you see?” “I see
what you mean,” “You’re not being clear”—all these expressions assume that understanding is
seeing, seeing is understanding. The two are combined in the word “perceive,” which means to
“apprehend with the mind or sense.”104 The connection between sight and understanding was
common to the Middle Ages. In his Confessions, Augustine repeatedly stresses the importance of
the inner eye of the soul, the faculty by which divine Truth is seen; Boethius’ The Consolation of
Philosophy contains numerous references to eyes and sight since proper perception is a
prerequisite for understanding and happiness; and Óðinn, the god of wisdom in Old Norse myth,
trades one of his eyes for knowledge.105 The Old English “ongietan” contains the same dual
meaning as the modern “perceive”: to see and to know.106 Given this metaphorical link, it might
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be said that an obstruction to visual perception is an obstruction to mental perception. Where
sight is blurred, understanding is difficult, and wisdom seems not so wise. The Wanderer finds
the limits of wisdom at the limits of vision. It resists the mind’s attempts to perceive clear shapes
and thereby calls into question the teachings of the wise.
This does not mean, however, that gnomic instruction is a pagan shackle from which the
Wanderer gradually frees himself. The argument that the first half of the poem is pagan and leads
to a wiser, Christian second half was advanced by Bernard F. Huppé and has since been
reiterated by William Alfred and Robert Bjork. J. E. Cross has demonstrated, however, that the
very gnomic teachings—such as the admonition not to speak of one’s troubles (lines 11–21)—
which Huppé labels “pagan” have strong ties to the Christian homiletic tradition.107 Moreover,
the gnomes do not gradually disappear over the course of the poem; they continue to be iterated,
even in the conclusion (lines 112–14). More recent scholarship, rather than rejecting the poem’s
“pagan” heroism in favour of Christian consolation or vice versa, seeks for “a way to read the
poem that will allow the Wanderer to embrace his Germanic heroic past even as he experiences
the consolation and the joys of the Christian Creator.”108 A focus on wisdom in the poem
provides way to do just that. For The Wanderer is not a religious critique of pagan wisdom; nor
is it a reasoned rejection of heroic clichés. Like Ecclesiastes, it explores through longing and
sorrow the value and limits of wisdom.109
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Since the publication of Cross’s essay “On the Genre of The Wanderer,” it has become a
commonplace that the end of the poem offers Christian consolation. The consolation is the one
element of the poem that Cross says is an unquestionable “fact.”110 This “fact,” however, has
been overstated. The lines that are supposed to convey this comfort read: “Wel bið þam þe him
are seceð, / frofre to fæder on heofonum, þær us eal seo fæastnung stondeð” (114b–15) (Well is
it for him who seeks mercy for himself, comfort from the Father in heaven, where stands
stability for us all). The poet does not say that mercy is actually attained; neither does he
describe any meeting of heaven and earth. Rather, he says it is good for him who seeks (“seceð”)
mercy. The consolation of the poem does not arise from the achievement of a certain state of
heavenly bliss, but from the re-orientation of the audience towards the stability of heaven.
Movement complicates perception. If I look out the window of a subway train as it leaves the
station, the people on the platform will become increasingly blurred as the train gains speed. The
faster the movement, the less time the eye has to readjust, and the result is what Robert L. Solso
calls a “visual smear.”111 The Wanderer presents such a perceptual smear—the poem is filled
with moving water and divergent thought. There is a movement, however, from the first half of
the poem, which is specific and personal in tone, to the second half, which is more general and
impersonal.112 The movement should not be overstated, for there are specific, personal elements
in the second half as well as the first (lines 58–62 and 80–84, for instance). But the general
movement indicates a gradual looking up. By the end of the poem, the eyes are pointed
heavenward, and the confusing thought-flow of the poem is no longer as disturbing. The
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difference is between looking down from a boat out at stormy waters and looking up at the north
star. The waves still crash against the boat, but there is a direction, an orientation that can only be
appreciated by those who are surrounded by threatening waves. As Rosier so aptly puts it: “what
is most absorbing about [The Wanderer] is neither the beginning nor the end but the journey
itself.”113 The end of the poem does not sweep aside the suffering of the Wanderer. God may be
above the waves, but man is still in the midst of them. Rather, The Wanderer invites its audience
to experience wisdom in exile, a marginal wisdom that both longs for and doubts the value of
society’s wise teachings.
Each of the three texts considered in this chapter draw on the discourse of wisdom to
characterize the hero, and each hero must define himself with and against that wisdom. Wisdom
is liminal and cannot be contained in one place. This liminality threatens Ref, whose riddles are
solved by King Harald, as well as Heiðrek, who is brought down by Óðinn in disguise. The
Wanderer, however, learns to live in a liminal relationship with wisdom, simultaneously
appreciating its value and its limits. Wisdom for these characters is the ground and threat of
identity, a paradox that can also be seen in wisdom list poems, the focus of the next chapter.
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“One Man’s Wit, All Men’s Wisdom”
Ch. 4: Writing Wisdom

One of Chaucer’s shortest and least popular poems bears the editorial title “Proverbs”:
What shul these clothes thus manyfold,
Lo this hote somers day?
After grete hete cometh cold;
No man caste his pilche away.

Of al this world the large compas
Yt wil not in myn armes tweyne;
Who so mochel wol embrace,
Litel therof he shal distreyne.
Each stanza presents one of a pair of antithetical proverbs: the first argues that it is important to
hold onto goods, because we do not know when we will need them; the second says that those
who grasp things will end up with very little. To the modern reader, these short verses may seem
simple and quaint, in no need of any comment. In fact, as far as I am aware, no one has
commented on them, except to determine authorship and dating. But in spite of their apparent
quaintness and simplicity, “contradictory” proverbs like this have posed a challenge to
paremiologists. Historically, attacks on the truth value proverbs have focused on the fact that
they can and often do contradict. The proverbs, “Absence makes the heart grow fonder” and
“Out of sight, out of mind,” for example, clearly oppose each other. And if they so obviously
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contradict, what truth value could they possibly have? The anonymous author of an editorial in
the New York Times called “Influence of Proverbs” writes
We are well enough aware that there are maxims to suit all tastes and tempers; that some
affirm what others deny; that frequently they are direct contradictions. But this does not
hinder us from adopting anyone [sic] of them as a rule or motive or excuse for something
we wish to do, or that we have done.1
Citing a number of contradictory proverbs that demonstrate this, the author concludes, “A
proverb has been defined as the wit of one and the wisdom of many; it is oftener the sophistry of
a few and the unreason of the multitude.”2
In response to such criticisms, paremiologists have explained contradictory proverbs in a
number of ways. The opposing proverbs can be seen as reflecting origins in different social
strata,3 or as reflections of disagreements or anxieties within a society;4 but by far the most
widely accepted explanation is the one offered by Kwesi Yankah in an article called “Do
Proverbs Contradict?” Yankah argues that proverbs can have multiple meanings that can only be
understood in respect to given situations. Each of a contrasting pair of proverbs will be
appropriate for some situations and not for others, and they can be judged only in terms of their
fit (or lack thereof) with the situation. Thus, proverbs that seem contradictory only seem so
because they are artificially detached from their appropriate contexts. “The whole idea of
proverbs in opposition,” Yankah concludes, “seems to be merely a scholarly construct.”5
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Yankah’s defense of proverbs is so frequently encountered in works of paremiology that
is has become a commonplace. Proverbs are not claims to absolute truth; they operate with a
situated logic. As Wolfgang Mieder puts it, “Varying the common proverb ‘If the shoe fits, wear
it,’ it could well be argued that we employ proverbs according to the maxim ‘If the proverb fits,
use it.’”6 But where does this leave Chaucer’s “Proverbs”? There is no situation for either
proverb; no context is given. By saying that contradictory proverbs are “merely … scholarly
construct[s],” Yankah implies that they are inauthentic. Mieder writes that the “social context
gives meaning to a particular proverb, for a proverb in a collection that merely enumerates
uncontextualized proverb texts is for all general purposes meaningless,”7 and so the inevitable
conclusion must be that Chaucer’s “Proverbs” are inauthentic and meaningless. It might even be
said that, since they are not situated, they are not really proverbs at all.
On the other hand, neither could we consider them a “poem” if we accept the Romantic
assumption that a poem is the expression of individual experience. In modern English, “poetry”
is often taken to mean “lyric” and assumed to be the emotional expression of a first-person
speaker. Poetry, Wordsworth writes, is the “spontaneous overflow powerful feelings.”8 If this is
poetry, however, then what is the following stanza by Snorri?
Fúss brýtr fylkir eisu
fens—bregðr hǫnd á venju.
Ránhegnir gefr Rínar
rǫf—spyrr ætt at jǫfrum.
Mjǫk trúir ræsir rekka
6
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raun—sér gjǫf til launa.
Ráð á lofðungr lýða
lengr—vex hverr af gengi. (Háttatal 15.26.1–8)
(The leader is eager to distribute fen’s fire [gold] – the hand tends to act in
accordance with custom. The punisher of plundering gives Rhine’s amber [gold]
– princes become famous among men. The ruler greatly trusts his men’s
experience – a gift looks to its recompense. The king has power over men for the
future – each man gains from companionship. [183])
For Snorri, this stanza represents a kind of poetry called “orðskviðuháttr” (Háttatal 15.26.9)
(“proverb form” [183]). Snorri has no qualms calling this list of proverbs a poem. Literary
critics, on the other hand, even if they may admit (as many do) that the Romantic definition of
poetry is too narrow and that other forms of poetry besides the lyric (such as narrative poems or
ballads) do exist, often find it difficult to grant lists of proverbs the status of a literary work.9
Proverb poems do not seem very personal or emotional; they are lists of impersonal citations,
invocations of the authoritative voice of tradition. Proverb poems like those of Chaucer and
Snorri, therefore, are not proverbs because they are a poem, and they are not a poem because
they are proverbs. Neither the explanations of the paremiologists nor modern literary
expectations leave any room for proverb poems or for the possibility of writing wisdom.10
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This chapter explores the significance of a genre that challenges paremiological,
folkloric, and literary categories: the wisdom list poem. After examining assumptions made
about proverbs and about folklore in general, I analyze the Old English list poems Maxims I and
II as both artistic creations and collections of lore, arguing that they bring together the voices of
poet and communal tradition, the one and the many. Finally, through a close reading of
Málsháttakvæði, I argue that the same blend of voices enables the negotiation of the speaker’s
identity. A poem that lists lore may be neither poetry nor folklore, but wisdom is liminal, which
means that “neither” is “both.” The wisdom list poem exemplifies the liminality of wisdom in
bringing together poetry and lore, self and other, individual and community in the active
negotiation of identity.

The “Nature” of Folklore
Like popular conceptions of poetry, modern notions of “folklore” trace their origins back
to the Romantic period. The pioneer folklorist Jacob Grimm distinguished between two types of
writing: Naturpoesie (natural poetry) and Kunstpoesie (cultivated poetry).11 The former is
associated with community, the latter with an individual author. The former is created by
Sichvonselbstmachen, a term that Catherine Malabou translates as “making-itself-from-itself” or
“bringing-itself-forth-by-itself”;12 the latter is created by Zubereitung (conscious
preparation/composition). Literary works, according the Grimm, are consciously composed by
an author, and so are Kunstpoesie, whereas folktales and other folklore are Naturpoesie. Two
observations are worth noting here. First, Grimm defines folklore in opposition to literature.
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Folklore is what literature is not and vice versa. Second, Grimm bases his distinction between
these two types of writing on notions of authorship. Grimm writes,
Poesie is that which only emanates from the soul and turns into words. Thus it
springs continually from a natural drive and innate ability to capture this drive—
folk poesie stems from the soul of the entire community (das Ganze). What I call
cultivated poetry (Kunstpoesie) stems from the individual. That is why the new
poetry names its poets; the old knows none to name. It was not made by one or
two or three, but it is the sum of the entire community.13
While Kunstpoesie comes about through the familiar process of composition, the origin of
Naturpoesie is somewhat more mysterious. Naturpoesie creates itself, which is not really so
much a description of origins as it is a rejection of Zubereitung. The main thrust of the
distinction is that folklore is not composed; it somehow “springs” to life from the “soul” of the
community.
While Grimm’s specific terminology may not be common usage outside of folklorist
circles, the ideas behind them and the distinctions they make reflect widespread beliefs about
(folk)lore. These beliefs are not only popular, but scholarly as well. In “The American Concept
of Folklore,” Alan Dundes writes that a common assumption about “lore” is that it is
“spontaneous or, rather, unconsciously produced. Materials that are consciously contrived and
altered are probably not folklore. Self-consciously produced materials would be literary or
popular rather than folk.”14 Sometimes lore is borrowed or adopted by someone who then
refashions the material, but the only reason Dundes can see for such a maneuver is “capitalistic.”
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It can only serve the materialistic interest of the composer and is a “falsification of lore.”15
Dundes admits that “eventually, the American concept of folklore will have to take account of
this self-conscious interference with the folk process,” but even here composition is an
“interference,” an inauthentic impurity that is mixed with real lore.16 Another folklorist, Paula de
Calvalho-Neto, argues that one of the defining characteristics of lore is anonymity. While
anonymity does not preclude the act of creation by an individual, it is important for the creator to
remain unknown; otherwise, the creation is not folklore:
Because of its anonymous quality, it must be conceived as the product of no one
single individual, although someone, in theory, was its originator … The
[cultural] act generally ceases to be folkloric if the transmitter knows the real
originator of the act. It becomes folkloric, however, if only scholars know the
truth about it.17
In other words, the anonymity may be merely a matter of perception, but it is a perception that
distinguishes folklore from what is not folklore. Calvalho-Neto distinguishes a transmitter from a
creator, but, she writes, “It is … difficult to find genuine transmitters, because almost all
transmitters are also creators. Because of his own personality, the transmitter tends to add to or
modify those acts he acquires as his social heritage. In each piece of folklore there are, therefore,
aspects which are not folkloric.”18 Again, the concern is for purity, and this purity is defined by
the absence of an author. If folklore is Naturpoesie, then it cannot be the product of Zubereitung.
But hard-and-fast distinctions are always problematic, and Grimm’s dichotomies prove to
be no exception. The proverb provides an excellent example of a form that people view with
15
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conflicting beliefs, wanting to see it as Naturpoesie on one hand, but not being able to separate it
successfully from Kunstpoesie on the other.19 Proverbs are usually thought to be anonymous;
they are the property of the people and not one individual author. “What are Proverbs,” writes
James Howell, “but the peeples voice?”20 And if they are the people’s voice, they cannot be the
voice of merely one person. Proverbs are thus characterized by “impersonality,” as “they take no
notice of what individuals in a situation may feel to be unique or personal”; rather, they “have an
existence of their own, independent of authors.”21 The dependency of communal ownership on
anonymity can be seen in a passage from Quintilian: “Ea quoque, quae vulgo recepta sunt, hoc
ipso, quod incertum auctorem habent, velut omnium fiunt” (5.11.41) (“Generally received
sayings also become common property owing to the very fact that they are anonymous”).
Quintilian here assumes that if the author is known, the saying belongs to him or her and so
ceases to be “common property.”
If proverbs are anonymous, if they are part of a pre-existing, shared tradition, then the
origin of the proverb becomes obscure. According to one proverb, “All the good sense of the
world runs into proverbs.”22 Here the destination, proverbs, is clear, but the origin is vague (“the
sense of the world”).23 The obscurity of the origin of proverbs thus resembles the obscurity of the
origins of language. Paremiologist B. J. Whiting writes,
Language, then, we must accept as of popular origin, as the first and greatest
literary invention of the people, of the folk working together and working as a
19
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whole. Whether or not speech is of “bow-wow” or of “ding-dong” inspiration,
neither it nor any of its component parts was the work of a throng sitting about a
fire and giving names to the birds and the beasts. Language has a mystery of its
own and that mystery is, I believe, very much akin to that which lies behind
proverbs.24
Whiting and other paremiologists also admit, however, that the proverb demonstrates “conscious
artistic polishing.”25 Proverbs employ many of the techniques used in poetry, including
parallelism, metaphor, simile, paradox, and rhyme.26 Alexander Pope’s famous lines could easily
be taken as a description of the proverb: “True wit is Nature to advantage drest, / What oft was
thought, but ne’er so well exprest.”27 If, then, proverbs display evidence of artistic crafting or
Zubereitung, the question is, who is the crafter?
Not all people at all times have held the proverb to be anonymous. In the Hebrew Bible,
for instance, proverbs are presented as the writings of specific wise men. Each proverb in the
book of “Proverbs” is assigned to an author, whether it be King Solomon (1.1; 25.1), Agur
(30.1), or Lemuel (31.1). There are societies in which proverbs are regularly cited together with
the name of the supposed author of the saying.28 Whether the attribution is accurate is not so
important here as the fact that the proverbs in these societies are habitually perceived as authored
expressions. The proverbs are lent authority by their association with an authoritative originator.
And if proverbs have been authored in the past, they can also be authored in the present.
Tradition is not a fixed entity that was created sometime in the past and preserved unchanged; it
24
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is an ever-fluctuating stream of interactions between individual and community. Old proverbs
pass out of use, and new proverbs are created. According to James Obelkevich, proverbs are
always undergoing a “constant turnover,” and even in the nineteenth century, when, it was
claimed, “proverb making was past,” numerous new proverbs were created that reflected
Victorian concerns with the hero, the value of work, and domesticity.29 Proverbs were created,
are created, and will be created as new contexts require them.
However, proverbs are not necessarily the product of an individual author. The
paremiologist Wolfgang Mieder describes the creation of a proverb in this way:
Proverbs always are “invented” by an individual at some time and at some given
location. …When the proverb “Big fish eat little fish” entered the English
language from the Latin version “In mari pisces maiores deuorant minores,” it did
so by the direct translation in the twelfth century by a monk as “The more fishes
in the sea eten the lasse.” Over the next centuries we find this proverb in such
variants as “The more fishes the lesse frete,” “The more fisshes swelewen the
lasse,” “The great fish eat the small,” “The great fish eat up the small,” “The great
fish devour the less,” and finally the two most popular variants “Great fish eat
little fish” and “Big fish eat little fish,” where the parallel structure prevalent in so
many proverbs is at its best. Proverbs live in variants until the proper proverbial
wording is found. Proverbs thus have their origin with an individual, but they are
influenced by collective improvements over time. In this regard we can cite the
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famous proverb definition by Lord John Rusell (1792–1878), which has become
proverbial in itself: “A proverb is the wit of one, and the wisdom of many.”30
As Mieder describes it, then, the proverb does not belong solely to the individual nor to the
“folk,” for it is the property—and creation—of both. It is authored by the one and the many, the
result of the complex interaction of individual and community. The proverb itself thus defies the
dichotomy of Naturpoesie and Kunstpoesie.

List Poems as Centripetal and Centrifugal: Maxims I and II
Likewise the wisdom list, whether it be poetic like Chaucer’s and Snorri’s or a prose
proverb collection like the Durham Proverbs, does not fit neatly into either of Grimm’s
categories. Like proverbs, they exemplify the interaction of one voice with many, of poet with
tradition and individual with society. Criticism of Maxims I and II can be divided into two
camps, one denying that the poems were created by literary crafting or Zubereitung, the other
claiming that the poems demonstrate careful artistic fashioning. Early comments on the Old
English Maxims are not favourable. E. E. Wardale expresses the sentiments of many scholars
when he writes that the “bare statements” of the Maxims are “trite and commonplace” and have
“little literary quality of any kind.”31 According to Blanche Colton Williams, a “now forgotten
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monk with a crude gift for verse-making” created the poems as a poetic exercise.32 This monk,
however, does not deserve the status of an “author” since “weaving a literary fabric from odds
and ends of sententious material is hardly worthy the name of authorship.”33 The assumption
here is that an author is not the same as a mere collector (or “weaver”) of proverbs. For these
early critics, the poems do not deserve the status of a literary work, or Kunstpoesie.
Beginning in the 60s, a new trend began to see the Maxims poems as unified, crafted
works. R. MacGregor Dawson believes the poems to be “mnemonic arrangements” that resemble
the modern “stream-of-consciousness” form of writing.34 The poems follow a somewhat
“rambling” structure, which is “not, perhaps, a good pattern for a poem, but it is an adequate one,
and is far more satisfactory than the total absence of form which many critics feel to be
characteristic of these poems.”35 Nigel Barley argues that Maxims II is the result of “deliberate
artistry,” the “poetic creation of a deliberate single poet.”36 The theme of these studies is that the
Maxims poems have been fashioned, and if they have been fashioned, there must have been a
fashioner or fashioners. These studies recognize that the “I” of the poet is not drowned in an
impersonal sea of tradition, for the Maxims poets’ fingerprints can be detected in their use of
frames, themes, lists, association, opposition, analogy, word-play, alliteration, and rhyme.

focuses on unifying factors in Maxims I, he explicitly distinguishes the writer from a “scop” (the
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Barley, “Structure in the Cotton Gnomes,” 247. Other critics who emphasize the unity
of the Maxims poems include J. K. Bollard, Stanley B. Greenfield and Richard Evert, Elaine
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First, the Maxims poets fashion their material by framing it with prologues and envelope
patterns. Maxims I begins with a prologue in which one wise man addresses another:
Frige mec frodum wordum!
degol þæt þu deopost cunne!

Ne læt þinne ferð onhælne,
Nelle ic þe min dyrne gesecgan,

gif þu me þinne hygecræft hylest ond þine heortan geþohtas.
Gleawe men sceolon gieddum wrixlan. (1–4a)
(Question me with wise words! Do not let your spirit be hidden, or keep secret
what you know most deeply! I will not tell you my secret if you hide your
thought-skill and your heart’s thoughts from me. Wise men must exchange
sayings.)
The opening, “Frige mec frodum wordum” (Question me with wise words), has suggested to
many commentators that the origins of this poem lie in a dialogue encounter (whether real or
fictional). It has been conjectured that two or more people could have taken turns contributing
maxims, or that the poem originated as a riddle contest.37 Whatever its origins, Maxims I
exemplifies the speaker’s belief that wisdom should be shared as a bond between the wise. The
dialogic prologue “unites the speaker and addressee in an elite community of gleawe men.”38 In
addition to prologues, the Maxims poems also employ envelope patterns to frame their material.
The key word “lean,” for instance, occurs near the beginning and end of Maxims I A (lines 6,
70), both times occurring in a theological context. The beginning and end of the section mention
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God as Creator/Gift-giver. Maxims II begins with mention of kings and cities, the places where
kings dwell (line 1)39 and finishes with reference to God and his dwelling (66).
The poems are held together by recurring themes. One important theme of Maxims I is
announced at the beginning: the importance of two people coming together (through shared
discourse or other means). The last line of the prologue, “Gleawe men sceolon gieddum wrixlan”
(Wise men must exchange sayings), functions as a transition to the main body of the poem, and it
announces a theme that is to recur in various places (18b–19, 23b–25a, 45, 60, 81, 125–31, 144,
153–54a). Another related theme is that of binding and loosing.40 As Creator, God is the one who
binds everything together, and he is also the only one with power to “inbindan” (74b) (unbind).
Marie Nelson sees this binding as representative of the poem itself, which binds together
numerous maxims into a literary whole.41
The most frequently noted devices the Maxims-poets use to bind together their material
are association and antithesis.42 Maxims I C, for example, begins with a list of things a man must
do: “Ræd sceal mon secgan, rune writan / leoð gesingan, lofes gearnian, / dom areccan, dæges
onettan” (lines 138–40) (One must speak advice, write runes, sing songs, be eager for praise, get
glory, keep busy during the day). While it is difficult to make sense of these activities when they
are all lumped together, it is easy to see how one activity leads to the next through association.
Runes can record songs, in songs kings and heroes are often praised, one who is praised has
glory, glory can only be attained through diligence. In Maxims II lines 16–20a, there is a similar
39
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progression through association as the poet begins with an “eorle,” and then progresses to the
weapons of war, which is the eorl’s profession (“ecg” [sword] and “hellme” [helmet]), to beasts
of battle (the “hafuc” [hawk] and the “wulf” [wolf]), and then from beasts of battle to an
example of a strong, dangerous animal, the “eofor” (boar). Antithesis works in a similar way in
the poems, linking contrasting pairs: “Meotud sceal in wuldre, mon sceal on eorþan” (Maxims I,
7) (The Lord belongs in heaven, man belongs on earth). The antithesis is sometimes less
obvious, as in “Fugel uppe sceal / lacan on lyfte. Leax sceal on wæle / mid sceote scriðan”
(Maxims II, 38b–40a) (A bird belongs up, swinging in the air. A salmon belongs in a deep pool,
gliding with a trout). In these lines the sky and the waters are contrasted so that they can then be
mingled in the next line: “Scur sceal on heofenum, / winde geblanden, in þas woruld cuman”
(40b–41) (A storm, blended with wind, shall come into this world from heaven). Through
association and antithesis, the poet can create an effect similar to modern “stream-ofconsciousness”;43 one maxim leads to another in a chain of association and opposition.
The Maxims poems string together maxims to create a flow or movement, which the
poets can turn in sudden, unexpected directions. Maxims I C lists a number of things that belong
together:
wracu heardum men.
Boga sceal stræle,

sceal bam gelic

mon to gemæccan. Maþþum oþres weorð,
gold mon sceal gifan. (152b–5a)
(vengeance [shall be] with a resolute man. A bow shall [have] an arrow, a man
shall [fit] both together. One treasure is worth another, gold shall be given.)
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Each of these maxims describes something that belongs to or is appropriate for another. A
belongs to B, or A should have/has B are the recurring themes. But then the idea of
having/belonging is upset by reference to God, who both gives and takes away: “Mæg god syllan
/ eadgum æhte ond eft niman” (155b–56) (God can give possessions to the fortunate and take
them away again). The list of things that belong together is suddenly less certain, as the Creator
can give and take, join and sever, bind and loose. A similar movement can be found in Maxims I
B, which begins, “Forst sceal freosan, fyr wudu meltan, / eorþe growan, is brycgian, / wæter
helm wegan” (71–73a) (Frost shall freeze, fire melt wood, the earth grow, ice bridge over, water
wear a covering). Each of these maxims fits in a self-contained half-line, and their brevity lends
them a sense of certainty. But the next half-line is not self-contained; it is an adjective clause that
shows the previous maxim (“wæter helm wegan”) is not as complete as it seemed. The clause
runs onto the next line, disrupting the poem’s assured tone and introducing a sense of wonder:
“wundrum lucan / eorþan ciþas. An sceal inbindan / forstes fetre felameahtig god” (74b–75)
(wondrously enclose the shoots of the earth. Only one shall unbind the fetters of frost, God most
mighty). The effect is a movement from certainty to wonder, from known to unknown.
Greenfield and Evert describe a similar effect in their comment on Maxims II lines 1b–3a. The
lines mention “ceastra” (cities) that are “feorran gesyne” (visible from afar), “orðanc enta
geweorc” (the cunning work of giants). According to Greenfield and Evert these lines establish
“the essential perspective of the poem: human knowledge and observation are limited. For
though he tells us what we can know about the cities, he also suggest that we cannot entirely
comprehend them. Although their physical magnitude may be perceived, other aspects may
not.”44 As I argue in chapter five, we wonder at that which can only be partially
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appropriated.45 The Maxims poems paint a picture of a world that is only partially visible; they
point in wonder beyond the horizon of the known.
The vision of the world presented in these poems is a vision created by analogy. The
human world is related to the natural world and vice versa. The following excerpts from the
Maxims poems all contain implicit or explicit analogies between the human and the natural:
Beam sceal on eorðan
leafum liðan,
Fus sceal feran,

leomu gnornian.
fæge sweltan. (Maxims I, 25b–27)

(A tree on earth shall, bereft of leaves, mourn its branches. The eager shall go, the
doomed shall die.)

Swa biþ sæ smilte,

þonne hy wind ne weceð;

swa beoþ þeoda geþwære,

þonne hy geþingad habbað. (Maxims I, 55–6)

(As the sea is calm when the wind does not wake it, so are peoples peaceful, when
they have reconciled)

Treo sceolon brædan

ond treow weaxan. (Maxims I, 159)

(Trees shall grow, and trust increase)
Maxims I line 159 quoted above strengthens its analogy between trees and trust by wordplay
(“treo” and “treow”), a technique that can also be found in Maxims II. In line 32b the poem
mentions “treow,” which then leads to “wudu” in the next maxim (33b). The lines play off of an
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association of people with trees that is common in Old Norse-Icelandic poetry.46 Using analogies
and wordplay, the poems demonstrate an order model of wisdom.47 They assume God’s wise
ordering of creation and present to the reader a wisdom that reflects that order.
In poems that “bind” such a diverse subject matter, alliteration and rhyme become
indispensable tools. It is common in both Maxims I and II for a maxim to end in the a-line, with
a new maxim beginning in the b-line:
Sweord sceal on bearme,
drihtlic isern. Draca sceal on hlæwe,
frod, frætwum wlanc. Fisc sceal on wætere
cynren cennan. Cyning sceal on healle
beagas dælan. (Maxims II, 25b–29a)
(A sword belongs in the lap, noble iron. A dragon belongs in a barrow, wise and
proud with treasures. A fish belongs in water, begetting its kind. A king belongs
in a hall, handing out rings.)
Though the a-line in each case contains the end of a maxim, the alliterative metre calls for
another maxim to complete the line. One maxim invites another in a series of alliterative links.48
These links are sometimes strengthened by internal rhyme. Maxims I line120, for instance, reads,
“God bið genge ond wið god lenge” (italics mine) (Good is effectual and belongs with God), and
Maxims II line 5 says, “wyrd byð swiðost. Winter byð cealdost” (italics mine) (Fate is mightiest.
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Winter is coldest).49 The rhymes help hold together the traditional building blocks that make up
these poems.
Through frames, themes, association, antithesis, analogy, wordplay, alliteration, and
rhyme, the Maxims poets weave together unwieldy material.50 These devices are used in both
Old Norse-Icelandic and Old English wisdom list poems to form and fashion traditional lore.51
Though drawing on diverse sources, the poets make the material their own.52 Evidence of artistic
fashioning is apparently so convincing that some critics of Maxims I and II have a difficult time
admitting the poems are folkloric at all. Hansen, for example, makes the unsupported claim that
“Maxims I and II do not consist exclusively of gnomic statements and are not … collections of
proverbs and maxims.”53 The material is not “compiled” but “deployed in a skillful and
expressive way.”54 However, given the fact that some of the maxims also appear in other Old
English poems,55 it is very likely that Maxims I and II brought together (or “collected”)
traditional material. Nigel Barley goes so far as to suggest that since Maxims II is “the result of
deliberate artistry,” the maxims “are not to be viewed as true maxims in current use, but rather as
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conscious creations.”56 Barley thus echoes Grimm and the other folklorists cited above. He
assumes that if the Maxims poems are the “conscious creations” of authors, then the maxims
contained in them are not “true maxims.” The real issue underlying the claims of Hansen and
Barley is not whether the collector-authors of the Maxims poems used sources—after all, no
literary work is completely original—but whether the poems should be classified as literature or
folklore, Kunstpoesie or Naturpoesie. Both critics seem to assume that the Maxims poems must
be one or the other. I believe, however, that it is important not to dismiss the judgements of early
critics of the Maxims poems. Zubereitung does not exclude the possibility of
Sichvonselbstmachen. According to Mikhail M. Bakhtin, “Every concrete utterance of a
speaking subject serves as a point where centrifugal as well as centripetal forces are brought to
bear. The processes of centralization and decentralization, of unification and disunification,
intersect in the utterance.”57 Bakhtin’s description of language applies to the Maxims poems as
well: in every proverb poem we hear the voice of the one and the many. While the poet makes
the maxims his own words, they never cease to be the words of others. And this is seen in the
poems’ “centrifugal” force.
The Maxims are poems, but they are also lists, and lists by their nature are open forms.
The poems have what Nicholas Howe calls an “open middle”: lists are always open to additions
and deletions, new directions and digressions.58 They are both “inchoata” and “inperfecta,”
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never complete, but always works-in-progress.59 By employing the list form, the Maxims poems
are able to represent and celebrate the diversity of creation’s many voices. According to Maxims
I,
He us geþonc syleð,
missenlicu mod,

monge reorde.

Feorhcynna fela fæþmeþ wide
eglond monig.

Eardas rume

meotud arærde for moncynne,
ælmihtig god,

efenfela bega

þeoda ond þeawa. (12b–18a)
(He [God] gives us thought, diverse minds, many languages. Many islands far and wide
contain many living species. Wide lands the Lord, almighty God, created for mankind,
and just as many customs as peoples.)
This diversity is a gift of God, and, though the Maxims-poet fashions and creates, his goal is not
to reduce this myriad of voices to a monologic text (if such a thing actually exists). Rather, he
uses a list form that is able to accommodate the one and the many. To use the words of the Old
English Boethius, “Æghwilc gesceaft … / hæfð his agenne eard onsundran, bið þeah wið þæm
oðrum eac gemenged” (“Each element … has its own separate home, / yet is also mixed with the
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others”).60 The lists presented in these poems are not simple, homogeneous, or closed, but
complex, heterogenous, and open.
Overemphasis of the “centripetal” qualities of the poems can lead to over-generalizations
and misreadings as critics attempt to force diverse material into a unifying reading. In their study
of Maxims II, for example, Stanley B. Greenfield and Richard Evert suggest that the poem is
unified by a “movement from consideration of the visibilia of the earthly experience to the
invisibilia of the heavenly.”61 However, as Nicholas Howe demonstrates, this reading construes
the poem as more tightly organized than it actually is. The lines do not move neatly from earthly
to heavenly topics but intermingle both. 62 General claims of artistic fashioning in the Maxims
poems must always be qualified by the reality that these poems are lists that represent a diversity
of voices. While it is true that often one maxim leads by association to another, no critic has been
able to explain the sequence in Maxims II lines 17b–41. The lines move randomly from river, to
hills, to God, to a door. Shippey is correct when he says, “only the most speculative could find a
connection” between these lines.63 Even when there seem to be associations between maxims,
the associations are not necessarily “there” in the text. Many of the unifying elements in the
poem may be the projection of modern readers who desire to find them. This skeptical position is
presented by Samuel Johnson:
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Almost every poem consisting of precepts is so far arbitrary and immethodical,
that many of the paragraphs may change places with no apparent inconvenience;
for of two or more positions, depending upon some remote and general principle,
there is seldom any cogent reason why one should precede the other. But for the
order in which they stand, whatever it be, a little ingenuity may easily give a
reason.…Of all homogenous truths, at least of all truths respecting the same
general end, in whatever series they may be produced, a concatenation by
intermediate ideas may be formed, such as, when it is once shown, shall appear
natural; but if this order be reversed, another mode of connection equally specious
may be found or made.64
Johnson points out that, even if maxims in a list seem to be ordered logically, the order of the list
is not inevitable. The list remains an open, centrifugal form even when centripetal forces can be
“found” or imposed. Links can be broken and remade as maxims are added, deleted, or moved.
“The question which is fundamental to understanding these poems,” writes Howe, is
“how can a collection of short statements, each sufficient in itself, form a whole?”65 Howe sees
proverbs and maxims as a different type of utterance from the regular, context-bound sentence.
The very quotability of maxims indicates that they are not bound in the same way as a sentence
in a paragraph; rather, they “can stand alone as complete statements.”66 The maxims in Maxims I
and II can be seen either as self-contained or as contributing to a collective meaning that emerges
64
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in the poems. The problem is that critics have assumed that one necessarily excludes the other.
Howe writes, “a maxim cannot serve two masters at once: it cannot easily remain a valid, selfcontained statement while simultaneously contributing to the structure of a poem,”67 and this
assumption is shared by many readers of the Maxims poems. But as the reading above
demonstrates, the dichotomy of collection and creation cannot hold. A maxim can serve two
masters, and in the Maxims poems they do. While they remain quotable and (re)movable, the
maxims also work together in a literary framework. Though folklorists may accuse them of being
“situationless,” they are not contextless. Context is provided by the maxims themselves, a
literary, poetic context in which each maxim contributes to the overall structure.
The same question applies to the division of Maxims I. The three sections of Maxims I
can be read as three separate poems or as three parts of one work. Most critics tend to opt for the
former possibility,68 but the issue can never be definitively answered, and it need not be so. As
wisdom list poems, the three sections of Maxims I demonstrate the openness of the list form. Just
as poems placed next to each other in the same manuscript may highlight connections with what
precedes and proceeds them,69 so it is possible to find ties between the sections of Maxims I, but
that does not imply they are one poem or that they are three. A section could have been added, or
a section omitted. Their placement in the Exeter Book as together and yet distinct demonstrates
the centripetal and centrifugal force of the poem(s). To repeat the words of the Old English
Boethius, “Æghwilc gesceaft … / hæfð his agenne eard onsundran, bið þeah wið þæm oðrum eac
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gemenged” (“Each element … has its own separate home, / yet is also mixed with the others”).70
In the Maxims poems, as in individual proverbs, we can hear the voices of the one and the many.
The above discussion applies not just to Maxims I and II, but to other wisdom list poems
as well. The same tension in criticism can be seen, for instance, in studies of Old Norse-Icelandic
eddic poetry. In a recent article, Elizabeth Jackson begins by positioning herself with Klaus von
See and Carolyne Larrington, who emphasize the unity of Hávamál, against scholars such as E.
Sievers and Richard North, who treat the poem as a redaction of disunified pieces.71 It is a
mistake, however, to emphasize unity over disunity or vice versa. The former leads to fanciful
explanations of textual gaps; the latter, to historical speculation that says nothing about the
received text.72 Vǫluspá, Hávamál, Vafðrúðnismál, Alvíssmál, Grimnismál—all of these are
wisdom list poems that bring together collective lore in artistic form. Not fitting the categorical
containers of Naturpoesie and Kuntspoesie, this genre calls for redefinitions of both folklore and
poetry.
Some attempts at redefining poetry have already been made. Morton W. Bloomfield, for
instance, argues that to understand Old English literature, romantic notions of poetry must be
cast aside. The early medieval poet did not operate “free lance” as in modern times but had a
“fixed social role.”73 According to Bloomfield, the poetry produced in this period is not as much
expressive as it is functional. He approvingly quotes Frank P. Chambers, who writes, “The first
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purpose of art of which the medieval mind was fully self-conscious was usefulness.”74 Rather
than an outpouring of personal emotion, poetry is a tool that exists for the benefit of the
community. In the case of Maxims I and II, this would mean that the poems’ raison d’être is to
be found in their function. But it is still unclear what, exactly, this function is. It has been
suggested that the poems perform a mnemonic function.75 However, if the purpose of the poems
were merely mnemonic, they would probably be better organized and listed in a less haphazard
form. A mnemonic function necessitates a simple-is-best approach, but, as the poet of Maxims II
writes, “Soð bið swicolost” (10a) (Truth is trickiest), and the Maxims poems demonstrate this by
their complexity.76 Another possible function is suggested by Paul Cavill. Drawing on insights
from the sociology of knowledge, Cavill argues that maxims serve a dual function: “they
structure reality as perceived by a society, and in turn, construct the reality the society
perceives.”77 Though the specifics of Cavill’s application of sociological theory to the Maxims
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poems is sometimes flawed,78 the general argument provides a useful way of understanding the
function of these difficult poems. In his reading, the poems are both mimetic and performative;
they reflect and create reality for a group of people, thus building and reinforcing community.
Since proverbs and maxims have a “built-in confirmation bias,”79 they can be used effectively to
encourage group cohesion. They are popularly used in drug and alcohol dependency treatment,
for example, in order to form therapeutic communities.80 In a similar vein, Bloomfield and Dunn
argue that the role of early medieval poets was primarily social. Poets are “preservers of
tradition” who protect the structure of society through censure: “Honor and shame are guardians
of the tradition….Praise and blame are the natural concomitants of a strong sense of role,
whether the role be high or low. The poets are the creators of public opinion and public judgment
and hence are of great social value.”81
Defining poetry as functional, then, rather than expressive, is one way to rethink the
nature of poetic literature. But this dichotomy does not stand careful scrutiny. A poem can have
more than one function, and it is often difficult to specify what those functions are. And cannot
the expression of a poet also function as instruction? Another redefinition of poetry has been
attempted by Carol Braun Pasternack, who focuses on The Wanderer to build a description of the
formal qualities of Old English poetry, which she believes to be “polyphonic.” Polyphonic
poetry,
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while not attempting to fix meaning like a monological text, does orchestrate
relationships between movements. A system of verbal echoes stretches across
disjunctions in a web that implies thematic relationships and promotes the
possibility that the reader or listener might [reach] some understanding of the
ineffable. This technique is conventional throughout the [Old English poetic]
canon and complements the disjunctions that the polyphony creates.82
This kind of poetry combines and manipulates different building blocks or “movements”
(defined as “formally distinct, semi-independent units”).83 Adapting the language of Julia
Kristeva, Pasternack writes that polyphonic poetry operates according to a “logic of distance and
relationship between the different units of a sentence or narrative structure.” The logic of
polyphonic texts is one of “analogy and non-exclusive opposition, opposed to monological levels
of causality and identifying determination.”84 Pasternack’s description of polyphonic texts is also
a surprisingly apt description of the Maxims poems. For they, too, operate according to a logic of
distance, relationship, analogy, and opposition; and they, too, combine movements in a
polyphonic symphony.85
One value of Pasternack’s theory of Old English poetry lies in its emphasis on the
importance of the audience. The pieces of the polyphonic puzzle do not come with an answer
key. Since the writer does not explain and rationalize the movements, the audience must join in
the performance of the text: “As Roland Barthes would say, the readers must write the text
82
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because they cannot read it. To gain this participation, the writer sacrifices control over the
meanings his or her text conveys.”86 Many readers of Maxims I and II have attributed a riddlelike quality to the poems.87 Like riddles, the Maxims poems call for the participation of the
audience in the creation of meaning. They call out to the audience, “Frige mec frodum wordum!
Ne læt þinne ferð onhælne” (Question me with wise words! Do not let your spirit be hidden),
inviting the listeners/readers to enter into a relationship built on shared wisdom (Maxims I, 1).
Though the poet adopts and shapes shared lore, he or she is not an isolated individual. A “god
scop” (good poet), Maxims I tells us, belongs “gumum” (127) (to men). Wisdom list poems are
sites of a dynamic interaction between poet, tradition, and community.

The Negotiation of Identity in Málsháttakvæði
There is one weakness with the above descriptions of Old English poetry: both
Bloomfield and Pasternack erase the poet. Bloomfield writes that the Middle Ages saw the
“changeover from a social to an individualistic art” that began in the twelfth century.88 Poems
written before this time show “no interest in the self.” They are “not self-expression but the
communication of inherited wisdom to society at large. … they do not claim originality or
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individual psychological acuity.”89 For Pasternack, polyphonic poetry is anonymous “not
because we do not have names of writers but because the texts do not present such a code and do
not create such a character.” 90 Even though The Wanderer is a first-person poem, it does not
reveal the identity of any particular poet: “whereas normally a modern first person presents what
is supposed to be a peculiar viewpoint, the manuscript poem gives voice to a traditional position,
the speech taking its content and its expressions from the formulaic theme of exile.”91 For
Pasternack, therefore, the poet’s identity can only be constructed from nontraditional material or
whatever counts as a “peculiar viewpoint.” A similar erasure of the first-person “I” can also be
found in paremiological studies. Since the speaker of a proverb cites tradition, it is assumed that
the speaker loses his or her individual voice: “By invoking tradition and the community as a
whole, the speaker … disappears.”92
But as this chapter has argued, the use of lore does not preclude the expression of the
individual; lore is, to use Bakhtin’s term, “double-voiced.”93 Bakhtin writes that “language, for
the individual consciousness, lies on the borderline between oneself and the other. The word in
language is half someone else’s.”94 This is equally true if “lore” is substituted for “language.”
Lore is a liminal site between self and community and as such provides a fertile ground for the
negotiation of identity. If “the ideological becoming of a human being … is the process of
selectively assimilating the language of others,”95 if identity is formed through the negotiation of
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self and other through means of a shared language, then wisdom list poems provide an ideal
context in which this negotiation can take place. To demonstrate this, I now turn to
Málsháttakvæði, a wisdom list poem in which the identity of the poet is inextricably wrapped up
in communally shared lore.
Málsháttakvæði is an anonymous Old Norse proverb poem that has received very little
critical attention of any kind. It is preserved in the Codex Regius (GkS 2367 4to) manuscript,
along with Snorri’s Edda and Jómsvíkingadrápa, a poem usually attributed to Bjarni
Kolbeinsson. Málsháttakvæði resembles both these works. Like Snorri’s Edda, the poem is about
poetry. It is a self-reflexive piece that constantly draws attention to the poet and to the poet’s
work. Like Jómsvíkingadrápa, Málsháttakvæði contains the theme of love, and it similarly treats
its material with a light-hearted, ironic tone. Because of these similarities some have ascribed
Málsháttakvæði to the same author of Jómsvíkingadrápa, and others believe it to be an imitation
of Kolbeinsson’s style.96
That Málsháttakvæði is a wisdom poem can be seen by the kinds of material it collects.
The poem intends to bring “forn orð saman” (1.5) (“old sayings together”).97 It combines lists of
proverbs, historical knowledge of heroes (st. 7), riddle-like statements (st. 8), and myth (st. 21)—
all types of lore that belong in the category of wisdom literature. Love also, as the previous
chapter argues, is no stranger to wisdom literature. Málsháttakvæði is a love complaint, and thus
belongs to the unstudied, little-known tradition of proverbial love poetry.98 Reminiscent of the
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formulaic style of Middle English love lyrics, these poems employ conventional language to
express personal complaints.99
Málsháttakvæði is included in the texts of the online project Skaldic Poetry of the
Scandinavian Middle Ages, which would indicate that it should be considered a skaldic poem,
but it does not fit easily into either eddic or skaldic categories, at least as they are typically
defined.100 Stemming from the Romantic period, the distinction between eddic and skaldic
poetry usually sees the former as mythical, simple, and anonymous, and the latter as historical,
complex, and authored by an identifiable poet. The poet of Málsháttakvæði respects none of
these distinctions. The poem includes both mythical and historical material; it uses simple
proverbial statements to form a complex work; and, though the poet is not named, he infuses
traditional, anonymous material with his own, subjective experience of love. In the midst of all
the traditional lore, the poet does not disappear. Málsháttakvæði is a double-voiced poem in
which the language of the folk is appropriated by the first-person speaker.
Like Maxims I and II, Málsháttakvæði demonstrates both centrifugal and centripetal
force. The poet admits the centrifugal force of the poem when he says, “Stjórnlausu hefk slungit
saman, / svá vildak [mér hitta gaman]” (30.1–2) (“I have thrown together without rudder / as I
wished”). The proverbs are not joined by run-on lines as they are in the Maxims poems. Instead,
their self-contained status is emphasized by end-stopped lines, each containing its own proverb.
Often there is no link between one proverb and the next, and the statements seem to come in a
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random order.101 The poet is aware of the apparent haphazardness of his material. His stated
purpose is, after all, to “fœra … forn orð saman” (1.5) (“bring old sayings together”). It is only
natural, he claims, to expect such a collection to seem disorganized: “griplur er sem hendi þá”
(1.8) (“It is then as if one gathers pickings”).
At the same time, the poet acknowledges the need to give these fumblings some sort of
centripetal force or to fashion it through Zubereitung. Thus he says,
Stefjum verðr at stæla brag,
stuttligt hefk á kvæði lag,
ella mun þat þykka þula,
þanning nær sem ek henda mula. (11.1–4)
(Poetry has to be fitted with refrains
[I have an abrupt manner in this verse]
else it shall seem a rigmarole,
almost as if I were grabbing at crumbs.)
He adds a refrain as a unifying device to a poem that would otherwise seem like a “þula.”102 Not
desiring his material to seem like merely a collection of “mola” (“crumbs”), he draws attention
to his efforts to fashion an artistic work. And it is not any artistic work that he fashions, but a
101
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drápa. The drápa, a long skaldic poem that employs a stef (refrain), was considered a high form
of poetry suitable for the praise of princes and kings. The poet uses a high form for low material,
trying to give dignity to what at first glance seems a “mere” listing of folklore.
The poet sometimes groups traditional statements according to topic in order to add shape
to his work. The description of Baldr’s death in stanza nine leads to the comment “Sitt mein
þykkir sárast hveim” (“To each his own pain seems the sorest”) at the beginning of stanza ten
(10.1). Then the stanza shifts to the theme of reconciliation, bringing together a number of
statements related to this theme (10.2–8). Contrast also links stanzas. The end of stanza eighteen
says, “brigða lengi er hverr enn sami” (18.8; italics mine) (Exceedingly long is every man the
same” [italics mine]), which is contrasted by the beginning of stanza nineteen: “Lýtin þykkja
skammæ skarar” (19.1; italics mine) (“Hair’s flaws seem of short duration” [italics mine]).
Though the proverbs are each contained in their own lines, the poem is written in rhyming
couplets, and each couplet is also joined by alliteration. Málsháttakvæði, then, resembles other
wisdom list poems in demonstrating both unifying and disunifying, centripetal and centrifugal
force as it is the product of both sichvonselbstmachen and zubereitung. It is a liminal site in
which poet and tradition, individual and community meet. What distinguishes Málsháttakvæði
from poems like Maxims I and II is the extent to which it highlights the poet’s act of
appropriation. The “poet” mentioned here may or may not be a persona, and so I do not assume a
simple equation of the speaker with the author. While it is possible that the poet represented in
this poem bears some resemblance to its author, any such resemblance is impossible to know for
certain. I therefore follow the lead of A. C. Spearing in referring here to “literary subjectivity”
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rather than “lived subjectivity.”103 Málsháttakvæði calls attention to the role of the poet, or the
literary subject, as he finds his own voice within the voice of tradition.104
The key to understanding this appropriation is to be found in the poet’s introduction and
asides. He begins by making it clear that his proverbs are not meant as a critique of anyone in the
audience. He claims he has not “með flimtun farit” (2.1) (“gone in for lampoons”). And just in
case the audience forgets, the poet reminds them soon after the proverb listing begins. After the
first two proverbs, he says, “ekki er því til eins manns skotit” (3.3) (“I’m not aiming that at any
one person”). This comment highlights the performance context of the proverbs. They are not
being spoken in a vacuum; they are part of a purposeful, crafted poem that is performed in
relation to an audience. The comment also raises the question, if the proverbs are not directed to
the immediate audience, to whom are they directed? Part of the answer is found in the second
half of the stanza. The poet says,
hermðar orð munu hittask í,
heimult ak at glapsa of því,
(nǫkkut varð hon sýsla of sik)
svinneyg drós hvé hon fór við mik. (3.5–8)
(Angry words shall be found here.
I have the right to speak mouthfuls about that—
she rather managed to look after herself,
the wise-eyed woman—how she treated me.)
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Though the poem is supposed to reflect the poet’s “gleði” (1.7) (“good cheer”), here it reveals
another, hidden motive of the poet. He has been disappointed in love, and he is angry. The love
story is not made clear, but the poet reveals that he feels betrayed by a certain wise woman
(“svinneyg drós”). It is possible, therefore, that the proverbs at the beginning of the stanza are
directed towards her. The line “þeir hafa verr, er tryggðum slitu” (“They behave worse who
break sworn pledges”) can be read as a critique of the beloved who has betrayed the poet (3.2).105
Another direct reference to the poet’s love trouble occurs later in the poem:
Efnum þykkir bezt at búa,
brǫgðótt reyndisk gemlu fúa,
margar kunni hon slœgðir sér,
svá nǫkkvi gafsk Rannveig mér. (18.1–4)
(It seems best to live with resources.
The vixen proved cunning to the old ewe.
Many tricks she knew for herself.
So indeed Rannveig showed herself to me.)
The stanza begins with a proverb about living “efnum” (“with resources”) and then it turns to
“brǫgðótt” (“cunning”), a specific kind of mental resource. The second line contains a fable-like
description of betrayal of one animal by another, which then leads to the comparison between the
fable and the poet’s experience (“svá” [“so”]). After these comments, the poet goes on to list
proverbs about betrayal and vengeance that are aptly suited to his complaint. These examples
indicate that the poem should be read as a dialogue between the traditional lore and the poet’s
concerns. In other words, the poem has two levels—the level of traditional lore on the surface
105
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and beneath it the level of the poet’s own experience—and these two levels are in constant
interaction. But the interaction is not a simple one. As the following example makes clear, the
poet does not merely validate his own opinions and emotions by citing tradition. “Engi” (“No
one”) the poet claims, “of dœmir sjálfan sik” (“passes sentence on himself”), but then in an aside,
he says, “(slíkt ætlak nú henda mik)” (10.5–6) (“[I suppose such will happen to me now]”). The
poet is sometimes in tandem, sometimes in tension with the lore he cites. He both expresses and
contains his own voice in the voice of communally shared tradition.
The poet uses traditional material in an effort—which is only sometimes successful—to
comment on and contain his own private emotions. He tries to cheer himself with old sayings:
Ró skyldu menn reiði gefa,
raunlítit kømsk opt á þrefa,
gagarr er skaptr, þvít geyja skal,
gera ætlak mér létt of tal;
verit hafði mér verra í hug,
var þat nær sem kveisu flug,
jafnan fagnar kvikr maðr kú,
kennir hins, at gleðjumk nú. (4.1–8)
(Men should give rest to their wrath.
Often a very little thing occasions strife.
A dog is shaped for barking.
I intend to make my speech lighthearted.
Something worse had been in my mind.
It was almost like the pain of a boil.
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The living man always rejoices in a cow.
It is clear that I am cheering up now.)
The poet intends to create a “létt” (“lighthearted”) poem though he is truly thinking of something
“verra” (“worse”). I cite this stanza in its entirety because it demonstrates not only the poet’s
goal, but his methods as well, for it exemplifies how the poet’s voice emerges in and around the
traditional sayings. The poet’s voice emerges around the sayings with numerous asides. In this
stanza, it is difficult to say whether the poet interrupts the list of proverbs or the proverbs
interrupt the poet. Throughout the poem, the poet continues this technique, interweaving his
asides into the traditional material:
eyvit týr, þótt skyndi seinn,
gǫfgask mætti af gengi hverr,
gǫrva þekkik sumt hvé ferr.

Afli of deilir sízt við sjô,
Sǫrli sprakk af gildri þrô,
stundum þýtr í logni lô,
litlu verr, at ráðak fô. (12.6–13.4)
(It helps not though the slow hasten.
Each man could gain stature from his company.
I recognize fully how sorrow goes.

One vies in strength least against the sea.
Sǫrli burst from great longing.
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At times coastal waters resound in a calm.
It hardly matters that I prevail but little.)
Here the poet once again expresses his sorrow, and admits that his efforts to cheer himself are
not proving very effective. He must continually struggle to contain his sorrow and anger.
Proverbs in a proverb poem are there because they have been selected by a poet, and this
selection is often not random. The Málsháttakvæði poet has very carefully and intentionally
chosen many of the proverbs and other materials that he stitches together. The poet’s struggle
can be seen not only in the asides but also in the traditional sayings themselves, many of which
are directly applicable to his own emotionally troubled situation. In stanza four, cited above, the
first two proverbs are directed against the poet, encouraging him to let go of his anger. The first
three lines of stanza thirteen (also cited above) reveal both the speaker’s emotional turmoil
(“Sǫrli sprakk af gildri þrô” [“Sǫrli burst from great longing”]) and also his desire to be free of
his passions (“stundum þýtr í logni lô” [“At times coastal waters resound in a calm”]). “Ekki”
(“Nothing”), he says, “er manni verra en þrá” (27.6) (“is worse for a person than longing”).
There are many other examples of the poet’s voice infusing traditional lore that could be listed
here,106 but the clearest manifestation of the poet’s struggle with love is found in the refrain. The
refrain first occurs in stanza eleven and is repeated three times (sts. 14, 17, 20). It emphasizes the
troubling relationship between love and wisdom that the poem enacts:
Ekki var þat forðum farald,
Finnan gat þó œrðan Harald,
hônum þótti sólbjǫrt sú,
106
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slíks dœmi verðr mǫrgum nú. (11.5–8)
(It wasn’t a plague in the old days.
Still, the Lappish girl drove Haraldr out of his mind.
To him she seemed bright as the sun.
An example of such comes to many now.)
The poet does not specify who Harald is, but he tells us that Harald is driven out of his mind by
love. In Old Norse-Icelandic literature love is the arch-enemy of wisdom. It “marga hefr …
hyggna tælt” (20.4) (“has deceived many wise men”). According to Hávamál, “opt fá á horscan,
/ er á heimscan ne fá, / lostfagrir litir” (93.4–6) (“often the wise man is seized, when the foolish
man is not, by a delightfully fair appearance” [93.3–4]). The poet of Málsháttakvæði stresses the
continuing significance of this lore for present times. Love is not a problem of the past, for “slíks
dœmi verðr mǫrgum nú” (“an example of such comes to many now”). The struggle between
wisdom and emotion is enacted in the poem as the poet’s voice emerges in and around the
traditional content.107
Whatever other concerns a skaldic poem might have, one concern is invariably the
fashioning of the speaker’s identity as poet, and Málsháttakvæði is no exception. The method of
this fashioning is the same as before; the poet’s metapoetical comments are to be found in and
around the citations of lore. Numerous first-person comments reflect the poet’s light-hearted
attitude towards his own work:
(gleði minnar veit geipun sjá.) (1.7)
([This nonsense shows my good cheer.])
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kvæðit skal með kynjum alt. (13.7)
(The whole poem shall be really weird.)

nú verðr sumt þats mangi varir,
(væri betr at þegðak þokks)
þat hefr hverr er verðr er loks. (25.6–8)
(Now comes something that no one expects.
It were far better that I should be silent.
Each gets what he deserves in the end.)108
The last excerpt brings attention to the expectation of reward that so often accompanies skaldic
poems. Despite their humble tone, these comments call attention to the crafted nature of the
poem. The poet draws attention to his work in the trust that it will be appreciated and perhaps
rewarded. This light, self-mocking tone can only be taken by a poet who is confident in his work
and his status, and the speaker of Málsháttakvæði is secure in both counts. Near the beginning of
the poem he claims he is unafraid of insulting anyone in the audience. He is not going to satirize,
he says, but
stolit væri mér ekki ór ætt,
jafnan þótt ek kvæða slétt;
róa verðr fyrst til ens næsta ness,
nǫkut ættak kyn til þess. (2.5–8)
(I would not be robbed of my patrimony,
even if I should always speak bluntly.
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One has to row first toward the nearest ness.
I would have some pedigree for that.)
The poet is well connected and does not need to fear for his patronage. The confidence of the
poet can also be seen in his choice of proverbs that, if assented to, increase his status. Even if the
poem seems abrupt, strange, and random, it is important to remember that “eigi spillir hyggins
hjali” (15.7) (“nothing spoils the talk of a wise man”). The poet calls attention to the
performative status the poem gives him—he is a wise man teaching wisdom to those who will
listen. Since the lore or words of wisdom are coming from him, it follows that he has authority
over the audience, for “jafnan segir enn ríkri rôð” (23.1) (“the more powerful always offers
advice”). The poet is thus in a position to place the burden of making sense of the poem on the
audience: “erfitt verðr þeims illa kann” (24.5) (“life is difficult for him who poorly
understands”). Subtly, humorously, the poet appropriates lore to shape his identity as a poet.
The light-hearted and the serious come together in the poem’s conclusion.109 The last full
stanza of the poem reads:
Orða er leitat mér í munn,
mælgin verðr oss heyrinkunn,
(Yggjar bjór hverr eiga myni
ósýnt þykkir lýða kyni);
eyvit mun sjá atfrétt stoða,
allmjǫk er mér lund til hroða,
þeygi var sjá aflausn ill,
eiga skal nú hverr er vill. (29.1–8)
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(They search in my mouth for words.
The chatter is well known to me.
Who shall possess Óðinn’s mead
seems unclear to the race of men.
That inquiry will be of no use.
I very much have a mind for ‘refuse.’
Not at all was this ‘release’ poor.
Now anyone who wants it shall have it.)
The topic of the stanza is “Yggjar bjór” (Óðinn’s mead), and, in the context of the stanza, this
phrase should be understood as a kenning for the poem itself.110 In a note to her translation of
Málsháttakvæði, Roberta Frank observes a similarity between the language Snorri uses to
describe this mythological scene and the language used by the Málsháttakvæði poet.111 Snorri
tells us that when Óðinn flies back to the Æsir with the mead, he is almost caught by Suttungr, so
“hann sendi aptr suman mjǫðinn, ok var þess ekki gætt. Hafði þat hverr er vildi, ok kǫllum vér
þat skáldfífla hlut” (Skáldskaparmál 5.4–6; italics mine) (“he sent some of the mead out
backwards, and this was disregarded. Anyone took it that wanted it, and it is what we call the
rhymester’s share” [64; italics mine]).112 The italicized clause sounds very similar to the last line
of the stanza in Málsháttakvæði: “eiga skal nú hverr er vill” (“Now anyone who wants it shall
have it”). A further similarity can be seen in Snorri’s description of Óðinn. Óðinn “sent some
mead backward,” i.e. he excretes the mead from his rear. The poet of Málsháttakvæði thus calls
his poem “aflausn” (“release”) and “hroða” (“refuse”).
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As I argue in chapter two (32-34), the mead that Óðinn steals from the giants is not
merely the mead of poetry—it is the mead of wisdom and a carrier of lore. Sigrdrífomál also
describes the spilling of the mead, though the description is more cryptic than Snorri’s. After
listing different types of runes, the poem mentions “hugrúnar” [mind-runes] and then describes
the carving of the first wise letters by Mím (14.4–6). Then the poem says,
allar vóro af scafnar,

þær er vóro á ristnar,

oc hverfðar við inn helga miǫð
oc sendar á víða vego.
Þær ro með ásom,

þær ro með álfom,

sumar með vísom vǫnom,
sumar hafa menzeir menn. (18.1–8)
(All were shaved off, those which were carved on,
and scattered with the sacred mead
and sent on wandering ways;
they are among the Æsir, they are among the elves,
some are with the wise Vanir,
some with humankind. [18.1–6])
The spilling of the mead signifies the diffuseness of wisdom. Because of its liminal quality,
wisdom is always difficult to locate or assign boundaries. As the Málsháttakvæði-poet says,
“Yggjar bjór hverr eiga myni / ósýnt þykkir lýða kyni” (29.3–4) (“Who shall possess Óðinn’s
mead / seems unclear to the race of men”). Another example of this theme in Old NorseIcelandic literature can be found in the Speculum regale, which describes Wisdom as a traveller
among various classes of humans:
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oc steig ec reiðr niðr til hinna næðstu dala oc braut ec borger hærmanna ireiði
minni gnœ ec isunndr þræcliga oll malmlið stærkra borga braut ec stærca
iarnstolpa oc digrar ianslar toc ec gull oc gersimar hærfængnarmæðr gimsteinum.
For ec fagnandi til hinna hæstu bygða mæð rosannda hærfange for ec um þorp oc
um tun oc heraðs bygðer oc bauð ec fatœkum miðlan mins auðar. Byð ec plogh
karlum fræannda corn oc felags gerðer. … Fær ec um borger oc bœa oc kaupstaðe
rænn ec um garða oc torgh oc stræti kalla. (56.167.7–18)
(In wrath I [Wisdom] descended to the lowest valleys and overturned the
strongholds of the mighty ones in mine anger. With violence I shattered the metal
gates of the strong castles and broke the firm iron pillars and the thick bars of iron.
I took gold and gems and jewels, the plunder of warfare, and then journeyed
gladly to the higher abodes with priceless booty. I traveled through farms and
villages and parishes offering the poor a share in my wealth. I offered the
husbandman fruitful corn and partnership with me. … I journey through castles
and cities and marts; I run over houses, markets, and streets. [302])
Wisdom is not limited to the mighty; it is found among kings and peasants, warriors and farmers.
That is not to say, however, that wisdom is equally distributed everywhere: “ero þeir fleiri er sma
wænnde liota af manwitz kwistum. Hælldr en storar greinir. Sumir liota hina smæsto kwisti en
sumer ækki næma lauf æitt. En fair ero þeir er mæð allu liota ækki” (Speculum regale 113.5–8)
(“those who have received only slender wands from the boughs of wisdom are more numerous
than those who have received large branches, some getting but the tiniest twigs, and some a mere
leaf, while those who get nothing must indeed be few” [231]). These texts are not egalitarian;
they demonstrate, rather, that wisdom is widely and variously distributed. The above passages
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thus share in a theme also found in Old English wisdom literature, which often refers to the
diversity, variety, and diffuseness of God’s wise gifts to creation.113
By alluding to the spilling of the mead, the Málsháttakvæði-poet implies that his poem is
the work of a “skáldfífla” (Skáldskaparmál 5.6) (literally “poet-fool”). But by now the careful
reader/listener knows that this poet is not all he seems on the surface. The Málsháttakvæði-poet
fashions himself as the wise man who plays a fool, a role very similar to the Amleth in Saxo
Grammaticus’ Gesta Danorum. In Málsháttakvæði, the poet weaves his own voice with various
kinds of traditional sayings, but he recognizes that even though he assimilates his material, the
lore of the poem cannot belong to just one person. For it is still folklore, and as such, it belongs
to both the poet and the community: “eiga skal nú hverr er vill” (29.8) (“now anyone who wants
it shall have it”).
The word “individual” indicates something that is bounded and whole, but this notion of
identity must be challenged by Grettir’s words in Grettis saga: “engi maðr skapar sik sjálfr”
(41:137) (“no man creates himself” [41:115]). As David Aers puts it, “The terms ‘individual
identity’ and ‘community’ are interdependent, the story of a human life … always embedded in
the story of those communities from which that life derives its identity” (2). The individual is not
a closed, independent entity; identity must be negotiated between self and other, individual and
community. Wisdom list poems problematize the “I” in poetry and the “folk” in folklore because
they exemplify this negotiation. Once again, wisdom is the space in which identity is formed and
challenged. For if identity, like wisdom, cannot be bound, then it necessitates a continual
reformation. Negotiation implies renegotiation in an ongoing process that is never complete.
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“Jafnan spyrja menn at lokum” (Málsháttakvæði, 19.8) (“People always ask about conclusions”),
but the conclusion is denied by the liminality of wisdom.
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“The tygers of wrath are wiser than the horses of instruction.”
(William Blake, “Proverbs of Hell”)
Chapter 5: Monstrous Wisdom

The age-old enemy of the hero is the monster. By fighting and defeating a dragon, or a
giant, or a revenant, the hero proves his prowess and demonstrates that he is worthy of the title
“hero.” This is true of heroic literature and folk- and fairy-tales from around the world. But in
spite of the universal antagonism between the hero and the monster, the two are often very alike
in Old Norse-Icelandic and Old English literature. So alike, in fact, that they are sometimes
indistinguishable. When the hero of Grettis Saga bursts into a house to fetch fire for his
shipwrecked companions, he is mistaken for a troll by the people in the house, who fly into a
panic and throw burning brands at him (ch. 38).1 In Egils saga Skalla-Grímssonar, Skallagrim
takes a group of men to ask King Harald to compensate him for Þorolfr’s death. When the king’s
retainers see the size of Skallagrim and his men, they wonder if they are looking at men or giants
(ch. 25). Strength, size, and the ability to cause trouble are shared by heroes and monsters alike.
There is also another quality shared by heroes and monsters: in Old English and Old
Norse-Icelandic literature they can be and often are wise. To return to the story of the mead of
poetry, it is significant that Óðinn must steal the mead from giants.2 After the dwarves make the
mead from the blood of Kvasir, they end up in conflict with the giant Suttung, and, under threat,
they give him the mead. To get the mead for himself, Óðinn goes in disguise to Suttung and
offers to labour under him for a drink from the mead. Óðinn’s plan does not succeed, as Suttung

a troll.
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refuses to pay him, so he turns to trickery instead. He sneaks into the room of Suttung’s daughter
and sleeps with her for three nights, after which she allows him to drink the mead.
In the story of the mead, wisdom (or the lore represented by the mead) is associated with
desire. One of the many names of Óðinn is Glapsviðr, which can be translated “wise in
seduction,” and another is Óski, which has been translated “wish fulfiller” or “he who is
desired.”3 As seducer, Óðinn is a desirer, one who actively seeks out wisdom. As a possessor of
wisdom himself, Óðinn is desired. This desire, however, is complicated by the ambiguous
character of Óðinn. Though a god of heroes, Óðinn is not the prototypical enemy of giants—that
job is given to Þórr. When Óðinn goes to Suttung for the mead, he does not come with hammer
in hand, prepared to combat and kill the giants. Instead, he disguises himself as a laborer and
then takes on the role of a lover, a role that would be unthinkable for Þórr.4 When compared to
Þórr, Óðinn seems a bit too ready to blend in with his enemies. According to Norse myth, the
earth was made out of the flesh of the giant Ymir, and it is sometimes called the “bride of Odin”;
and another of Óðinn’s names, Fiǫlsviðr (wise in many things), is also the name of a giant.5 As
with Grettir and Skallagrim, it is difficult to tell Óðinn apart from a monster. He is a hero and yet
a threat, an ambiguous figure who would rather converse or sleep with a giant than fight it.
According to Lotte Motz, in Germanic myth “Þórr became the trusted friend of men while Óðinn
remained the ‘terrible’—Yggr. Þórr reified men’s confidence in their own strength, while Óðinn
reified the awareness of their insufficiency.”6
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Monsters take us to the limits of wisdom, where knowledge is both desired and feared.
This chapter begins with a discussion of the nature of medieval monsters and then examines
three instances of monstrous wisdom in Gesta Danorum, Völsunga saga, and Beowulf. Though
each text has different emphases, in all of them monstrous wisdom represents the ambivalent
combinations of desire and fear, wonder and terror that are aroused at the edges of
understanding.

Initial Considerations: Why Wise Monsters?
During the last three decades, the study of medieval monsters has experienced a renewed
interest.7 A number of important studies have appeared, including John Block Friedman’s The
Monstrous Races in Medieval Art and Thought (1981), David Williams’ Deformed Discourse
(1996), Jeffrey Jerome Cohen’s Of Giants (1999), Caroline Walker Bynum’s Metamorphosis
and Identity (2001), and Andy Orchard’s Pride and Prodigies (2003). Rather than attempt the
impossible task of summarizing this vast area of scholarship, the following survey focuses on
answering one question: what is it about monsters that makes them suitable to possess wisdom?
The monster represents the unacceptable, the repressed. It is the displaced other against
which societal identities can be defined. According to Cohen, the monster is the
“incorporation…of all those loci that are rhetorically placed as distant and distinct but originate
Within.”8 In other words, monsters are constructed foils by which societal norms are defined and
guarded. As Michael Camille writes, “the centre is…dependent upon the margins for its
continued existence.”9 In a similar vein, René Girard argues that societies protect themselves by
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projecting their anger and violence onto a scapegoat, who is often figured as monstrous.10 While
monsters serve as foils to define identity, they also threaten the basis of that identity by
challenging society’s structures of meaning. Cohen writes that the “ontological liminality” of
monsters “questions binary thinking and introduces a crisis.”11 Monsters are monstrous for the
very reason that they defy normal categories of being. They are admirabiles mixturae, wondrous
mixtures, and as such represent a “form suspended between forms that threatens to smash
distinctions.”12 Because of this liminality, a number of scholars apply Julia Kristeva’s theory of
abjection to the monstrous.13 Unlike an object, which is “opposed to I,” the abject is not wholly
other; it is “not me. Not that. But not nothing, either.”14 The main argument of this thesis is that
wisdom is characterized by liminality. As liminal beings, monsters are suited to possess wisdom.
Both share the dual function of marking and trespassing borders, defining and threatening
identity.
In his study of “deformed discourse,” David Williams places monsters in the context of
Pseudo-Dionysius’ negative theology, arguing that the monster was a “vehicle for philosophical
and spiritual inquiry” in the Middle Ages.15 According to the teachings of Pseudo-Dionysius, any
statement about divine truth must be affirmed and then denied. After it is affirmed, it is stripped
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away, so that the real truth beyond language and reason can be known.16 Monsters fit into this
neoplatonic scheme as aids to negative learning, a “deformation necessary for human
understanding.”17 As beings that defy classification and reason, they are tools for the
“progressive negation of logical affirmations about the world and the real.”18 Whether this
function of monsters is the result of the influence of negative theology or not—and I think there
are cases where the direct influence would be difficult to claim—Williams brings monster
studies in line with medieval attitudes towards the monstrous. Pseudo-Dionysius, Isidore,
Augustine and other medieval thinkers defined the monster as that which marks the limits of our
understanding.19
In the Middle Ages, as now, it was commonly assumed that a monster is a being that
somehow defies natural law, a being that exists contra naturam (against nature).20 But how can a
monster contradict the laws of nature if the laws of nature are the will of God? Drawing on a
notion first put forward by Aristotle, Augustine and Isidore solve this problem by asserting that
monsters are not contra naturam but are created by the will of the Creator.21 Augustine writes,
“Portentum ergo fit non contra naturam, sed contra quam est nota natura” (“A portent therefore
happens not contrary to nature, but contrary to what is known of nature”), and this is quoted
directly by Isidore.22 For these writers the monstrous is not a matter of essence but of
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perspective: a monster is that which confounds our understanding and thus arouses wonder.
Monsters are thus a part of God’s vast creation. In fact, Anglo-Saxon writers often call
“creation” the wundra (wonders or marvels) of God.23 If the world is filled with divine wonders,
then it is no wonder that monsters can also be defined as part of, rather than against, the created
order.
The monstrous in the Middle Ages is only part of a larger category called wonders. The
Wonders of the East, the Liber Monstrorum, and The Letter of Alexander to Aristotle contain lists
of these wonders, and not all of the items listed seem “monstrous,” at least in the modern usage
of the term. The Liber Monstrorum, for instance, lists a “beautiful race” that lives near water and
eats raw meat and honey. There is also a certain group of people that have long beards, eat raw
fish, and drink water.24 These races are not monsters in the modern sense of the term, but they
are included in the list as matters of interest, the way a travel-guide would highlight certain
oddities of a culture. The real issue is not the inherent nature of these practices, but the fact that
they are not seen as normative from a specific perspective. Stigmatizing certain cultural practices
as contrary to the expected norm, these examples demonstrate how the wondrous—and therefore
also the monstrous—is culturally and ideologically defined. The wondrous is that which lies
beyond the horizon of our culturally limited understanding. The Liber Monstrorum is an example
of the genre appropriately called paradoxography, which means “writing of the incredible.” The
word “paradox” etymologically means something that is contrary (para – contra) to expectation
or belief (dox is from the Greek dokein, which means “to seem, to think”). An encounter with the
monstrous is an encounter with the limits of knowledge.
… A portent is therefore not created contrary to nature but contrary to what is known of nature”).
Etymologiarum, xi.iii.1–2.
23
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The limits of human understanding are a recurring theme in monstrous texts. The writer
of the Liber Monstrorum, for example, begins by stating how knowledge of the monstrous is
uncertain. Out of all of the marvels of the world, he says, only some are true, while many would
be proved false “si quis ad exploranda pennis uolare potuisset” (“if anyone could take winged
flight to explore”).25 The writer begins his list with more certain marvels and proceeds to less
certain and even dubious ones. This method of organization, he says, lends the book itself a
monstrous aspect: “per haec antra monstrorum marinae puellae quandam formulam sirenae
depingam, ut sit capite rationis quod tamen diuersorum generum hispidae squamosaeque
sequuntur fabulae” (“throughout these monster-filled caverns I shall paint a little picture of a seagirl or siren, which if it has a head of reason is followed by all kinds of shaggy and scaly
tales”).26 In other words, his work is a monstrous hybrid of truth and lies, reason and unreason.
If the monstrous marks the limits of understanding, it can also be used to mark the limits
of wisdom. Texts about monsters are therefore ideal contexts for metawisdom, the concern
wisdom has with itself. The Wonders of the East, for instance, tells of how Mambres, when
opening a book of magic that belongs to his brother, hears his brother’s voice warning him
against the dangers of too much knowledge: “Þu, broðor, ic naht unrihtlice eom dead, ac soðlice
ond rihtlice ic eom dead ond Godes dom wið me standeð for þam þe ic wæs ana wisera þonne
ealle oðre dryas dead” (“Brother, I am dead not unjustly, but rightly and justly am I dead, and
God’s judgment stands against me because I alone was wiser than all the other sorcerers”).27 At
first glance this passage may seem out of place in a list of monsters, but it is actually suited to the
topic, for in this text the reader comes face-to-face with the monstrous limits of wisdom, limits
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which arouse both fear and desire. Cohen writes that there is a “simultaneous repulsion and
attraction at the core of the monster’s composition.”28 The limit of wisdom is a place of disgust,
dread, and terror, a place that warns against immoderate seeking after knowledge. But it is also a
place of curiosity, desire, longing, and wonder.
The desire of the monstrous is a desire to appropriate what cannot be appropriated.
Summarizing the teaching of the medieval mystic Bernard of Clairvaux, Bynum writes, “when
we are offered a golden goblet, we consume, absorb, incorporate the drink (that is imitate the
virtues), but we give back (that is, we wonder at) the goblet. Thus we wonder at what we cannot
in any sense incorporate, or consume, or encompass in our mental categories.”29 According to
Bynum, then, wonder, or admiratio, in the Middle Ages was essentially “nonappropriative.”30
Bynum’s description of medieval wonder is useful, but must be qualified if is to be applied to the
monstrous in Old English and Old Norse-Icelandic texts. The Letter of Alexander to Aristotle
presents itself as a letter from conqueror to scholar. As Alexander goes farther and farther into
unexplored territory, he keeps a record of marvels that he sees so that “hwæthwygo to þære
ongietenisse þissa niura þinga [Aristotle’s] gelis ond gleawnis to geþeode” (“[Aristotle’s]
learning and knowledge might contribute to a certain extent to the understanding of these
novelties”).31 Legend had it that Aristotle then used this information to create his work Of
Animals.32 There is thus an analogy between conqueror and scholar: in the same way that
Alexander conquers and colonizes uncharted territories, Aristotle is expected to conquer the
28
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unknown by appropriating it into his learning. As will be demonstrated below, the monstrous can
be and is appropriated by medieval texts. However, the appropriation is never complete.
Aristotle is asked to contribute “hwæthwygo” (“to a certain extent”) to an understanding of the
monstrous because the letter recognizes the impossibility of completely assimilating the
unknown. In fact, the very act of appropriating the monstrous can emphasize the difficulties of
appropriation. A common saying often attributed to Socrates states that “the more you know, the
more you know that you don’t know.” (Another version of this goes, “The more you learn, the
less you know.”) It is in seeing and tasting the monstrous that the impossibility of complete
consummation becomes clear. “The monster,” Cohen writes, “always escapes.”33 Even if the
hero kills a monster, it is not the end of the matter, for the monster appears in another shape in
another text, continually challenging established categories of thought. Bynum’s insight can
therefore be qualified by stating that the desire for the monstrous is a desire for what can never
be fully appropriated. The monstrous can be named and understood, but only “to a certain
extent.” Though monsters can sometimes be enticed to come into known territory, their home is
at the borders of wisdom, and to that home they ever return.

The Wise Giant: Saxo Grammaticus’ Gesta Danorum
When Óðinn desires to enter into a contest of wisdom, he does not go to another of the
Æsir or to a human sage but to Vafðrúðnir, the “alsvinna iǫtun” (1.8) (“all-wise giant” [1.4]).
Giants are often associated with wisdom in Old Norse-Icelandic and Old English texts. The giant
Hymir is called “hundvíss” (Hymiskviða 5.3) (“very wise” [5.2]), as is the giant called “Shaggy”
(Helgakviða Hiǫrvarzsonar 25.4). Wise figures like the seeress speaker in Vǫluspá and Saturn in
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The Dialogues of Solomon and Saturn are descended from giants.34 Old English literature often
expresses an admiration of the wisdom of giants as it is represented in their skill at constructing
buildings.35 By praising the skill of the giants, Old English poets admire the wisdom giants
possess.
To understand the association of giants with wisdom, it is first necessary to understand
the symbolic significance of what makes giants monstrous: their size. The giant represents
excess, anything that can be labelled “too much” or “too many.” Giants have too much gold and
other wealth.36 They have too much sexual desire, which leads them to illicit sexual activities.37
Just as gigantic bodies resist containment, so gigantic desires exceed the limits of social norms.
These desires are unacceptable, displaced wishes that have been projected onto the giant. In Fǫr
Skírnis, Freyr falls in love with a female giant, and he asks Skirnir to bring her to him. Skirnir
goes and asks the giantess to come with him, but when she refuses, he curses her:
Þurs ríst ek þér

ok þriá stafi,

ergi ok œði ok óþola. (36.1–4)
(Giant I carve on you three runes:
lewdness and frenzy
and unbearable desire. [36.1–3])
Skirnir here literally writes Freyr’s desire onto the giantess, projecting the god’s desire for the
giant onto her body. The giant thus represents the desire for the other, and as such, is often itself
34
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the object of desire in Old Norse-Icelandic literature.38 It is not uncommon for a god or a hero to
sleep with a giantess: Óðinn sleeps with Gunnlod to attain the mead, and in a story from Saxo
Grammaticus’ Gesta Danorum examined in detail below, the hero Hading sleeps with the
giantess Harthgrepa.
As images of excess and desire, giants are fitting symbols of forbidden knowledge. It was
commonly believed in the Middle Ages that giants were the descendants of the biblical figures
Cain and/or Ham (Noah’s son). There was a widespread confusion between these two figures,39
which resulted in their names becoming somewhat interchangeable. But it was widely believed
that Cain and Ham were important ancestors of giants, and it was also believed that it was
through this line that magic and arcane knowledge were preserved and passed on.40 Cassian
writes,
Quantum itaque traditiones ferunt, Cham filius Noe, qui superstitionibus istis et
sacrilegis ac profanis erat artibus institutus, sciens nullum se posse super his
memorialem librum in arcam prorsus inferre, in qua erat una cum patre iusto ac
sanctis fratribus ingressurus, scelestas artes ac profana commenta diversorum
metallorum lamminis, quae scilicet aquarum conrumpi inundatione non possent,
et durissimis lapidibus insculpsit. Quae peracto diluuio eadem quae celauerate
curiositate perquirens sacrilegiorum ac perpetuae nequitiae seminarium transmisit
in posteros.
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(Various traditions tell that Cham, the son of Noah, who was instructed in those
superstitions and sacrileges and profane arts, knowing that he could not bring a
book detailing these things into the Ark, in which he was about to go with his
righteous father and holy brothers, inscribed these wicked arts and profane
commentaries on sheets of various metals and on the hardest rocks, which could
not be harmed by the surge of waters. When the Flood was over he sought them
out with the same curiosity for sacrilegious things with which he had hidden
them, and transmitted the seeds of perpetual wickedness to later generations.)41
Giants are the possessors and protectors of forbidden knowledge, the kind of knowledge that can
both fascinate and repel because of its sacrilegious nature. In the medieval giant, Cohen writes,
“prohibition is always entwined with enjoyment, otherness with intimacy.”42 As symbols of
displaced desire for the forbidden, giants are ideal for the exploration of the limits of wisdom,
where prohibition and enjoyment, fear and desire meet.
This symbolic significance of wise giants is exemplified in an episode from Saxo
Grammaticus’ Gesta Danorum that describes the raising of the hero Hading and his transition
into manhood. The giant Harthgrepa plays a central role in defining and challenging Hading’s
heroic identity. The story begins by describing Hading’s growth into manhood: he “temporibus
felicissimis nature incrementis summam uirilis etatis perfeccionem sortitus, omisso uoloptatis
studio, continua armorum meditacione flagrabat” (20.27–30) (“with a most auspicious natural
growth, achieved the full perfection of manhood even in his first youth. He avoided the pursuit
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of pleasure and zealously exercised himself with weapons” [22]).43 Hading’s heroism is defined
against desire; he becomes a man by avoiding “uoloptatis studio” (“the pursuit of pleasure”),
instead focusing on training in arms. This heroism is challenged in the very next paragraph,
however, when the giantess Harthgrepa comes onto the scene. She has been a foster-mother to
Hading, nurturing him and raising him since he was a baby, and now she has decided that it is
time to demand repayment for her services. Instead of money or goods, she asks that Hading
share a marriage bed with her. Her request poses a number of problems for Hading. First, she is
challenging his very identity as a hero, which has been defined by the exclusion of pleasure. To
fulfill her demand, Hading would have to give into that which he previously shunned, therefore
calling into question his “perfection of manhood.” Second, the giantess is asking Hading to join
in an illicit sexual relationship—she is not just any female, but his foster-mother, and so to
engage in nuptial activities with her is crossing boundaries that should not, according to social
norms, be crossed. Finally, and perhaps most obvious, is the problem that Harthgrepa is a giant, a
being to which the proper response is disgust, not desire. Just a couple pages earlier in Gesta
Danorum, Gram, pretending to be a giant, asks to sleep with Gro, and Gro replies:
Que sensus exors scortum uelit esse gigantum?
.................................
Quis spina digitos fouet?
Quis syncera luto misceat oscula?
Quis membra iungat hispida
Leuibus impariter locates?
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Cum natura reclamitat,
Haud plenum Veneris carpitur ocium. (16.15, 16.19–26)
(What woman in her senses wants to be a giant’s whore?
.................................
Who would stroke her fingers on thorns?
Who would give warm kisses to mud?
Who would join her smooth body,
Unjustly fitted, to bristly limbs?
When Nature wholly cries out against it,
you cannot crop true love’s repose. [18–19])
Considering all of these problems raised by the giantess’ request, Hading’s response seems
surprisingly weak. According to Saxo, “corporis eius magnitudinem humanis inhabilem
amplexibus referente, cuius nature contextum dubium non esset giganteo germini respondere”
(21.19–20) (“he pointed out that the size of her body was unwieldy for human embraces and the
way she was built undoubtedly suggested that she came of giant stock” [22]). This certainly
pales in comparison to Gro’s disgusted response to Gram. But by pointing to Harthgrepa’s size,
Hading gets straight to the heart of the matter, for size is what makes a giant monstrous. The
giantess’ size, symbolically representing her excessive desire, is a challenge to the hero’s
construction of reality: whereas Hading wishes to maintain distinctions between categories such
as warrior and lover, foster-mother and wife, human and giant, Harthgrepa threatens to throw
these categories into confusion.
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Harthgrepa’s threat to stable categories becomes clearer in her response to Hading. When
Hading points to her size as a hindrance to their sleeping together, the giantess replies with a
song that negates his notions of size:
Corpoream gemina uario racione figuram,
Et duplicem neruis legem prescribere sueui.
Nam sequor alternas diuerso schemate formas
Arbitrio uariata meo; nunc sidera ceruix
Equat, et excelso rapitur uicina Tonanti;
Rursus in humanum ruit inclinata uigorem,
Contiguumque polo caput in tellure refligit.
.....................................
Nunc permit effuses, modo clausos exerit artus
Forma situs incerta sui speciesque biformis,
Que nunc extricate, nunc membra reuoluit in orbem.
Exero contractos artus, tensosque subinde
Corrugo, uultum formis partita gemellis.
Et sortes complexa duas; maiore feroces
Territo, concubitus hominum breuiore capesso. (21.30–36, 22.4–10)
(I change my corporeal shape in twofold manner,
A double law I enjoin upon my sinews,
moulding myself in alternating fashion,
shifting my shape at will; my neck touches
the stars and soars high near to the Thunderer,
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again rushes down and bends to human capacities,
pulled away to earth from the vertex of heaven.
.....................................
Of indeterminate nature my twi-formed [sic] shape
draws in its vast expanse, only to thrust out
its unlocked parts, then roll them in a ball.
Distend, contract, swell out, shrink, grow apace;
immediate transformation gives me twin
conditions, separate lives; I become huge
to fright the fierce, but small to lie with men. [23])44
The giant is big and small and everything in between. To her “forma incerta” (“indeterminate
nature”), size means nothing since her body is fluid rather than fixed. The last two lines blur the
distinction between fighter and lover as the giantess is both. She is a shape-shifter, and, in the
words of Williams, shape-shifting “suggests, terrifyingly, that the boundaries of natural form are
insecure, that it is somehow possible for self to slip out of the protective clothing that declares its
identity.”45 The giantess is a liminal being who challenges binary structures of meaning. She
does not understand either/or, for she is both and neither.
The giantess thus marks the edges of understanding, the limits of wisdom, and as such
she poses a threat that must be contained and eventually eliminated. And this is precisely what
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the story does. In her desire to gain knowledge through magical means, Hrathgrepa goes beyond
the limits and is punished appropriately. Soon after she successfully persuades Hading to sleep
with her, the two set out to visit Hading’s home country. Stopping for the night, they come
across a funeral, and Hrathgrepa, “vbi magice speculacionis officio superum mentem rimari
cupiens” (22.17–18) (“desiring to probe the will of the gods by magic” [23]), inscribes a spell on
wood, which she asks Hading to place under the corpse’s tongue. She is driven to this action by
her desire for arcane knowledge, the kind passed on by Ham after the flood, and the punishment
is severe. The corpse begins to speak, but instead of telling Hrathgrepa what she desires to know,
the corpse utters a long curse against her, prophesying her imminent downfall (22–23; trans. 23–
24). In the following paragraphs, the curse comes true. Hrathgrepa is destroyed, and Hading,
freed from the threatening connection to the giantess, is reaffirmed in his heroism. He is visited
by “grandeuus forte … altero orbus oculo” (23.26–27) (“an aged man with only one eye” [24])
(Óðinn), who “Lisero cuidam pirate solemni paccionis iure conciliat” (23.27–28) (“brought him
into friendship with a pirate, Liser, by establishing a covenant between them” [24]). Saxo then
launches into an explanation of the pact and how it is made (23–24; trans. 24–25). Hading’s
monstrous ties are cut, and his human ties re-strengthened as the borders of understanding are
reinstated.46 As a symbol of the limits of wisdom, Hrathgrepa marks the point at which much
becomes too much. “From its position at the limits of knowing,” writes Cohen, “the monster
stands as a warning against exploration of its uncertain demesnes.”47 The story of Hading and
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Hrathgrepa may thus be read as a parable of the dangers of attempting to surpass the limits of
wisdom.

The Wise Dragon: Völsunga saga
If wisdom were simple, the chapter could end here. All that would be needed is a simple
warning: do not seek to know more than you should. But wisdom is complex, and the limit of
wisdom is not just a warning line. Knowledge is to be feared, but also desired, for wisdom
actively seeks after itself. In Völsunga saga, an encounter with a wise dragon demonstrates the
complexity of this desire. The story is about the formation of a wise hero, Sigurðr, through a
meeting with a dragon who teaches him to desire wisdom. The saga also suggests, however, that
fear is the shadow of desire, and Sigurðr’s failure to appreciate this leads to his downfall.
Dragons carried numerous associations in the Middle Ages. They were symbols of
nature, of chaos, of Satan—basically of anything antagonistic to humans and human society.
They were also symbols of strength and power and were commonly used as symbols on battle
standards and coats of arms.48 Particularly relevant to the present discussion is the association of
dragons with barrows. The dragon typically discovers and/or amasses large amounts of wealth
that it hides in a barrow. It therefore lives in a place of death, similar to the draugar, who are
represented in Old Norse-Icelandic literature as mound- or grave-dwellers.49 But it also lives in a
place of wealth, and this wealth shows the dragon to be a beast of greed and desire. The ferocity
of this desire can be seen in Beowulf, when a dragon who possesses an entire hoard of treasure is
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infuriated after a single cup is taken from him (ll. 2270b–2311). Combining the dragon’s
associations with barrows and wealth, we might say that the dragon embodies desire at the edge
of life and death. In this, the dragon is very much like Óðinn. According to Ynglinga saga, Óðinn
“vissi um allt jarðfé, hvar fólgit var, ok hann kunni þau ljóð, er upp kauksk fyrir honum jǫrðin ok
bjǫrg ok steinar ok haugarnir, ok batt hann með orðum einum þá, er fyrir bjoggu, ok gekk inn ok
tók þar slíkt, er hann vildi” (“knew about all hidden treasures, and he knew such magic spells as
would open for him the earth and mountains and rocks and burial mounds; and with mere words
he bound those who dwelled in them, and went in and took what he wanted”).50
Like Óðinn, the dragon frequents barrows and desires hidden treasure, and, like Óðinn,
the dragon is wise. In his Natural History, Pliny the Elder singles out two animals, the elephant
and the dragon, as possessing great wisdom.51 The Old English Maxims II, describing the natural
state of the world, says, “Draca sceal on hlæwe, / frod, frætwum wlanc” (ll. 26a–27b) (The
dragon must dwell in a mound, old/wise, magnificent with treasures).52 The term “frod” here
probably means both “old” and “wise” as the dragon has lived long enough to learn the wisdom
of the past. The implied linking of “frod” with “frætwum wlanc” is also meaningful, as the
dragon’s hoard of treasure symbolizes his wisdom. Sigurðr calls the dragon Fafnir “fróðr mjök”
(18:153) (“so wise” [64]) and tests him with questions because he expects the dragon to possess
a wealth of knowledge.
A number of surviving runic inscriptions include pictures of Sigurðr and Fafnir, and in
these pictures, the dragon is visually portrayed as a container of lore. On stone U 1163, for
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example, the dragon’s body lies on the borders of the stone while Sigurðr thrusts upward with a
sword from the middle-upper part of the stone (see figure 1). In this and in other carvings, all of
the runes are written inside the dragon’s body, making it a container of ancient teaching.53 The
content of the runes is not as important as their symbolic value. U 1175, a rune-stone that
displays a picture very similar to that of U 1163, also has runes inscribed in the dragon’s body,
but the runes do not actually say anything. Both rune-stones were created in the eleventh century,
when Christianity was making strong inroads into Sweden. Christianity brought with it Latin
letters, a new kind of writing that gradually displaced runes. The runes on U 1175, therefore, do
not need to actually spell anything, as they symbolize a
nostalgic remnant of ancient lore, and this lore is preserved in
the dragon.54 As will be discussed further in the next
chapter,55 rune-stones also honour the dead and declare rights
of inheritance. The story of Sigurðr and Fafnir, like runestones, is concerned with death, inheritance, and lore. Sigurðr
goes into a pit in order to kill the dragon, and after that he
enters the dragon’s barrow. He undertakes a version of the
paradigmatic underworld voyage, the purpose of which (as in

Figure 1. U 1163

Virgil’s Aeneid bk. 6), is often to obtain knowledge or wisdom. According to Joyce Tally
Lionarons, “his motions mimic those of initiands who are symbolically swallowed by a monster
and then ‘reborn,’ often by cutting their way out from the belly of the beast.”56 Sigurðr enters
into a liminal encounter, an initiation into the role of the wise hero. As he undergoes this
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initiation, he is forced to make a number of decisions concerning the inheritance or appropriation
of wisdom, decisions which highlight the fear and desire associated with the monstrous limits of
understanding.
The episode begins by focusing on an ambivalent object: the dragon’s blood. Regin asks
Sigurðr to kill the dragon Fafnir, and he instructs Sigurðr to dig a ditch and stab upwards from it.
From this position, Sigurðr is not just to stab anywhere, but to aim at the dragon’s heart. Then
Sigurðr asks, “Hversu mun þá veita, ef ek verð fyrir sveita ormisins?” (“But what will happen, if
I get in the way of the dragon’s blood?”) to which Regin refuses an answer, saying, “Eigi má þér
ráð ráða, er þú ert við hvatvetna hræddr” (18:150–51) (“No one can advise you, if you are afraid
of everything” [63]).57 This short, cryptic discussion does not reveal why Sigurðr is worried
about the blood—whether it is because of an unnamed superstition or some other reason—but it
is clear that the blood is an object of concern. In fact, it is a concern serious enough for Óðinn to
become involved. While Sigurðr is digging the pit from which he plans to stab Fafnir, an old
man comes up to Sigurðr and asks him what he is doing. Sigurðr explains, and the stranger tells
Sigurðr to “ger fleiri grafar ok lát þar í renna sveitann” (18:63) (“dig several ditches for the blood
to run into” [151]), again emphasizing the importance of avoiding this apparently dangerous
fluid.
Yet it is the very blood of the dragon that becomes the most prized possession after the
dragon is killed. Regin asks Fafnir to go and roast Fafnir’s heart, and while roasting it, Sigurðr
tests some of the blood with a finger to see if it is done. At once, he gains wisdom and is able to
hear near-by birds saying, “Þar sitr Sgurðr ok steikir Fáfnis hjarta. Þat skyldi hann sjálfr eta. Þá
mundi hann verða hverjum manni vitrari” (19:155) (“There sits Sigurd, roasting Fafnir’s heart.
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Better he should eat it himself. …Then he would be wiser than any man” [66]). Sigurðr does not
understand what the true spoils of the battle are until he tastes the dragon’s blood. Only then
does he realize that the most valuable part of the treasure he has won is the dragon’s heart, the
source of the blood he went through such great lengths to avoid.
The ambivalent attitude towards the blood is also reflected in the narrative’s attitude
towards the dragon. While the dragon is supposedly the enemy of Sigurðr, the two are not
completely antithetical to each other. Both engage in a contest of wisdom, both use proverbs in
their conversation, and both desire to keep the hoard of gold. Sigurðr approaches the dragon
warily and speaks defensively, but the dragon tries to step out of the hero vs. dragon role-play.
He says, “Heiftyrði tekr þú hvetvetna því, er ek mæli” (18:152) (“You take everything I say as
spoken with malice” [64]), thus inviting Sigurðr to see him as something other than an enemy.
Sigurðr, however, cannot hear the dragon’s words except as a threat to himself. The question,
therefore, becomes: Is this a typical scene in which a hero battles and defeats an enemy, as
Sigurðr seems to believe, or is it a different kind of encounter? To answer this, it is necessary to
examine the dragon’s function in the episode. The meeting between Sigurðr and Fafnir cannot
really be called a battle. Only one paragraph is devoted to describing the Sigurðr’s killing of the
dragon; the rest is a lengthy report of the dialogue that passes between hero and monster. And in
this conversation, the words of the dragon are all aimed at one purpose: arousing fear in Sigurðr.
When Fafnir realizes that he has been dealt his death-wound by Sigurðr, he expresses surprise
that Sigurðr does not fear him, as all others do. He asks, “Hafðir þú eigi frétt þat, hversu allt fólk
er hrætt við mik ok við minn ægishjálm?” (18:152) (“Have you not heard that all people are
afraid of me and my helm of terror?” [64]). The dragon then says how surprised he is that a
“bandingi hertekinn” (“prisoner taken in war”) would fight him since “fár hernuminn er frækn til
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vígs” (18:152) (“few captives are valiant in fight” [64]). Though Sigurðr takes these words as an
insult, it seems that the dragon is genuinely surprised at Sigurðr’s boldness. A bit later, Fafnir
again stresses his own fearsomeness with a description of his reign of terror:
Ek bar ægishjálm yfir öllu fólki, síðan ek lá á arfi míns bróður, ok svá fnýsta ek
eitri alla vega frá mér í brott, at engi þorði at koma í nánd mér, ok engi vápn
hræddumst ek, ok aldri fann ek svá margan mann fyrir mér, at ek þættumst eigi
miklu sterkari, en allir váru hræddir við mik. (18:153)
(I have borne a helm of terror over all people since I lay on my brother’s
inheritance. And I blew poison in all directions around me, so that none dared
come near me, and I feared no weapon. I never found so many men before me
that I did not think myself much stronger, and everyone was afraid of me. [64])
The dragon repeatedly attempts to counter Sigurðr’s boldness by portraying himself as an object
of fear.
It would be easy to write off these warnings as the weak, deceitful attempts of a dragon
who, as he takes his last breaths, makes a final attempt to gain power over his enemy. But
Fafnir’s warnings are not baseless. He correctly warns Sigurðr twice about the curse upon the
gold, saying that the gold will bring about his death. Sigurðr does not heed the warning,
however, but replies both times that “hverr vill fé hafa allt til ins eina dags, en eitt sinn skal hverr
deyja” (18:152) (“everyone wants to have wealth until that one day, but everyone must die
sometime” [64]). Sigurðr’s heroism is a heroism of desire without fear; he does not regard fate or
death as a cause for concern. Since the gold symbolically represents the wisdom of the dragon,58
Sigurðr’s taking of the treasure is analogous to his eating of the dragon’s heart. Desiring and
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appropriating monstrous wisdom, he disregards the dragon’s warnings, becoming like the dragon
he has “defeated.”
These attempts to arouse fear continue in the contest of wisdom between Sigurðr and
Fafnir. The short conversation has been given little praise by critics. According to George K.
Anderson, for instance, it is a “rather ridiculous paratheological dialogue.”59 However, if seen in
the context of the episode’s concern with wisdom, the dialogue seems right at home. Employing
a formulaic question and answer format similar to that of Vafðrúðnismál, the wisdom exchange
subtly echoes themes from the surrounding story, casting shadows over Sigurðr’s fearless
heroism. Sigurðr’s first question is about the Norns, “er kjósa mögu frá mæðrum” (“who
separate sons from their mothers”), a question which recalls Sigurðr’s own situation as a prisoner
who is “fjarri [hans] frændum” (18:152) (“removed from [his] kinsmen” [64]). The question and
its answer emphasize separation and dispersion, the very causes of sorrow that Sigurðr has
experienced and will experience when he is separated from Byrnhild. The second question, about
Surt, draws on mythical lore about Ragnarök, the battle in which heroes and gods alike are
destroyed. Sigurðr’s downfall is foreshadowed by this reference to the final battle. Even the
exchange of wisdom, therefore, gives Sigurðr reason to fear.
The dragon thus tries to arouse the fear against which Sigurðr’s heroism is defined. Like
Hrathgrepa in Gesta Danorum, Fafnir represents a challenge to the hero’s identity. Hading
defines his heroism against the pleasures of love, while Sigurðr defines his heroism against fear,
but each definition is threatened by monstrous wisdom. However, Fafnir is more than an enemy
to Sigurðr. Though Sigurðr initially withholds his name from the dragon, fearing to be cursed, he
eventually gives it anyway, and the dragon does not curse him. More importantly, the dragon
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takes on the role of a wise—though self-interested—advisor and warns Sigurðr of the dangers of
desiring wisdom. After Sigurðr ignores his warning about the cursed gold, Fafnir says, “Fátt vill
þú at mínum dæmum gera, en drukkna muntu, ef þu ferr um sjá óvarliga, ok bíð heldr á landi,
unz logn er” (18:152) (“You do not want to heed my advice, but you will drown if you voyage
unwarily by sea. Remain instead on land until it is calm” [64]). The dragon thus draws on
apparently proverbial language in order to counter Sigurðr’s sententia about living without fear
of death (quoted above).60 Metawisdom is itself wisdom, for the wise know the dangers of too
much knowledge. Sigurðr, however, knows only desire, and desire, according to René Girard,
“clings to violence and stalks it like a shadow.”61 Violence, in turn, is a tool for silencing the
other, the overcoming of dialogism by monologism.62 By Sigurðr’s violence, the dragon’s voice
of warning is eventually silenced, and desire is all that remains. The ambiguous figure of Fafnir
and his gold is replaced with what at first seems to be a less problematic object of desire: the
woman Brynhild.
Brynhild is a valkyrie, a mythical being whose job is to decide who lives and who dies on
the battlefield, and who selects some of the dead to bring to Óðinn’s hall Valhalla. She is also,
like the dragon, associated with wisdom. After Sigurðr tastes the dragon’s blood, he hears the
birds saying that he should ride to Brynhild’s resting place, for “þá væri hann vitr” (19:155)
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(“there he will find great wisdom” [66]). The valkyrie’s primary function is to instruct Sigurðr in
lore, runic and proverbial, helping Sigurðr become a wise hero.
Brynhild possesses wisdom and as such becomes an object of desire to Sigurðr. And it is
desire, fearless desire, that qualifies Sigurðr for the wisdom that she gives. She says that she has
vowed to marry “engum þeim, er hræðast kynni” (20:157) (“no one who knew fear” [67]).
Sigurðr then asks to be taught, and the valkyrie begins her lesson in lore. Reinforcing Sigurðr’s
silencing of the dragon’s warnings, Brynhild offers her self and her wisdom only to one who
does not fear. She concludes her magical instruction by testing Sigurðr: “Nú skaltu kjósa, / alls
þér er kostr of boðinn, … Sögn eða þögn” (20:162) (“Now shall you choose, / As you are offered
a choice, … Speech or silence” [70]). Sigurðr answers this challenge with a declaration of desire:
Munk-at ek flæja,
þótt mik feigan vitir.
Emk-at ek með bleyði borinn.
Ástrað þín
vil ek öll of hafa,
svá lengi sem ek lifi. (20:162)
(I will not flee, though
Death-fated you know I am,
I was not conceived as a coward.
I will have all
Of your loving advice
As long as I live. [70–71])
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Sigurðr declares once again that his eventual death does not matter to him; all that matters is
acquiring wisdom until that day. His choice is praised by Brynhild, who says, “Heimilt er þat
at…gefa heilræði fyrir yðra eftirleitan ok vitrleik” (“It is right…to give you good advice, because
you seek it wisely” [71]). After the next lesson, this time a list of proverbs and maxims, Sigurðr
responds by stating his desire to marry Brynhild: “Engi finnst þér vitrari maðr, ok þess sver ek, at
þik skal ek eiga, ok þú ert við mitt æði” (21:163) (“No one is wiser than you. And I swear that I
shall marry you, for you are to my liking” [71]). Here woman and wisdom are blurred, as both
are the objects of Sigurðr’s heroic desire. The desire for Brynhild and the desire for wisdom are
two sides of one coin, and Sigurðr seeks to possess the coin in its entirety.
It would seem, then, that fear has been silenced by desire, and fate muffled by heroism.
However, in the meeting of Sigurðr and Brynhild, desire has a shadow. When Sigurðr discovers
Brynhild, she is covered in armour that looks like it has joined with her skin (20:156–57). It must
be cut off in strips like “klæði” (“cloth” [67]), thus recalling the cloth used to wrap dead
bodies.63 Brynhild is symbolically dead, and in seeking her out, Sigurðr seeks death. Just as he
has entered the dragon’s barrow to find treasure, now he enters Brynhild’s tomb-like resting
place to find wisdom that possibly should not be found. As a valkyrie, Brynhild is a bringer of
death to warriors; she represents the mysteries and uncertainties of the grave. And as such, she
cannot be trusted. When Sigurðr sets her free from her armour, she explains what has happened
to her. Two kings, Hjalmgunnar and Agnar, were at war, and Óðinn had promised Hjalmgunnar
victory, but Brynhild killed him. No reason is given for Brynhild’s disobedience, but it is clear
that she does not always act as expected. Óðinn punished her for being like himself—she cannot
be trusted to help those she is supposed to help. This shady background together with the
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symbolism of death foreshadows the hardships that will come to Sigurðr later in the saga. Part of
Óðinn’s punishment of Brynhild is a promise that she would “aldri síðan skyldu sigr hafa”
(20:157) (“never afterward have the victory” [67]), words that echo the dragon’s warning about
the cursed gold. Though the monster is killed, he does not disappear. His warning lives on as the
shadow of desire.
In a discussion of the hero in heroic literature, Morton Bloomfield and Charles W. Dunn
note that, in some societies, a warrior might have been eaten by his enemies who desired to gain
his power. They continue, “We even suspect that epic and heroic poetry, as one of its functions,
serves to provide its hearers with an opportunity for participation in the numen of the hero or
heroes, a step forward from eating him, which has also the advantage in that it may be repeated
without difficulty.”64 There is a strong connection, they argue, between hero and reader that
allows the reader to share in the hero’s wisdom and power. In Völsunga saga, however, the hero
is not so much brought together with the reader as he is separated from him or her. Sigurðr eats
only part of the dragon’s heart. The rest is put away and the reader never finds out what happens
to it (19:156). Like the money that Egil hides before he dies or the treasure put on Scyld
Scefing’s funeral boat, the heart is hidden from sight, and the reader is cut off from a part of the
hero’s story.65 Similarly, Bynhild’s magical instruction is only a partial instruction. Though she
apparently teaches Sigurðr all of the spells listed, much of the lore is not explicitly stated.
McKinnell argues that the second person “you” of the spell instructions refers not just to Sigurðr
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but also to the reader. The spells, he says, “were expected to be of practical use.”66 However,
there is very little that is practical about Brynhild’s teaching. Though there are a few specific
instructions, like the instruction to “nefna tysvar Tý” (20:158) (“name Tyr twice” [68]) when
using victory runes, no method is given for most of the spells listed. For instance, Brynhild says,
“Hugrúnar skaltu nema, / ef þú vill hverjum vera / geðhorskari guma” (20:160) (“Mind runes
shall you learn / If you would be / Wiser than all men” [69]), but she never specifies which runes
they are or how they should be used. Brynhild’s teaching is a transmission of knowledge from
valkyrie to hero that the reader can only partially overhear. In his search for wisdom, Sigurðr
goes where only heroes and monsters can enter. The reader, curious yet cautiously distanced
from the hero, is left at the limits of wisdom.
Like the story of Hrathgrepa in Gesta Danorum, Völsunga saga demonstrates the cost of
acquiring monstrous wisdom. Sigurðr attains wisdom at great cost to both the dragon and
himself. He demonstrates that such wisdom is attained through violent means, leaving the other
humiliated, depleted, or dead. Furthermore, once he acquires this wisdom, Sigurðr’s fate is
sealed. Like the dragon’s gold, monstrous wisdom is cursed, and the only way to get it is to lose
something, whether it be an eye (like Óðinn’s eye given for wisdom), health, or life itself.

Approaching Old English: Monstrous Wisdom in Beowulf
Though Beowulf scholarship is vast in size and continually growing at a rapid rate,
studies of wisdom in the poem are rare. The two most important articles that focus on wisdom in
Beowulf are those by R. E. Kaske and R. L. Kindrick.67 Kaske sees the values of fortitudo
(strength) and sapientia (wisdom) as central themes of Beowulf. He traces these themes through
66
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the poem, noting how Beowulf and other characters demonstrate and/or lack one or both of these
qualities. The Danes have sapientia but not enough fortitudo; the Geats have fortitudo but not
enough sapientia. Only in the hero, Beowulf, do the two meet in an exemplary way. Kindrick
follows the same overall scheme as Kaske, but he attempts to provide Germanic backgrounds to
the heroic combination of fortitudo and sapientia. For both Kaske and Kindrick, wisdom is
primarily a heroic quality. The monsters that Beowulf fights are only mentioned in order to
emphasize their lack of wisdom. According to Kaske, Grendel is “a perversion of fortitudo,
completely freed from the restraints of sapientia and directed instead by malitia.”68 Kaske cites
Baruch 3:26–28, a passage that was given support in the Middle Ages by Augustine, to enforce
the notion that wisdom has nothing to do with monsters: “ibi fuerunt gigantes nominati illi qui ab
initio fuerunt statura magna scientes bellum non hos elegit Deus neque viam disciplinae dedit
illis et perierunt eo quod non haberent sapientiam et perierunt propter insipientiam suam”
(Baruch 3:26–28) (“There were the giants, those renowned men that were from the beginning, of
great stature, expert in war. The Lord chose not them, neither did they find the way of
knowledge: therefore did they perish. And because they had not wisdom, they perished through
their folly”).69 As is argued in this chapter, however, monsters in the Germanic tradition can be
and often are wise. My own reading of Beowulf will focus not on heroic but on monstrous
wisdom. Though not as explicit as other works mentioned in this chapter—Grendel and his
mother are never called wise—the text nevertheless assumes the existence of monstrous wisdom,
a wisdom that invites the audience to gaze in wonder and horror at the edges of understanding.
C. M. Bowra writes,
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the first concern of heroic poetry is to tell of action, and this affects its character
both negatively and positively. Negatively it means that bards avoid much that is
common to other kinds of poetry, including narrative—not merely moralising
comments and description of things and place for description’s sake, but anything
that smacks of ulterior or symbolical intentions. Positively it means that heroic
poetry makes its first and strongest appeal through its story.70
Beowulf is a heroic poem, but its focus, critics agree, is not action or story. Though it describes a
series of three battles between hero and monster, its focus is not on the action itself but on the
build-ups, the aftermaths, and the emotional experience of the events. Scholars have named this a
focus on “mood,” or “atmosphere,” or “experience.” The consensus is that the interest of the
Beowulf-poet lies not simply in narrating the events but in meditating on them to bring out their
affective qualities.71
The emotional focus of the Beowulf-poet is often described in binary form. Kemp
Malone, for instance, divides the poem into two parts and says that part one has a “cheerful”
tone, whereas part two, which describes the aging and death of the hero, is darker and more
somber.72 More recent critics have recognized that such a scheme is too simplistic to describe the
complexities of Beowulf.73 Each section of the poem contains alternating joy and sorrow, and
even when one emotion is dominant, the other is not necessarily absent. “The underside is
always uppermost” for the Beowulf-poet.74 That said, however, emotions are typically divided
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into two categories—positive and negative—and they are often set against each other: happysad, worried-relieved, angry-calm. Such binaries do not necessarily assume that emotions are
experienced in simplistic ways. I continue, therefore, to use binary terminology by turning to
emotions that are aroused at the edges of understanding: wonder and horror.
The terms “wonder” and “horror” as I use them here have very similar meanings. What
separates them is a border. The wondrous is that which stays on the other side of a border,
whether the border be temporal, spatial, or psychological (the border of perception or
understanding); the horrific is that which poses a threat because it crosses borders. Describing
the monster Grendel, the Beowulf-poet says,
fifelcynnes eard
wonsæli wer

weardode hwile,

siþðan him scyppen

forscrifen hæfde

in Caines cynne. (104b–107a)
(Unhappy creature, he lived for a time in the home of the monster race after God
had condemned them as kin of Cain. [39])75
The unusual meter of 107a indicates that the line probably originally read cames (Cham or Ham,
Noah’s son), and that a later scribe rewrote the line with Cain’s name.76 This change at first may
seem fairly unremarkable. After all, there are a number of similarities between the two
characters, and so it would be easy to confuse them. As Orchard writes, “Each was a bad brother
and son; each lived at a time when the earth was not yet populated; each produced a cursed line.
In the Book of Jubilees Ham even leaves his father after the curse and builds a city just as Cain
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does.”77 Both were seen as ancestors of the race of giants, but there is one very important
difference between the two: Cain lived before the flood, Ham after it. A descendant of Cain
could be envisioned as safely separated from the present by the flood sent by God to destroy the
earth (Gen. 6–9). A descendant of Ham, however, is separated by no such border. Though
Grendel properly belongs to the race of monsters that was destroyed by the flood, he survives to
haunt Hrothgar and his retainers. He “exists in an uncanny (unheimlich) narrative temporality
that is simultaneously before the deluge and after it.”78 It is therefore fitting that Grendel is called
a “mearcstapa” (border-walker, my translation), one who treads border-lines (103a). As Kristeva
writes, “it is … not lack of cleanliness or health that causes abjection but what disturbs identity,
system, order. What does not respect borders, positions, rules.”79 It is Grendel’s liminal
disrespect for borders that makes him so terrifying. The classic example of this terror is when he
enters the hall, crossing the threshold in search of human prey (ll. 710–34a).80 Horror is wonder
that crosses the line. It might even be said that horror is a type of wonder. According to Bynum,
the medieval concept of admiratio included both positive and negative emotions. “Wonderreaction,” she writes, “ranges from terror and disgust to solemn astonishment and playful
delight.”81 Both wonder and horror are responses to the liminal, and both are evoked by the gaze
at the monstrous in Beowulf.
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For the Beowulf-poet, the monstrous is primarily something at which to gaze. During his
fight with Beowulf, Grendel pulls away, but Beowulf’s grip is so strong that Grendel’s arm is
ripped off. The arm subsequently becomes Beowulf’s trophy, a symbol that he has fought and
defeated a monster. Hrothgar, seeing the arm, praises God for deliverance from Grendel (ll. 925–
56), and all of the retainers—even Unferth, who previously slandered Beowulf—gather around
the arm in awe of the hero’s prowess (980–84). The arm is a visible object that arouses wonder at
Beowulf and at what God has done through him. But there is an undercurrent of terror to this
wonder. The poem provides a short zoom-in on the hand, focusing on its frightening strength:
foran æghwylc wæs,
steda nægla gehwylc style gelicost,
hæþenes handsporu,

hilderinces,

egl’ unheoru. (984b–87a)
(From in front, each fixed nail was just like steel, every talon on the hand of the
heathen warrior a hideous spike. [81])
Whatever else it may mean, the hand is also a visual reminder of Grendel’s strength and the
terror he brought to the Danes. It is a reminder that a horror has entered Heorot. Reversing
Grendel’s terrifying approach to the hall, the Danes trace his blood-stained footsteps away from
the hall, visually reassuring themselves that he has been defeated (837–52), but they cannot
follow all the way. Once they reach the mere, the “nicera mere” (845b) (“water-monsters’ lake”
[75]) into which Grendel has disappeared, they must turn back without further proof of his death.
To the extent that the monster remains unseen, he retains his power. Grendel is not completely
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“‘captured’ by the gaze.”82 He is only seen metonymically through footprints, blood, and a
severed arm. The Beowulf-poet invites the audience to gaze at numerous monstrous relics such as
these, for he understands that wonder and horror inhere in metonymy.83
One relic that has recently received much critical attention is the sword hilt that Beowulf
finds in the cave of Grendel’s mother. In his survey of theoretical approaches to Beowulf, Lerer
calls the hilt a “nexus” of recent criticism.84 The hilt is read psychoanalytically by Gillian R.
Overing as a phallic symbol of male power and the logocentrism of Western philosophy.85 Other
critics read the hilt as a symbol of literacy, though its significance and its relation to the orality in
Beowulf are understood in various ways.86 My focus here is on the significance of the hilt in
relation to monstrous wisdom in Beowulf.
The hilt is an object at which the poem invites its audience to gaze. As soon as Beowulf
returns from his fight with Grendel’s mother, he offers the hilt as a gift to Hrothgar. The
narrative pace slows down as Hrothgar examines it, and the narrator’s description of the hilt
allows the audience to view it along with Hrothgar, as if peering over his shoulder (1677–98).87
As discussed in chapter three, skill at crafting and construction is a form of wisdom. The sword
Beowulf finds is described as
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ealdsweord eotenisc

ecgum þyhtig,

wigena weorðmynd;

þæt [wæs] wæpna cyst,

.................................
god ond geatolic,

giganta geweorc. (1558–59, 1562)

(an ancient sword made by ogres, firm in its edges, the pride of fighters; it was the
choicest of weapons…fine and splendid, the work of giants. [109])
Describing the hilt, the poem repeats that it is the “enta ærgeweorc” (“ancient work of giants”)
and again praises this “wundorsmiþa geweorc” (1679a, 1681a) (“work of marvelous smiths”
[115]). By focusing on the hilt, on its craft and design, the poem invites its audience to admire
the work of monstrous wisdom.
Admiratio of monstrous crafts is a common motif of Old English literature. Maxims II
begins, “Ceastra beoð feorran gesyne, / orðanc enta geweorc, … / wrætlic weallstana geweorc”
(1b–2a, 3a) (Cities are seen from afar, the cunning work of giants, … the wondrous work of
wall-stones). The Ruin praises the works of giants and laments that the wisdom that made the
buildings has been lost: “Wrætlic is þes wealstan, wyrde gebræcon / burgstede burston, brosnað
enta geweorc” (1–2) (Wonderful is the wall-stone, wyrd broke it, the city is fallen, decaying is
the work of giants). The Wanderer contains a similar lament. After describing the various deaths
of warriors at battle, the speaker sorrowfully meditates on the ruins of giants: “Yþde swa þisne
eardgeard ælda scyppend / oþþæt burgwara breahtma lease / eald enta geweorc idlu stondon”
(85–87) (Thus the Creator of men laid waste this dwelling place, until, deprived of the sound of
inhabitants, the ancient works of giants stood desolate). The poem then describes what kind of
person would think on such things: “Se þonne þisne wealsteal wise geþohte / ond þis deorce lif
deope geondþenceð, / frod in ferðe” (88–90a) (He then wisely considered this wall-stead and
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deeply contemplates this dark life, wise in spirit). In other words, wisdom is found not only in
monstrous works themselves but also in the contemplation of them.
Beowulf exemplifies this kind of contemplation, engaging its audience in the wise
viewing of the works of monsters. Telling Hygelac of his fight with Grendel, Beowulf describes
a strange pouch that Grendel had with him:
Glof hangode
sid ond syllic,

searobendum fæst;

sio wæs orðoncum eall gegyrwed
deofles cræftum ond dracan fellum. (2085b–88)
(A pouch hung there, wide and wonderful, made fast with cunning clasps; it had
been entirely fashioned with ingenuity, the skill of the devil, and dragon-skins.
[135])
By attributing it to the “deofles cræftum” (“the skill of the devil”), Beowulf clearly condemns
this construction as evil. But that does not stop him from also admiring the pouch, which is
“syllic” (“wonderful”) and made with “searobendum” (“cunning clasps”). Just like the boat Ref
builds in Króka-Refs saga, the pouch demonstrates the wisdom of its maker. This wisdom may
be forbidden, but it is a wisdom at which to wonder.
The sword-hilt, also, is a work of monstrous wisdom, and to gaze at it is to gaze at the
limits of understanding. Like the dragon in the Sigurðr stones discussed above, the hilt is
inscribed with runes (1687–98).88 The runes represent ancient lore, knowledge of a distant past,
which connotes both danger and desire. The connotations of danger become clear when the hilt
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is viewed in the context of medieval legends of Ham. Ham, as described above, was thought to
have preserved arcane knowledge by inscribing it onto hard objects that would survive the flood.
In this light, the runes represent the forbidden knowledge preserved by the ancestor of giants.89
“From its position at the limits of knowing,” writes Cohen, “the monster stands as a warning
against exploration of its uncertain demesnes.”90 Though we are not told exactly what is
inscribed on the hilt, the poem does say that the runes narrate God’s destruction of the giants by
the flood of Genesis 6–9. The hilt’s depiction of the punishment of the giants is a warning
against monstrous knowledge. But just as Grendel’s pouch, though associated with “the devil,” is
still an object of wonder, so the runes on the hilt, though representative of arcane knowledge that
should have been destroyed by the flood, are objects of wonder and nostalgic desire. Runestones
often commemorated the dead, and the hilt serves a similar function. Lerer writes, “As in a
runestone, the hilt conveys memorial information about a people’s fate, here the giants killed in
the flood. It celebrates the rightful power of a deity in a manner consistent with the prayers and
invocations offered on the stones.”91 While Lerer makes a helpful comparison between the hilt
and runestones, he assumes that what is being remembered and honoured is simply God’s
punishment of the giants. The hilt invites a more complex reading, however. It represents more
than the memory of judgement, for it also represents the memory of skills, knowledge, and
wisdom that has been lost. The creator of the memorial-hilt both honours and condemns the
giants, and whoever gazes at the hilt sees a warning that creates desire.
A liminal object, the hilt represents that which has been brought back from forbidden
territory. There is confusion surrounding the origin of the sword. If the giants were killed in the
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flood, how did they make this sword, which records the flood? The sword should be antediluvian
but is postdiluvian. Like Grendel, therefore, it is a “mearcstapa” (1348a) (border-stepper, my
translation). It represents a dangerous wisdom that must be freed from its monstrous ties. The
setting in which the sword is found makes its relation to forbidden wisdom even clearer. To find
Grendel’s mother, Beowulf has to find and enter a monstrous lake territory (1345–76a). The lake
and its surroundings are themselves wondrous, a setting that challenges epistemological limits:
“Þær mæg nihta gehwæm niðwundor seon, / fyr on flode. No þæs frod leofað / gumena bearna
þæt þone grund wite” (1365–67) (“There each night may be seen a fearful wonder—fire on
flood. No one alive among the children of men is wise enough to know the bottom” [99]). The
mere is a place where wisdom is confounded and understanding ends. To demonstrate this, the
poem tells of how Hrothgar and his men misunderstand the water (1591–94a). When Beowulf
kills Grendel’s mother, blood bubbles up through the water, and, seeing it, Hrothgar and his
“snottre ceorlas” (1591b) (“wise men” [111]) assume that Beowulf has died. By calling the men
“snottre” (“wise), the poem highlights the symbolic significance of the mere as the limit of
human wisdom. Past this limit, no one would go, and even the woodland animals know this.
They would rather be torn by hounds than seek refuge in the water (1368–72b). But as a hero,
Beowulf goes where others dare not, past the limits of wisdom, and he returns with the sword
hilt.
The bringing of the hilt to Hrothgar is an appropriation of monstrous wisdom. It is an
example of what Margaret Clunies Ross calls “negative reciprocity,” the obtaining of what
people want “from other groups at no cost to themselves.”92 Óðinn takes the mead from the
giants and does not give anything in return. Sigurðr takes the dragon’s heart and the dragon’s
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treasure without paying anything to Fafnir. The “other groups” in a negative reciprocation are
construed as not deserving of the thing desired, and so the desired object is taken and given to a
more appropriate owner. Grendel’s mother, like Fafnir, is a collector of treasure and the crafted
works of the wise, but since she is a monster, these, and the wisdom associated with them, do not
properly belong to her. Beowulf kills Grendel’s mother, and the sword “on geweald gehwearf
woroldcyninga / ðæm selestan be sæm tweonum / ðara þe on Scedenigge sceattas dælde” (1684–
86) (“passed into the power of the best of earthly kings between the seas, of those who
distributed wealth in the Danish realm” [115]). However, the sword is not completely
appropriated. The blood from Grendel is so hot that it melts the blade of the sword. The
description of the melting once again emphasizes the limits of wisdom:
þæt wæs wundra sum
þæt hit eal gemealt ise gelicost,
ðonne forstes bend
onwindeð wælrapas,

fæder onlæteð,
se geweald hafað

sæla ond mæla; þæt is soð metod. (1607b–11)
(It was a marvel of marvels how it all melted away, just like the ice when the
Father, he who has power over times and seasons, loosens the fetters of frost,
unbinds the water’s bonds; that is true Providence. [111])
The passage echoes a passage from Maxims I: “An sceal inbindan / forstes fetre felameahtig
god” (74b–75) (One alone shall unbind frost’s fetters: almighty God). The pronoun “an” (“one”)
emphasizes that the frost, and other natural phenomena, are beyond human power. Only God
knows how, and only God decides when the frost will disappear. Employing similar language,
the Beowulf-poet emphasizes the power of God over the sword. As will be seen in The Order of
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the World, wisdom entails knowledge of the wonders of God’s creation,93 and the melting of the
sword is one of these wonders. It marks the end of human power and understanding, and it leaves
Beowulf with a relic that is both warning and invitation, as it provokes and prohibits the desire
for monstrous wisdom.
In this dual-function, the hilt is similar to Hrothgar’s speech. Two times in the poem,
Hrothgar gazes at the sign of victory Beowulf brings him and then immediately launches into a
speech. First, after Beowulf defeats Grendel, Hrothgar looks at Grendel’s severed arm and then
praises God for Beowulf’s victory (925–56). Then, after Beowulf defeats Grendel’s mother,
Hrothgar looks at the sword-hilt and gives a longer speech, commonly known as Hrothgar’s
“sermon” (1688–1784). Like Daniel in the Old English Daniel, who looks at a strange runic
inscription and then gives an oration that does not directly explain the runes, Hrothgar gives a
speech that at first may seem unrelated to the writing on the hilt.94 Early scholarship therefore
often saw the speech as an interpolation.95 When read carefully, however, it can be demonstrated
that the speech performs a function very similar to the hilt. Like the hilt, the sermon is meant to
arouse both wonder and caution at the limits of wisdom.
Hrothgar’s speech is often misconstrued as a “sermon” against pride and avarice. The
term “sermon” was first used in the nineteenth century and soon became a widely accepted title
for Hrothgar’s speech. There are, admittedly, homiletic elements in the speech, and some of the
lines can be related to homiletic and other Christian material.96 However, given the text’s
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emphasis on wisdom—Hrothgar is called a “wisa” and a “snottra” (“wise man” [115, 119])
before and after the speech (1698b, 1786b), and he refers to wisdom three times during the
speech (“snyttrum” [1706a], “frod” [1724a], “snyttru” [1726b]; also cf. “unsnyttrum” [1734a])—
it is better to see Hrothgar’s words in the context of wisdom literature.97 The speech is an
example of the wisdom instruction genre, a genre attested in Ancient Near Eastern, Old English,
and Old Norse-Icelandic poetry.98 In return for the gift of the hilt, Hrothgar gives Beowulf the
spoken gift of wise instruction.99
The instruction is composed of three exempla tied together by gnomic transitions.100 The
central point that runs through each exemplum is not, as is often assumed, a lesson against pride
and avarice, though Hrothgar does condemn both vices. Like the hilt, Hrothgar’s instruction
evokes both wonder and warning. Its imperative thrust is a simultaneous “Well done!” and
“Beware!” Hrothgar’s wise warning thus complicates his praise of Beowulf, as he implores the
Elements, 12–14. Cf. also Regan, “Patristic Psychology in the Old English Vainglory”. On lines
1759ff., see Klaeber, The Christian Elements, 35–36.
97
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hero to watch for the unexpected. The third exemplum clearly expresses this warning (1769–78).
Hrothgar uses his own experience as an example for the hero. He begins by describing his early
successes as king, and then he says, “Hwæt, me þæs on eþle edwenden cwom, / gyrn æfter
gomene” (1774–75b) (“Well, there came a set-back to me in my country, misery following
merriment” [119]). The key word here, “edwenden,” which Swanton translates “set-back,”
literally denotes a kind of turning or change, such as a sudden change of fortune. In Hrothgar’s
case, the change is brought about by Grendel, who begins to attack and kill the king’s warriors.
Hrothgar thus exhorts Beowulf to beware of such monstrous changes. As a hero who has just
enjoyed victory over Grendel and Grendel’s mother and who is beginning to celebrate these
victories, Beowulf is in need of Hrothgar’s warning. Though young and successful now,
Beowulf must keep in mind that he will eventually stand in Hrothgar’s shoes—old, weak, and
experienced in suffering—for fortune is fickle.
The first exemplum teaches the same theme, but instead of an external enemy, its focus is
on the dangers of an internal threat (1709–22). Hrothgar first introduces the speech by praising
Beowulf, who holds his “mægen mid modes snyttrum” (1706a) (“power … [with] prudence of
mind” [115]). He declares that Beowulf’s fame will reach many nations and will be known for
many generations. Then, in the middle of line 1709, comes the turn. The b-verse begins, “Ne
wearð Heremod swa” (Not like this was Heremod; my translation), and Hrothgar switches from
praise to condemnation as he describes a ruler who is so avaricious and blood-thirsty that he kills
his own men. The contrast between Beowulf and Heremod has a dual function: it compliments
Beowulf to the extent that he is unlike Heremod, but it also highlights the potential of Beowulf to
become like Heremod. In his recent study of Beowulf, Scott Gwara argues that “the potentially
reckless Beowulf coexists in the same text, and often in the same verses, as the potentially
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generous and wise Beowulf.” Beowulf is thus a hero whom the other characters in the story both
“admire and fear.”101 Beowulf’s identity is unstable. Hrothgar’s speech is a reminder that the line
between hero and monster is not a steady one, and so Beowulf—as well as the audience of the
poem—must be on guard.
The second exemplum bridges the first and third by linking the external threat of the
monstrous to the internal threat of sin and folly (1728–57). Hrothgar describes a hypothetical
man in this case, a man to whom God gives victory and riches and health. Then comes the
edwenden or turn:
oð þæt him on innan

oferhygda dæl

weaxe(ð) ond wridað; þonne se weard swefeð,
sawele hyrde; bið se slæp to fæst,
bisgum gebunden,

bona swiðe neah,

se þe of flanbogan

fyrenum sceoteð.

Þonne bið on hreþre under helm drepen
biteran stræle

—him bebeorgan ne con—

wom wundorbebodum wergan gastes. (1740–44)
(—until within him great arrogance grows and flourishes; then the watchman, the
guardian of the soul slumbers; bound in cares, that sleep will be too deep, the
slayer very near who wickedly shoots with an arrow from his bow. Then he who
knows not how to protect himself will be stricken beneath his helmet in the breast
with a bitter shaft, with the crooked mysterious promptings of the evil demon.
[117])
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The turn is signalled by “oð þæt” (“until”), and again the sudden change is brought about by the
entrance of the monstrous. The monsters in this case are “evil demons” who shoot darts of
“wundorbebodum” (“mysterious promptings”) into the unsuspecting soul. Demonstrating the
dual attitude towards the monstrous that has been seen numerous times in this chapter, the poem
describes the promptings as “wom” (“crooked”), but also wondrous (“wundorbebodum”). The
difference between this exemplum and the third is that here the external threat is also internal.
There is a blending of the arising of pride within the heart (1740–41a) with the metaphor of the
soul as a fortress under attack from the outside (1741b–44). The main short-coming, however, is
not pride but lack of foresight. The man becomes so blinded by his success “þæt he his selfa ne
mæg / for his unsnyttum ende geþencean” (1733b–34) (“that in his unwisdom he himself cannot
conceive an end to it” [117]). Because of his lack of wisdom, he does not keep in mind the
eventual end of his success. If he were wise, he would be wary of the eventual edwenden. The
primary function of the hero in Beowulf is to protect—Beowulf first protects Heorot by killing
Grendel and Grendel’s mother, and then he protects his own people by killing the dragon. But
the hypothetical man of this exemplum fails to protect his soul because he does not consider his
monstrous enemy, an enemy that is both without and within.
To a number of critics, Hrothgar’s instruction seems unexpectedly serious and dark. It
would seem more natural for Hrothgar to burst into a panegyric in praise of Beowulf or God.
That is, after all, what Hrothgar does after discovering that Beowulf has killed Grendel (925–56).
Writing on the theme of “joy in the hall,” Jeff Opland writes,
It is somewhat surprising that the theme does not occur in the poet’s description
of the joy in Heorot after Beowulf’s defeat of Grendel’s mother. This scene is
curiously off-key, containing as it does Hrothgar’s sermon to Beowulf; it is an
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unsettling passage because of the absence of what one has come to expect, and it
sets the mood for the rest of the poem.102
The surprise does not detract from the importance of the speech, but rather emphasizes its point.
Hrothgar’s instruction runs counter to expectations in order to exemplify the importance of
guarding against the edwenden.
In this way, the speech serves a similar function as the various poetic techniques by
which the Beowulf-poet complicates the audience’s emotional response to the poem. For
example, the word “oð” or “oððæt” (“until”), found in Hrothgar’s sermon, is also used in a
number of other places in the poem to mark a change in fortune, often from good to bad.103 Socalled “digressions” of the poem (such as 874a–915, 1068–1159b, 2247–66) sing of betrayal,
blood-shed, and death, often when something more joyful and celebratory would be expected.
After Beowulf defeats Grendel, for instance, a feast is prepared, and a minstrel recites a “gid”
(1065) (“story” [85]) to those gathered. The term “gid” (also spelled gidd or giedd), as I observe
in chapter two, has numerous possible meanings: “song,” “story,” “poem,” “saying,” “proverb,
“riddle.” Most of these meanings refer to genres of wisdom literature, and, indeed, giedd is often
used in wisdom contexts. In Beowulf, besides the minstrel, two other men are described as
knowing giedd: Hrothgar (2108b), who is “wintrum frod” (2114a) (“wise with winters” [135]),
and a man in mourning (2446b), who is “eald and frod” (2446b) (“old and wise” [151]).104 In
both cases the giedd are songs of sorrow, and the minstrel follows suit. In the midst of the
celebration of Beowulf’s victory, he sings of feud, betrayal, and death (1068–1159b). A parallel
may be drawn between the central woman of the story, Hildeburh, and Grendel’s mother, both of
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whom suddenly lose loved ones and seek revenge. The song thus hints at the fact that Beowulf’s
fight is not over, for the feud has just begun. The wise ever watch for the sudden reversal that
can turn celebration into lament.
Beowulf emphasizes the need to remember the sorrowful during the joyful and vice versa.
To this end, the poem also employs anticipation and dramatic irony.105 The poem repeatedly
announces the outcomes of conflicts beforehand. It is clear before the fight begins that Beowulf
will win against Grendel, for early on the audience is told that “ne wæs þæt wyrd þa gen / þæt he
ma moste manna cynnes / ðicgean ofer þa niht” (734b–36a) (“It was not his destiny that, when
that night was over, he should taste more of mankind” [69]).106 The audience is also told ahead
of time that Beowulf will defeat Grendel’s mother and later that the dragon will defeat
Beowulf.107 Fr. Klaeber finds it “not a little remarkable that in the account of the three great
fights of the hero, care has been taken to state the outcome of the struggle in advance. …
Evidently disregard of the element of suspense was not considered a defect in story telling.”108
An uncertain outcome, however, is not the only way to create suspense, and a number of scholars
since Klaeber have felt that the anticipations do not prevent the poem from skillfully weaving a
“design for terror.”109 Even if the anticipations do not hinder suspense, however, the question of
why they are in the text still has to be answered. If the goal is simply to create suspense, why
105
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include the anticipations at all? The answer, I believe, is that the goal of the poem is more than
suspense. It invites its audience to be wise listeners/readers who, while engrossed in the action of
the story, remember the possibility of an edwenden. When Grendel walks into Heorot and begins
to kill, the audience is to remember that his plans will be overturned.110 When Beowulf arms
himself to fight the dragon, the audience is to remember that even heroes must eventually die.
The poem must be experienced with a divided mind, as it were, part engrossed in the action and
part outside it. Both inside and outside the story, the wise reader practices the advice that
Hrothgar gives to Beowulf by reading with a liminal relation to the text.
Reading Beowulf is therefore an activity analogous to gazing at the hilt. The story written
on the hilt “emphasizes the theme of the sudden and extreme shift of power, a lesson implicit
both in the frequency with which the hilt has changed hands and in the calamitously sudden
overthrow of the arrogant giants.”111 The hilt is “wreoþen” (“twisted”) and “wyrmfah” (1698a)
(decorated with “serpentine patterns” [115]), a visual warning to keep in mind the ever-present
possibility of turn and reversal. Beowulf, like the hilt, invites a complex gaze, for the poem does
not give the reader a stable perspective from which to look. Rather, the audience’s gaze is
complicated by the proverbs in the text. Reading Beowulf is not as simple as sympathizing with
the hero and waiting in suspense for him to prevail against monsters because the poet uses
proverbs that create sudden shifts of perspective, blurring the distinction between the heroic and
the monstrous, the desirable and the fearsome.
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A small but growing number of scholars have discussed the role of proverbs in the
poem.112 Unfortunately, however, much of this criticism is hindered by the tacit assumption that
the proverb’s conventional form necessitates a conventional function. According to Hansen, for
example, the gnomic statements in Beowulf are “the expression of traditional beliefs in a
conventional style,” usually by a “cultural authority” who utters “a formally and thematically
conventional summary of what is characteristic, fitting or right (or wrong) about the specific
incident or subject under discussion.”113 However, form should not be confused with purpose. In
an important article published in 1975, Robert B. Burlin suggests that not all of the proverbs in
Beowulf function the same way. While many of the proverbs make “normative” comments on the
story, Burlin identifies two proverbs that are more “disquieting,” as they reveal a certain
“deviousness of the poet’s art.”114 The first of the passages Burlin discusses is lines 997–1010.
Recalling Grendel’s flight from the hall, the poet says,
No þæt yðe byð
to befleonne

—fremme se þe will—

ac gesecan sceal sawlberendra
nyde genydde,

niþða bearna,

grundbuendra gearwe stowe,
þær his lichoma legerbedde fæst
swefeþ æfter symle. (1002b–08a)
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(That is not easy to flee from—let him try who will—but compelled by necessity
one must seek out the place prepared for those who dwell on the earth, those who
bear souls, the children of men, where, after the banquet, one’s flesh shall sleep
fast in its bed of death. [83])
“The disquieting element in this sequence of statements,” Burlin explains, “lies in the fact that
through Grendel, guilty (or stained?) with criminal deeds, despairs of his life, the impossibility of
escaping death is extended to all men.”115 A stable, conservative perspective would side the
audience with Beowulf against Grendel, but these gnomic statements upset any such
expectations, instead connecting the audience to Grendel in a sudden sympathetic shift.
To the two passages that Burlin identifies (997–1010 and 1053b–64) should be added
three others that perform a similar function: 705b–07, 967–68a, and 2278–86. The first two of
these—lines 705b–07 and 967–68a—are not technically proverbs, but according to Deskis
“derive from the same proverbial sentiment.”116 Twice the poem says that God’s providential
control over creation sides with Grendel. No matter how maliciously he is described, Grendel in
some unexplained way does God’s will: “þæt wæs yldum cuþ / þæt hie ne moste, þa metod
nolde, / se s[c]ynscaþa under sceadu bregdan” (705b–07) (“It was known to men that, if
Providence did not wish it, the spectral ravager could not drag them away beneath the shadows”
[67, 69]). The proverbial reference to God’s providence is then used by Beowulf to explain how
Grendel was able to escape (967–68a).117 In both cases, there is a shift away from the perspective
that sees Grendel as merely an enemy of the hero and of God.
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The third passage to demonstrate this shift of perspective occurs near the beginning of the
third episode. The poet explains that a dragon quietly lives over a hoard of treasure for the 300
years, until he is awakened by a thief who steals a cup (2278–86). Though the thief approaches
the dragon and steps near its head, he escapes unharmed. The poet explains this success with a
proverb: “Swa mæg unfæge eaðe gedigan / wean ond wræcsið, se ðe waldendes / hyldo
gehealdeþ” (2291–93a) (“Thus a man not fated to die, whom the favour of the Ruler protects,
can survive miseries and banishments with ease” [143, 145]). Through this proverb, a thief who
brings fiery destruction to the Geats and to Beowulf is labelled an exile favoured by God. The
offender becomes a victim who escapes with divine aid. When Beowulf learns that the dragon
has begun to attack his people, he does not investigate the cause but rather wonders if he has
somehow incurred God’s wrath:
Wende se wisa þæt he wealdende
ofer ealde right,

ecean dryhtne

bitre gebulge; breost innan weoll
þeostrum geþoncum, swa him geþywe ne wæs. (2329–32)
(The wise man supposed that he had bitterly offended the Ruler, eternal Lord, by
breaking some ancient law; his breast within surged with dark thoughts, which
was unusual for him. [145])
The poet emphasizes the seriousness of Beowulf’s doubt by saying that such dark thoughts are
“geþywe ne” (“unusual”) for him. With a sudden shift initiated by the proverb in 2291–93a, the
text opens the possibility that, rather than the thief, Beowulf is the bringer of destruction.
A number of proverbs in Beowulf distance the audience from the hero. When Beowulf
first arrives at the shores of Denmark, he is greeted by a coast guard who asks him the reason for
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his visit. Beowulf explains that he has come to help Hrothgar overcome Grendel, to which the
coast guard replies, “Æghwæþres sceal / scearp scyldwiga gescad witan, / worda ond worca, se
þe wel þenceð” (287b–89) (“A sharp shield-fighter who thinks clearly must know the difference
between the two things: words and deeds” [49]). Scholars have attempted a variety of
explanations of this proverb.118 Much of the disagreement centres on the question of whether to
translate gescad witan as “distinguish” or “understand.”119 If the latter, then the proverb would
mean that one must consider words and deeds (rather than deeds alone), and so the coast guard
demonstrates his wisdom by quickly hearing and understanding Beowulf’s intentions as
expressed in his words. If, as I believe to be the case, the meaning is “distinguish,” then the
proverb has two possible meanings. The coast guard could be saying to Beowulf, “I welcome
you because I am able to distinguish between your hostile action of landing on our shore and
your kind words.”120 There is also, however, another way to understand the proverb. Beowulf
has just claimed that he will help Hrothgar rid Heorot of Grendel’s terror. The coast guard is
therefore saying to Beowulf, “Your words sound nice, but I will believe you when your actions
prove your words.” The guard thus opens a question that will overshadow Beowulf’s boasts until
his fight with Grendel proves him true to his word.
Some of the proverbs that distance the reader from the hero are spoken by Beowulf
himself. Beowulf declares to Hrothgar that he will fight Grendel unarmed, and then, when the
audience might expect another declaration of confidence from the hero (like that in 424b–26a),
he turns from confident boasts to an uncertain stance, saying that, whether he lives or dies, “Gæð
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a wyrd swa hio scel” (455b) (“Fate will always go as it must” [55]).121 He points away from
himself to the unknown decrees of fate, reminding the audience that the unexpected can happen.
Seeing that Beowulf has defeated Grendel, Hrothgar exclaims, “a mæg God wyrcan / wunder
æfter wundre, wuldres hyrde” (930b–31) (“God, the Guardian of Glory, can always work marvel
upon marvel” [79]). God first allows Grendel, a wondrous being, to afflict Heorot, and then God
works another wonder in allowing Beowulf to defeat Grendel. For Hrothgar, to be in wonder of
Grendel or of Beowulf is to be in wonder of God’s (or fate’s) unpredictable workings in the
world. And this perspective is important because of the “a” (“always”), which is emphasized at
the beginning of the sentence. The poet literally says that God can “always work wonder after
wonder.” No single wonder in itself is the end, for there can always be another after that, and
another; God afflicts Heorot and then he can save it, but even that salvation may not be the end
of the matter.
Like Grendel, then, Beowulf himself is to be wondered at. Beowulf resembles the
monsters he fights in many ways, and these details have been noted by numerous scholars so I
will not rehearse them here,122 but I believe it important to recognize that Beowulf, Grendel, and
the dragon are all described by the poem as aglæca.123 Though the word can be translated
various ways, at its root, it refers to something or someone who inspires terror or awe.124 Like
the monsters, Beowulf is an object of wonder and fear. To use a phrase commonly used in the
121
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Middle Ages, he is “not to be imitated but to be marveled at,” a man set apart from the common
person.125 He is a hero, and as such has the strength to help and to harm. Using a proverb, Wiglaf
highlights this dual potential when he says, “Oft sceall eorl monig anes willan / wræc adreogan”
(3077–78a) (“Often many a warrior has to endure distress owing to the will of one man” [181]).
Because of one man, Heorot is cleansed and its warriors saved from human-eating monsters; and
because of one man, bloodshed and battle will come to the Geats, who are now without a
protector (2900–3027). Since the hero is wise and strong like a monster, he also has the potential
to do great harm. Like Grendel’s arm or pouch or head, like the mere or the sword-hilt that
Beowulf brings to Hrothgar, the hero is an object at which the audience gazes. When Beowulf
lands on the shores of Denmark, the narrator of the story stares in awe at the armour and
weapons of the newcomers (320–31b). And when Beowulf dies and leaves his people, all the
treasure he has won is buried with him in a place built to be gazed at:
Geworhton ða Wedra leode
hlæw on hoe, se wæs heah ond brad,
wegliðendum wide gesyne,
ond betimbredon

on tyndagum

beadurofes becn. (3157–60b)
(Then the people of the Weders constructed on the promontory a mound which
was high and broad, to be seen far and near by those voyaging across the waves,
and in ten days had built up a monument to the man renowned in battle. [185])
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Even hidden in the mound, this aglæca still invites the gaze of the audience. But as in Völsunga
saga, the audience cannot go where the hero does. It must stare from afar, in wonder and fear, at
the limits of knowledge.
Beowulf is primarily a story about heroes and monsters, those who go beyond the limits
of wisdom. The proverbs in Beowulf destabilize any simplistic sympathy with the hero against
monsters, thereby teaching the audience to gaze wisely at the story. Through sudden shifts of
perspective, the proverbs offer subtle reminders that the audience, if it is wise, must watch for
the edwenden, experiencing the poem with a divided mind. This is summed up most forcefully
by a series of three proverbial sayings spoken by the narrator:
Metod eallum weold
gumena cynnes,

swa he nu git deð.

Forþan bið andgit æghwær selest,
ferhðes foreþanc: fela sceal gebidan
leofes on laþes

se þe longe her

on ðyssum windagum worolde bruceð. (1057b–62)
(Providence governed all mankind, just as it still does now; wherefore
discernment, forethought of mind, is best in everything. He who is going to enjoy
the world for long in these troublesome times must live through much of good
and of evil. [85])
In his article on the proverbs in Beowulf, Burlin observes that these statements are strange, given
their context.126 Discernment and forethought are not, after all, qualities emphasized during
Beowulf’s fight with Grendel, and so it does not seem fitting for the narrator to emphasize them
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now, just after he has declared Beowulf’s victory over the monster. I would suggest that the
suddenness of these proverbs, like the suddenness of Hrothgar’s “sermon,” teaches the point it is
trying to make. At the moment of victory, the audience is reminded that the hero does not always
win, that the heroic—like the monstrous—must be gazed at carefully.
The focus of wise words in Beowulf is thus on the reception of the poem, a focus that
reflects the significance of monsters in the Middle Ages. Isidore explains that the very word for
omens, “monstrum,” derives from “monitu dicta, quod aliquid significando demonstent, sive
quod statim monstrent quid appareat” (“admonition [monitus], because in giving a sign they
indicate [demonstrate] something, or else because they instantly show [monstrare] what may
appear”).127 A monster is an indication or demonstration, a sign that must be interpreted. In other
words, monsters must be read. One of the oddities of medieval manuscript decoration is the
popular use of monstrous images in the margins and at the bottom of texts, even when the text
itself has nothing to do with monsters. This practice has garnered numerous critical
interpretations. Michael Camille, for instance, believes the monsters express a carnivalesque
unconscious repressed by Christian piety, and Mary Carruthers sees them as mnemonic aids for
readers.128 According to Asa Simon Mittman, the monsters in margins are often similar to
images of monks who have hands pointing to the text. The monstrous images are therefore
“models for monastic readers.”129 Just as the monsters in the margin often look like they are
about to eat the text, the monastic reader must ruminate on the text, figuratively digesting the
words.
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If monsters are models of reading, however, why not just draw monks? What is the value
of the monstrous aspect of the images? Mittman is correct in describing the monsters as symbols
of readers, but the anxiety and fear attached to monstrous images must be accounted for. If, as
Mittman claims, the reading and understanding of a text may be described as a hero (reader)
conquering a monster (the text),130 then Beowulf reminds us that, when the hero fights the
monster, he becomes like the monster. The reader is both hero and monster to the text, the one
who understands and misconstrues what is written. The monster thus represents the necessity and
the danger of (mis)appropriation, which is the subject of the next chapter. Like Beowulf, the
reader has dangerous potential. The poem thus seeks to create a wise reader, who will both
wonder at and fear monstrous wisdom.
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“No hill without gravestones, no valley without shadows” (anonymous proverb)
Chapter 6: Reading Wisdom

While the chapter on “Writing Wisdom” treats the composition of wisdom, this chapter
examines the reading or reception of wisdom. It discusses the representation of lore as a
collective memory that provides identity for communities. In their introduction to folkloristics,
Robert A. Georges and Michael Owen Jones observe that folklorists have historically viewed
folklore in two different ways:
On the one hand, it was seen as something that embodies the ethos of peoples and that
provides evidence of their continuity and national distinctiveness. One the other hand,
folklore reveals that different peoples have much in common with each other culturally
and that the similarities are often too numerous or striking to be attributed solely to
chance or coincidence.1
These two ways of viewing folklore provided “both the conceptual foundations and the subjects
of debate for the developing discipline” of folklore studies.2 This chapter will argue that the two
conceptions of folklore described by Georges and Jones reflect the nature of lore as it is
represented in Old English and Old Norse-Icelandic literature. Lore is both loyal and a traitor to
communal identity: as a survival or relic of the past it preserves the identity of a community, but
it also crosses boundaries at will, refusing to respect the limits set by that identity. First I use
Vǫluspá as a starting point to define nostalgia and its role in the defining of a community.
Central to this self-definition is lore as the textual relic of the past. The use of lore to define a
community’s identity is made possible, I argue, by its movable, detachable nature, which is
1
2
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exemplified by the use of proverbs and by punctuation and notae in medieval manuscripts. Next
I examine the ways in which Precepts, The Order of the World, Vainglory, and Sólarljóð call
attention to their status as transmitted lore. Each of these poems seeks to consolidate a
community of the wise that is continuous with the sages of the past, but this continuity is
troubled by the necessary discontinuity of tradition. If lore is to be transmitted, it must be
separated from its historical context and passed on to a new time and audience. Discontinuity
thus makes possible but also threatens continuity in these poems. I conclude by examining the
representation of wisdom in the Old English Daniel. In this poem, the liminality of wisdom both
allows for and frustrates the poet’s attempt to draw lines between Christian and pagan, wise and
foolish.

Defining Nostalgia
The term “nostalgia,” coined by Johannes Hofer, is a combination of the Greek nostos
(home) and algia (longing, pain). Though it originally referred to the medical condition of
soldiers who suffered from a longing for home, it eventually became detached from its medical
context.3 It now commonly refers to any longing for home in which “home” is understood
broadly as a remembered place, time, and/or people. Nostalgia arises in contexts of discontinuity
and change. Those who long for home are those who have left home; those who long for a time
long for the unrecoverable past. As the sociologist Fred Davis writes, “nostalgia thrives on
transition, on the subjective discontinuities that engender our yearning for that continuity.”4
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In response to discontinuities, nostalgia collects relics of the past in order to establish a line
of continuity of identity. According to Davis, nostalgia helps foster the continuity of identity in
three ways: “by (1) cultivating appreciative stances towards former selves, (2) screening from
memory the unpleasant and shameful, and (3) rediscovering and, through a normalizing process,
rehabilitating marginal, fugitive, and eccentric facets of earlier selves.”5 The last is particularly
important, as it highlights the fragmentary nature of the materials drawn together to create a
picture of the past. As a form of memory, nostalgia is necessarily selective;6 it draws together
bits and pieces into a mosaic (re)presentation of the past. In her study of nostalgia in Old English
literature, Renée R. Trilling writes, “Heroic history does not create a world out of whole cloth,
but stitches together a patchwork of ideas, myths, and relics of the past to create a coherent
picture of historicity in the present.”7 Nostalgia is a desire for continuity that constructs identity
out of fragments.
The nature of nostalgia and its relation to identity can be best exemplified by turning to the
eddic poem Vǫluspá. The most “systematic” telling of Old Norse myth in verse, Vǫluspá
describes in detail three major events: (1) the creation of the world, (2) the events that eventually
lead to the destruction of the gods and their world, and (3) the establishing of a new world. The
last of these, the founding of a new society in a new land, is what concerns me here. The fall of
the gods is described in stanza 59, and the next three stanzas are devoted to the description of a
new world and its inhabitants:
Finnaz æsir

á Iðavelli

oc um moldþinur,

mátean, dœma
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oc minnaz þar

á megindóma

oc á Fimbultýs

fornar rúnar.

Þar muno eptir

undrsamligar

gullnar tǫflor

í grasi finnaz,

þærs í árdaga

áttar hǫfðo.

Muno ósánir

acrar vaxa,

bǫls mun allz batna,

Baldr mun koma;

búa þeir Hǫðr oc Baldr
vel, valtívar –

Hroptz sigtóptir,

vitoð ér enn, eða hvat? (sts. 60–62)

(The Æsir meet on Idavoll
and they converse about the mighty earth-girdler,
and they remember there the great events
and the ancient runes of the Mighty One.

There afterwards will be found in grass
the wonderful golden chequers,
those which they possessed in ancient times.

Without sowing the fields will grow,
all ills will be healed, Baldr will come back;
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Hod and Baldr, the gods of slaughter, will live happily together
in the sage’s palaces—do you understand yet, or what more? [Larrington sts. 60–62])
I quote the stanzas here in full because they exemplify the role of nostalgia in the establishing of
the identity of a (post-apocalyptic) community. First, there is the discontinuity that gives rise to
nostalgia, in this case, the destruction of the gods in Ragnarök. As a result of this tumult and
violent change, there arises a desire for continuity, which can be seen in the focus on
community: the “Aesir meet” (60.1), and this joining or gathering embodies the continuation of
the communal identity. This continuation evokes the past in its echoes of a previously lost
golden age (described at the beginning of the poem in sts. 4–9). The “gullnar tǫflor” in the “gras”
recall the “teflðo í túni” (Vǫluspá 8.1) (“chequers in the meadow” [8.1]), the golden game pieces
that had been used in a much younger world. The unity of the gods who were merry together at
the beginning (“teitir vóro” [8.2]) is again realized as they gather and “um moldþinur mælta
dœmr” (“converse about the mighty earth-girdler”). The memory involved in nostalgia selects
and draws together fragments from the past—not the past as it was, but a remediated,
romanticized past. Baldr and Hod are brought back to life, even though in previous stories they
have passed away. And in place of the violence that marked the past of these gods (Baldr was
killed by Hod), there is a reunion (they “búa” [dwell] together).
What is especially interesting about these stanzas is the role of wisdom in the formation of
this new community. Baldr and Hod dwell together in “Hroptz sigtóptir” (Hropt’s home of
victory [a kenning for Valhalla], my translation). “Hropt” is a name for Óðinn, and since Óðinn
is the god of wisdom, Larrington translates this phrase “in the sage’s palaces.” Wisdom more
clearly appears in the description of the discussion of the gods. As the gods talk together, they
“minnaz” (remember) the “megindóma” (great events) and “fornar rúnar” (ancient runes) of
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“Fimbultýs” (the Mighty One) (st. 60). The runes represent the lore or wisdom of the past
preserved in the collective memory of the gods. The term “dóma” can also mean “relics,”8 which
is especially appropriate given the nostalgic context of the passage. A new community is built on
the shared knowledge of preserved wisdom.

Lore as a Removable Relic
An important implication of the above discussion is that relics can be textual. Just as the
runes remembered by the gods are relics of a lost world, so texts can be seen as fragments from a
longed-for past.9 In In Praise of Baldness, the late classical poet Synesius writes, “Proverbs
contain wisdom. Aristotle says that they are remnants of an ancient philosophy which thanks to
their brevity and pertinence survived the great catastrophes that had befallen mankind in the past.
… The ancients were very much better at hitting the truth than the present generation.”10 The text
that Synesius refers to has not survived, but the focus of Aristotle and Synesius here is the value
of proverbs as nostalgic relics of a past age. They are, to use the words of Matti Kuusi,
“monumenta humana” (monuments of humans).11 The word “monumenta” is related to the word
“monstrum”: both are formed with the verb “monere,” which means to remind, warn, or advise.
Like the “megindóma” in Vǫluspá, proverbs are a reminder of a past that has been destroyed or
lost. In fact, this is one of the central differences between lore and knowledge: knowledge must
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be kept up to date, whereas lore gains its nostalgic value by being, in a sense, out of date. It is a
textual relic used to construct the nostalgic memory of lost wisdom.12
Lore is especially suited to this reliquary status because it is detachable: it is not
permanently anchored to a single context but moves with an intertextual freedom. In his study of
Old English catalogue poems, Nicholas Howe observes a recurring proverb in Maxims I and The
Seafarer:13 Maxims I line 35 reads “Dol biþ se þe his dryhten nat, to þæs oft cymeð deað
unþinged” (Foolish is he who knows not his lord. To him often death comes unexpectedly), and
the same saying appears in The Seafarer: “Dol biþ se þe him his dryhten ne ondrædeþ; cymeð
him se deað unþinged” (l. 106) (Foolish is he who dreads not his lord; death comes to him
unexpectedly). There are also other examples of this mobility: two of the Durham proverbs
appear also in British Museum MS. Royal 2 B.v, and some of the Durham proverbs themselves
are taken from other proverb collections.14 And the “translator” of the Old English Distichs of
Cato felt free to add proverbial material to his “translation.”15 On the basis of these and other
examples, Howe concludes, “OE readers and writers conceived of proverbs and maxims as
independent statements even when they appeared in a collection.”16 Proverbs are “contained,
complete statements,”17 and as such they can move at will between (con)texts.
The same movement of proverbs can be observed in Old Norse-Icelandic texts. Hávamál,
for instance, contains a warning of the danger of gifts—“Ey sér til gildis giǫf” (145.3) (“one gift
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always calls for another” [145.2])—which also appears in Gísla saga Súrssonar: “sér æ gjöf til
gjalda” (15:52). In Vatnsdœla saga, Jokul says, “illa gefask ill ráð” (3:8) (“bad counsel turns out
badly”),18 and the same proverb appears in Brennu-Njáls saga: “Illa gefask ills ráðs leifar”
(12:37). Proverbs migrate from saga to saga, from situation to situation. This continual
movement is noted by Richard P. Honeck with a metaphor that is particularly relevant to the
focus of this chapter: “Instead of rattling off a long series of examples that are similar to a focal
event and then explaining how the examples apply to the event, a proverb is used. When all of
the examples have faded from memory, the proverb emerges as a kind of ruin that symbolizes
their passing.”19 Like the sword hilt that remains after the blade melts in Beowulf, or the dragon’s
hoard in Völsunga saga, the proverb is a ruin, a remnant of a lost past.
The (re)movability described above does not belong to proverbs alone, but to other
(folk)lore as well. In Völsunga saga, Sigurðr is instructed in lore by Byrnhild, a valkyrie who
gives him magical as well as gnomic wisdom. She lists a number of runic spells that she wishes
to give Sigurðr (21.158–62), including “sigrúnar” (“victory runes”), “málrúnar” (“speech runes”
[68]), “bjargrúnar” (“aid runes” [69]) and other runes. However, there is no inherent connection
between the types of runes given to Sigurðr and the rest of the story. Though the reader might
expect these runes to become particularly helpful for Sigurðr, they do not. They merely
symbolize the transmission of wisdom in the formation of a wise hero. They could just as easily
be taken from this saga and placed in another to symbolize the wisdom of another hero. The
riddles found in Saga Heiðreks Konungs ins Vitra provide yet another example (ch. 9). When
Óðinn approaches King Heiðrek in disguise, the two begin a riddle contest. But the riddles do
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not seem to have been written for this story. Rather, they read like a list of riddles collected from
various places, like the riddles of the Exeter Book. They could easily be lifted from this story and
placed in another riddle contest. Where a modern reader might expect a unity of theme and
purpose, there is instead a list of riddles that are apparently unrelated to each other and to the rest
of the saga. These and other loric materials are surviving ruins from previous (con)texts.
Lore is a survival, a present remnant of a romanticized past, and as such it disregards
(con)textual boundaries. This (re)movability or detachability is given visible form in medieval
manuscripts and early modern printed books. The drawing of a pointed hand, sometimes called a
manicule, can be found in manuscripts and books from the 12th to 18th centuries.20 A manicule
could be used to mark a new paragraph, authorial annotations to texts, or important passages, but
one of its most common functions is to mark proverbs and sententiae.21 Placed in the margin next
to a proverb or important saying, the pointing hand reflects the reader’s perception that the
saying stands out from the rest of the text.
In early modern England, the marking of proverbs and sententiae had become so common
that books were printed with the sententiae pre-marked by the publisher. Thomas Speght
produced a new edition of Chaucer’s works in 1598, and in the errata to this edition he writes
regretfully, “Sentences … which are many and excellent in this Poet, might have been noted in
the margent with some marke, which now must be left to the search of the Reader.”22 He
corrected this in the second edition, issued in 1602, by adding manicules to the margins of the
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text. Other early modern books used special fonts (such as italics), inverted commas, or asterisks
to set apart sententiae and proverbs from the rest of the text.23
Early evidence of the noting of proverbs can be found in the gnomic passages of Beowulf.
While the manuscript containing Beowulf, Cotton Vittellius A.xv, is not decorated with pointing
hands, there are numerous punctuation points throughout its pages. Attempts to understand the
punctuation of Old English poems typically appeal to either grammatical or metrical
explanations. The points are said to either mark clause boundaries or metrical lines. However, as
Katherine O’Brien O’Keefe observes, neither grammatical nor metrical explanations can account
for the varying absence or density of pointing in Old English manuscripts. “A 20 per cent rate of
marking,” writes O’Keefe, “does not mean that every fifth line is pointed, for one often finds
clusters of points separated by large stretches of unpointed lines.”24 One possible explanation of
this has been offered by M. B. Parkes, who suggests that medieval punctuation is irregular
because scribes punctuated in order to clarify difficult passages.25 A difficult passage would
therefore require denser punctuation marks, whereas the rarity or absence of punctuation
indicates that the scribe did not expect the passage to be difficult for the reader.26
Another possibility is that punctuated passages are passages that have been marked by a
reader as particularly important. Like the pointing hand next to sententiae, punctuation marks
can make a passage visibly stand out. In their study of “The Gnomic Passages of Beowulf,”
Catherine Karkov and Robert Farrell identify 28 gnomic passages in the poem and observe that
most of these passages are more heavily punctuated than the rest of the text.27 In addition, almost
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all of the gnomic passages contain double alliteration and rhyme.28 The combination of
punctuation, alliteration, and rhyme serves as a kind of nota, a way of setting off the gnomic
passages from the surrounding text.
In this way, the reading of proverbs and other lore reflects the divisive nature of medieval
reading practices. According to Hugh of St. Victor, “Modus legendi in dividendo constat” (“the
method of reading consists in dividing”).29 The medieval reader broke the text up into chunks
that could be easily understood and remembered.30 Since many manuscripts, especially in the
early Middle Ages but also later, were written in scriptio continua (continuous script), it was
necessary to understand where words, clauses, and sentences began and stopped.31 The process
of breaking up the text could be aided by the use of dots, letters and other marks.32 These same
markings came to be used as notae, points and drawings meant to call attention to important
parts of a text such as proverbs. This was a practice encouraged by Quintilian, for instance, who
advises orators memorizing a speech to divide the speech into small parts and to use notae or
special marks to make difficult passages more memorable.33 Quintilian was unclear as to
whether these notae should be mental associations or physical markings on the page of the text,34
but in either case the process was one of division and separation. The verb tracto, which means
“to draw out” or “extract,” was frequently used in the Middle Ages to describe the reading
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process.35 As the reader came across passages of note, he or she would draw out the passage and
store it in his or her memory or in a written collection such as a florilegium. It is thus fitting that
sententia can mean a thought (a grammatical sentence) or an aphorism, maxim, saying, or
proverb.36 Just as reading involved the division of sentences and their grammatical parts, so it
also involved the separation and drawing out of proverbs, maxims, and other lore. Reading thus
creates the conditions necessary for nostalgia. It involves a destructive process of separation, the
ruins of which can then become the fragments that nostalgia draws together its (re)presentation
of the past.
That is not to say that all reading is nostalgic. Not all memory involves nostalgia, and not
every saying plucked from a text necessarily implies a romanticization of the past. But lore is
often assumed to be the creation of not just older, but wiser people, who dwelt during a wiser age
of the earth. Synesius, as mentioned above, claims that “the ancients were very much better at
hitting the truth than the present generation.” A similar attitude can be found in King Alfred’s
preface to his translation of Gregory’s Pastoral Care, which begins,
Ælfred kyning hateð gretan Wærferð biscep his wordum luflice ond freondliceæ on ðe
cyðan hate ðæt me com swiðe oft on gemynd, hwelce wiotan iu wæron giond Angelcynn,
ægðer ge godcundra hada ge woruldcundra; ond hu gesæliglica tida ða wæron giond
Angelcynn; … ond hu him ða speow ægðer ge mid wige ge mid wisdome.
(King Alfred sends greetings to Bishop Wærferth with his loving and friendly words, and
would declare to you that it has very often come to my mind what wise men there were
formerly throughout the English people, both in sacred and in secular orders; and how
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there were happy times then throughout England; … and how they prospered both in
warfare and in wisdom.)37
Looking back to England before the Viking raids of the ninth century, Alfred creates a nostalgic
picture of a thriving people who possessed great wisdom. Contrasting this romanticized past with
the present, Alfred remarks that “lar” (“learning”) has “oðfeallan” (206) (“decayed” [31]).
Whatever learning remains, Alfred implies, is the nostalgic relic of a lost age of wisdom.
Nostalgic memory is reconstructed from fragments of the past. As detachable, movable relics,
proverbs and other lore provide ready material for such a nostalgic reconstruction.

Distressed Poetry and the Reception of Lore
The notion of lore as relic is the background against which a number of Old English and
Old Norse-Icelandic poems portray themselves as wisdom literature. Precepts, Order of the
World, Vainglory, and Sólarljód all self-reflexively call attention to their status as lore, that is, as
relics that contain the wisdom of the past.
It is often noted that wisdom literature is self-reflexive.38 What is not often discussed,
however, is the precise nature of this self-reflexivity. Many of the poems analyzed in this section
have been described by critics as poetry about poetry.39 However, as I argue in chapter two,
“poetry” is valued differently now than it was in the Middle Ages.40 While modern poetry is
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viewed as primarily aesthetic, early medieval poetry was seen as an important vehicle for the
transmission of lore and wisdom. It is no accident that Kvasir, the god whose blood becomes the
mead of poetry in Norse myth, is described by Snorri as “svá vitr at engi spyrr hann þeira hluta
er eigi kann hann órlausn” (Skáldskaparmál 3.16–17) (“so wise that no one could ask him any
questions to which he did not know the answer” [62]). The poems discussed in this section are
only poetry about poetry if “poetry” is understood as the carrier of ancient lore.
To use Susan Stewart’s phrase, these poems are all examples of a “distressed genre.” In her
study of the “new antique” of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, Stewart describes
“distressed genres” as a kind of writing that imitates folklore in order to call attention to itself as
antique.41 “To distress,” according to Stewart, is (1) “to make old, to antique, particularly in
reproducing material goods from previous times,” but also (2) “to afflict, to place in a state of
danger or trouble, bad straits,” and, in legal contexts, (3) “to seize and hold property.”42 All three
of these meanings are relevant to a study of Precepts, Order of the World, Sólarljód, and
Vainglory. All of these poems “antique” themselves (meaning one) by drawing attention to their
status as transmitted lore. Unlike the literature discussed by Stewart, the distressing of these
poems may not be entirely fictional. The content of the poems may actually reflect older
teaching that has been passed down, though at least some of the material is probably the
invention of the authors. Rather than attempt to ascertain which teachings are truly antique, a
project which would require answers to a host of other questions (How old is old? What qualifies
a teaching as new?), I use “distress” to describe the way that these poems self-reflexively call
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attention to their supposed antique status. They do not simply present their teachings to the
audience; they make sure the audience realizes the age and value of the instruction given.
Moreover, if something so valuable is being passed on to another generation, it is only natural
that the texts also evidence anxiety (meaning two) because of the dangers that attend such
transmission. They present wisdom as an inheritance that must be grasped tightly (meaning
three), lest it be lost.
Rights of inheritance in Middle Ages usually went first to the males in the family, and so it
is not surprising that the wisdom instruction genre, the type of poem I now turn to, is marked by
a male speaker teaching a male addressee, usually a father addressing a son. This genre is
commonly found in wisdom literature of ancient Sumeria and Babylonia, Egypt, Israel, and
medieval Ireland,43 and it is also represented in Old English and Old Norse-Icelandic literature.
The Old English Precepts begins, “Ðus frod fæder freobearn lærde, / modsnottor mon, maga
cystum eald, / wordum wisfæstum, þæt he wel þunge” (ll. 1–3) (Thus a wise/old father, a mindwise man, a man old in experience, taught his freeborn child with wise words, so that he would
grow up well). The father is “frod,” which can mean either wise or old, or, as in this case, both.
He is not given a specific personality with any idiosyncrasies, but is rather a symbolic figure. He
is a representative of wisdom’s antiquary lore, a wise, old man who remembers the teachings of
the past. In the first three lines alone, the poem becomes distressed; the teachings of the father
are survivals, relics of his past experience and learning that must be passed on before the father
passes away.
The poem is also distressed in a second way: it reveals the father’s concern that his wisdom
will be lost. He teaches his son out of a desire that he “wel þunge” (grow up well), which
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represents a concern for the continuity of wisdom between generations. The father implicitly and
explicitly acknowledges threats to this continuity. The world, he says, has forsaken wisdom:
“Nis nu fela folca þætte fyrngewritu / healdan wille, ac him hyge brosnað, / ellen colað, idlað
þeodscype” (66–68) (There are not now many people who wish to heed the ancient writings, but
their thought decays, vigour cools, instruction idles). Shippey translates “fyrngewritu” as
“ancient scriptures,”44 but Howe observes that “although this would seem to be a clear injunction
to hold to the Bible and the faith, it is expressed in a curiously generalized fashion.”45 The poet
probably had in mind the Bible and the writings of the Church Fathers and other auctors, but by
using the term “fyrngewritu” he casts these texts in a nostalgic light. They appear here not
primarily as theological texts but as wisdom literature—they represent the wisdom of ages past,
and are therefore “fyrn” (ancient) collections of lore. The father lives in a world that has lost
respect for the kind of lore he possesses. In this kind of world, a world in which wisdom is not
desired or followed, the father is “tornsorgna ful” (76) (full of anxious-care). If it is not learned
by the next generation, wisdom can be forgotten. It is thus vital that the son “gemyne”
(remember) his teaching (93, cf. 28). Because of the threats surrounding this transmission, the
wise man, a keeper of lore, is described as a man who “seldan … sorgleas blissað” (54) (seldom
rejoices without anxiety). Discontinuity is a prerequisite of nostalgia. As the poem “antiques”
itself as lore, it also evidences anxieties or “distress” that result from this “antiquing” process.46
Precepts uses a variety of methods to try to overcome the discontinuity implied by the
nostalgic nature of lore. A number of adverbs relating to time are used repeatedly, especially
“symle” (5, 11, 25, 29, 46, 80) (always, ever, continuously), “á” (39, 41, 47, 48, 64, 94) (always,
44
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ever), and “næfre” or “ne æfre” (17, 31, 83) (never or not ever). With such absolute adverbs, the
poem attempts to establish wisdom as impervious to the fluctuations of time, though the
repetition reveals anxiety that wisdom is not as well protected as the father might wish it. In
addition to adverbs of time, the poem also attempts to preserve wisdom by employing a binary
logic similar to that found in the biblical book of Proverbs and other wisdom literature. The
following three proverbs all set up a dichotomy between two groups:
Peccatores persequetur malum et iustis retribuentur bona. (Prov. 13:21)
(Evil pursueth sinners: and to the just good shall be repaid.)
Innocens credit omni verbo astutus considerat gressus suos. (Prov. 14:15)
(The innocent believeth every word: the discreet man considereth his steps.)
Exultatio iuvenum fortitudo eorum et dignitas senum canities. (Prov. 20:29)
(The joy of young men is their strength: and the dignity of old men, their gray hairs.)
Each antithetical proverb is divided into two parts, each describing a class of person: the sinner
vs. the just, the naive vs. the discreet man, young men vs. old men. Dichotomies of this sort are
common to proverbs of every nation,47 and they can also be seen in Precepts.48 The father
distinguishes between those who obey wise teaching and those who do not, saying that God will
be a friend to the former, but a “feond þam oþrum” (6b) (enemy to the other). If the son joins the
“other” group, he will suffer: “He þe mid wite gieldeð, / swylce þam oþrum mid eadwelan”
(19b–20) (He [God] will repay you with pain, as he will repay the others with blessedness). The
47
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father makes a clear distinction between two groups: on the one hand, those who follow wise
teachings, on the other those who do not. If the son is to participate in the former group, he must
learn to see the lines dividing them. He is thus exhorted by the father to “ongiet georne hwæt sy
god oþþe yfel, / ond toscead simle scearpe mode / in sefan þinum” (45–47b) (perceive eagerly
what is good or evil, and always distinguish with a sharp mind in your spirit).
The purpose of this binary system is to draw protective lines around the community of the
wise. In line 68b (quoted in full above), the father laments that “idlað þeodscype” (instruction
idles). The term þeodscype, here translated “instruction” can also mean a nation, people, or
community.49 The instruction is what holds the community together, and so when wisdom is no
longer valued, the community falls apart. In response to this threat, the father attempts to solidify
a community of the wise, and he desires his son to be a part of that community. He says to his
son,
Ne gewuna wyrsa,
ængum eahta,

widan feore,

ac þu þe anne genim

to gesprecan symle spella ond lara
rædhycgende. (23–6b)
(Do not, for any reason, be associated with worse men, as long as you live, but always
take to yourself a wise-minded advisor who speaks of sayings and lore.)
The son is only to associate himself with those who are “rædhycgende” (lit. having council in
mind) and who speak of “spella ond lara.” “Spell” has a wide range of meanings, including a
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saying, fable, narrative, or instructional talk.50 The son is to associate himself only with men who
know lore and thus are part of the community of the wise. In other words, he is to join with
people like the speaker of the instructions. As Shippey remarks, “the poet has in mind someone
very like himself, offering something very like this poem.”51 The father’s plea that his son join
with the community of the wise is repeated in the fourth instuction, in which the son is told, “Ne
aswic sundorwine, ac a symle geheald / ryhtum gerisnum” (29–30a) (Do not desert your intimate
friend, but always hold to what is right and fitting). Here the third meaning of “distress” is
relevant, for the son is to tightly “geheald” (hold) the teaching of his father. He must “gemyne”
(93, 28) (remember) the instruction, fixing it firmly in his mind so that he may be a strong link in
the community of the wise. The ties between good, wise people must not be broken, for in that
breaking comes about the loss of the line by which lore is transmitted. Though the poem is a
written document, it assumes an oral tradition in which all learning and poetry must be handed
down from generation to generation or be lost.
Therefore, the wisdom of the wise is not merely a matter of knowledge; it is a matter of
relational, communal ties. The importance of this is exemplified in the adjective “wisfæst,” used
three times in the poem (3, 57, 86). A “wisfæst” person is one who has wisdom fastened in his
mind, but also one who is fastened by wisdom to the community of the wise. Within this
community, wisdom is passed on as an inheritance from past ages. Precepts adopts a conflict
model of wisdom in which the wise must protect themselves from the chaos that threatens them.
The father reminds his son to guard himself (“beorg” [34], “warnað” [79]) against the evils of the
world. A threat to the son is a threat to wisdom, for if the son fails to keep wisdom, then the
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transmission of lore presented in the poem also fails. The father’s instructions, therefore, are not
merely ethical imperatives but also self-reflexive expressions of the desire for the successful
passing on of lore. When, for instance, the father says to his son, “Fæder ond modor freo þu mid
heortan, / maga gehwylcne, gif him sy meotud on lufan. / Wes þu þinum yldrum arfæst symle”
(9–11) (Love your father and mother with your whole heart, and each of your kin, if he loves the
Lord. Always be dutiful to your elders), he is underlining his own authority and the importance
of his teachings.
Critics of Precepts do not agree on the role of the reader in the poem. Shippey says that
“the reader is meant to cast himself as the son, just as the poet sees himself as the father.”52
However, Hansen believes that the third-person introduction to the poem creates a distance
between the father and son and the reader.53 The distance, she says, is evidence that the poem is
parental instruction about parental instruction, a poem that “celebrates” the human ability to
organize and structure reality.54 My own position is that the reader is invited to identify with both
the son and the father. The direct imperatives, addressed from a father to a second-person son,
invite readers to fit themselves into the “slot” of the addressee; at the same time, however, the
beginning of the poem (1–3) and the poet’s introductions to each instruction (15–16a, 21–2, 27–
8, 31–2, 43–4, 52–3, 59–60, 65–6, 76–7) shift the reader’s perspective to that of the father.
Besides emphasizing the father’s wisdom, these lines foreground the father’s interiority. In these
comments we are told the father teaches his “modleofne magan” (28a) (kin who is dear to his
heart). He teaches “breostgehygdum” (22a) (from his breast-thoughts),55 with “bliðne geþoht”
(44) (kind thoughts) and is “tornsorgna ful” (76b) (full of anxious care). In the figure of the
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father, wisdom is distressed (first and second meanings), and, identifying with him, the audience
is invited to feel a nostalgic longing for an ancient wisdom. Identifying with the son, the
audience is invited to seize or lay hold of that wisdom (the third meaning of “distress”), so that it
may be preserved in the community of the wise. The purpose of the poem is not to “celebrate”—
a verb whose positive, joyful connotations do not match the tone of this text—but to arouse
desire for wisdom.

Criticism of The Order of the World has tended to focus on the self-reflexivity of the
poem. Critics tend to agree that the poem is self-reflexive,56 but define that self-reflexivity
variously. For Bernard F. Huppé, the poem is about the study of Scripture and God’s revelation
in creation.57 Just as the interpreter of Scripture is privy to hidden meanings in the text, so the
poet is privy to hidden meanings in creation.58 For Neil D. Isaacs, on the other hand, The Order
of the World is a poem about poetry. Isaacs sees the poem as educational, an example of a
master-poet for someone learning the craft.59 What has not been noted is the way that the poem
distresses itself by calling attention to itself as ancient lore.
The poet associates himself with sages from the past, implying that his poem contains
þæt geara iu,

gliwes cræfte,
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mid gieddingum guman oft wrecan,
rincas rædfæste; cuþon ryht sprecan,
þæt a fricgende fira cynnes
ond secgende searoruna gespon
a gemyndge mæst monna wiston. (11–16)
(what in days of old, with wise skill and with sayings, men wise in counsel knew
how to often recite and rightly speak; what the best of men, always inquiring of
the race of men, always speaking of the joining of design-mysteries, always
remembering, knew.)
The poet establishes a line of transmission that begins with the sages of the past and presumably
continues in the poet himself. He calls himself a “wisne woðboran” (2a) (wise speaker [woðbora
lit. means “speech-bearer” or “song/poetry-bearer”]) and says that he has travelled the world,
repeating a motif common to descriptions of wise men.60 Like these men of old, the poet is one
who is skilled in the craft of minstrelsy and who uses this craft to collect and pass on divine lore.
The poet assumes that the addressee desires to become part of this line of transmission.
The beginning lines of the poem imply that the audience has asked the wise poet for instruction
in the mysteries of creation (1–7). Since the poet uses direct address, it is easy for the reader to
put him- or herself into the slot of the addressee,61 thereby becoming the next in line for the
learning and transmission of lore. But this is not a position for just anyone; the poet must make
sure his audience is qualified. He says, “Is þara anra gehwam orgeate tacen, þam þurh wisdom
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woruld ealle con behabban on hreþre” (8–10a) (Each of those [wonders] is perceived as a sign by
him who, through wisdom, can hold all the world in his breast). In other words, only those who
have knowledge of the mysteries of creation (the topic of the poem) can understand and
participate in the transmission of lore. An understanding of the poem and its explanation of the
mysteries of creation is thus prerequisite to the reader becoming the next preserver/teacher of
lore. The poet describes his ideal reader/listener in lines 17–20:
Forþon scyle ascian,
deophydig mon,

se þe on elne leofað,

dygelra gesceafta,

bewritan in gewitte wordhordes cræft,
fæstnian ferðsefan,

þencan forð teala.

(Therefore a deep-minded man who is eager must ask of the secrets of creation,
write in his mind the craft of the word-hoard, fasten it in his spirit, meditate on it
well.)
The ideal reader is one who is already wise in thought (“deophydig,” literally “deeply
thoughtful”), who is zealous for wisdom (“on elne leofað” [lit. lives with zeal]), and who
remembers and meditates on the poem’s teaching. The paradox at work here is that wisdom is a
prerequisite for wisdom. According to Jesus in the Gospel of Mark, “Qui enim habet, dabitur illi:
et qui non habet, etiam quod habet auferetur ab eo” (Mark 4:25) (“For he that hath, to him shall
be given: and he that hath not, that also which he hath shall be taken away from him”).62 In the
context of The Order of the World, this means that the poet and his audience form a closed circle
that marks the boundaries and ensures the continuity of the community of the wise. The poet
desires to “wrecan” his instruction (12b), a verb that can mean “to utter, recite” (lit. to drive out
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words), but also to drive in or impress.63 The poem thus draws on the metaphor, common in the
classical and medieval periods, of memory as an impression in wax.64 The verb “wrecan” creates
a double entendre: wise men “utter” lore so that they may “impress” it in the memories of their
audience, who is to “bewritan” (inscribe) the instruction “in gewitte” (19a) (in the mind).
The meditative work of the audience parallels the work of God as Creator since both are
a process of joining or fastening.65 The audience must “fæstnian ferðsefan” (fasten in spirit) the
teachings of the sage. Likewise, God is portrayed as one who fastens or joins the world together.
He “teofanade” (joined) heaven and earth (43a), just as he joined the elements of the earth in the
creation of the world:
Forþon swa teofenede,
dæg wiþ nihte,

deop wið hean,

lyft wið lagustream,
flod wið flode,

se þe teala cuþe,

lond wiþ wæge,

fisc wið yþum.

Ne waciað þas geweorc,

ac he hi wel healdeð;

stondað stiðlice bestryþed fæste
miclum meahtlocum in þam mægenþrymme
mid þam sy ahefed

heofon ond eorþe. (82–9)

(Therefore he so joined, he who well knows, day to night, deep to high, sky to
water, land to sea, river to river, fish to wave. These works do not weaken, but he
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holds them well; they stand unmovingly, firmly erected by great locks of might in
the glory with which heaven and earth are lifted up.)
The adverb “fæste” echoes the expectation that the reader “fæstnian” the instruction of the poet
in his mind (20, 37). The metaphor of locks (88a) is related to the mind-as-container metaphor,
which is commonly found in Old English literature. The mind is a treasure chest, a hord (hoard)
in which sayings, riddles, stories, and other lore is kept.66 It is therefore important to recognize
that the “wordhordes cræft” (19) (craft of the wordhoard) mentioned by the poet is not merely a
reference to poetry, at least not in the way poetry is now commonly understood. It is rather a
reference to the skill by which lore is encased and transmitted in verse-form from one mind to
another. By reading meditatively and remembering the poet’s teaching, the reader will also
become a “wisne woðboran” (2a) (wise speech-bearer) and participate in the creative, joining
work of the God who gives wisdom.
Like Precepts, The Order of the World is a distressed poem that calls attention to its own
age and value (the first meaning of “distress”). The poet carries the instruction of the ancients
(11–16), and, moreover, his instruction concerns that most ancient of times: the “searoruna
gespon” (15b) (joining of design-mysteries) at creation. The second type of distress, however,
the anxiety or concern so prominent in Precepts, seems at first glance absent from The Order of
the World. Inviting the audience to internalize his teaching and thereby join the age-old
community of the wise, the poet, it would seem, envisions the universe as a harmonious unity.
The poet speaks only of bonds and joining, especially the joining of heaven and earth (39, 43,
89), creating, according to Alvin A. Lee, a “primal harmony” between the two into which
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“neither Doomsday flames nor outer darkness intrude.”67 However, there are important traces of
anxiety in this poem. The poet cannot completely conceal his knowledge that there is, in fact, a
break between heavenly bliss and the realities of earthly existence. He concludes with the
following exhortation to the audience:
Forþon scyle mon gehycgan

þæt he meotude hyre;

æghwylc ælda bearna forlæte idle lustas,
læne lifes wynne,

fundige him to lissa blisse,

forlæte heteniþa gehwone sigan
mid synna fyrnum,

fere him to þam sellan rice. (98–102)

(Therefore must one resolve to hear God; each of the children of men must give
up empty desires, the transitory joy of life, and strive for the joy of grace, let each
act of wickedness decline along with sinful deeds, go to the better kingdom.)
The need to “fere him to þam sellan rice” (go to the better kingdom) implies that the situation of
the poem is not a heavenly setting but an earthly one. There is a gap between heaven and earth
that must be bridged. Anxious for the bridging of this gap, the poet resembles the father in
Precepts, who exhorts his son to desire wisdom. The audience of The Order of the World is to
forsake the “idle lustas” (empty desires) of earthly sin and earnestly desire the joys of heaven. As
a desire to restore the created union between heaven and earth, this desire is nostalgic. The poet
wants the audience to embrace this desire by remembering his poem, for it is in the preservation
of the nostalgic remnants of past lore that the audience can meditatively ascend from earth to
heaven (34–7). The command to “meotude hyre” (hear God) echoes the poet’s command to
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“gehyr nu þis herespel” (37a) (hear now this lay of praise).68 Listening to God entails listening to
the poet and committing to memory the lore he desires to pass on. The poet repeatedly asks his
audience to commit his instruction to memory (19–20, 23, 37) because he recognizes the
possibility that it will be forgotten, a possibility emphasized by the very prologue that antiques
(distresses) the poem. The learning, remembering, and passing on of lore took place “geara iu”
(11a) (in the days of old), and it is uncertain whether such activities continue in the present or
will in the future.
In his discussion of The Order of the World, Isaacs argues that God’s “joining” of
creation is paralleled by the poet’s composition of poetry. My focus here on the act of
meditatively fixing (joining) lore in the mind is not meant to exclude or disqualify Isaac’s insight.
As Mary Carruthers persuasively demonstrates in her Book of Memory, invention in the Middle
Ages was thought of as an activity of the memory.69 Memory was also central to the process of
reading,70 and so it could be argued that memory is a bridge between invention and reception.
The speaker in The Order of the World underscores the importance of memory because he is
concerned with the joining (composition) of lore so that it can be joined to successive ages of
hearers and readers. But the reception or reading of lore is a divisive exercise. The poet’s project
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of transmission is simultaneously made possible and threatened by the discontinuities that give
the poem its nostalgic quality.

Like Precepts and The Order of the World, Vainglory is a distressed poem. It begins by
framing itself as the teaching of a former sage who has passed on his knowledge to the poet:
Hwæt, me frod wita on fyrndagum
sægde, snottor ar,
Wordhord onwreah
beorn boca gleaw,

sundorwundra fela!
witgan larum
bodan ærcwide. (1–4)

(Listen! Long ago an old, wise man, an ancient sage, told me of many different
wonders! The man, skilled in book-learning, uncovered his word-hoard with the
lore of a wise man to proclaim former sayings.)
The words “witgan” and “ærcwide” can refer to a prophet and prophecy respectively, and Huppé
has understood them this way. To him, these lines describe a prophet who teaches the poet a
prophecy about Christ.71 Given the kind of instruction the poem actually contains, however, this
interpretation is unlikely. The poem is not about the coming of Christ, but about the importance
of distinguishing between the proud and the humble, who are the foolish and the wise
respectively, for with the humble one will also find Christ (ll. 77–80). The poem’s introduction
sets up this lesson by calling attention to its status as lore. Its teaching was passed on to the poet
long ago (“on fyrndagum”) from a “frod” (old and wise) sage, a survival or relic of the wisdom
of the past. It is therefore best to translate “witgan” as “wise man” and “ærcwide” as “former
sayings” (lit. previous-saying), as the phrase further emphasizes age and value of the poet’s
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teaching. While the old, wise man was “boca gleaw” (skilled in book-learning), there is no
reason to assume that the poet is referring specifically to the Bible. After all, Saturn, the symbol
of pagan wisdom in The Dialogue of Solomon and Saturn II, “sumre hæfde / … boca cæga, /
leornenga locan” (189b–91a) (had the keys to some books that locked learning). The books
referred to in Vainglory may include the Bible, but have a broader, symbolic value: they are
symbols of ancient lore that has been preserved on vellum. The reference to books is part of the
poet’s attempt to call attention to the reliquary nature of his instruction.
The poet assumes that wisdom belongs to a past age, for, to return to the words of
Synesius, the teachings of the wise are “remnants of an ancient philosophy which…survived the
great catastrophes that had befallen mankind in the past.”72 Recognizing that “the ancients were
very much better at hitting the truth than the present generation,”73 the Vainglory-poet distresses
his poem, potraying it as a nostalgic relic, and makes himself—as carrier of this relic—a bridge
between past and present. Associating himself with the old sage, the poet stresses that he heard
the instruction “on fyrndagum” (1b) (long ago, or, in ancient days). The ambiguities of lines
50a–51 further serve to align the poet with the wise man of the past. The lines read, “Þæt se
witga song, / gearowyrdig guma, ond þæt gyd awræc” (The wise man sang that, the man skilled
with words, and he made that song). Much critical discussion has been devoted to understanding
these lines. It is unclear whether the two pronouns “þæt” (that) indicate reported speech in the
preceding lines or introduce reported speech in lines 52ff., or whether they do both. And if they
introduce a direct quotation in the following lines, it is unclear where the reported speech ends.74
The resulting confusion demonstrates a blurring of the voices of the poet and the sage. As
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Shippey remarks, “the voices of the poet and prophet are hardly to be distinguished.”75 Like the
wise man, the poet is “gearowyrdig” (skilled with words), and they are both singers of the same
song.
The line of transmission thus extends unbroken from sage to poet, from poet to reader.
Hansen agrees with Shippey that the voice of the poet and sage are blurred, but she adds the
important insight that this blurring also applies to the addressee and the reader.76 The reader of
Vainglory is invited to slot him- or herself into the position of addressee, who is addressed
directly by the poet, who, in turn, was taught directly by the sage. Citing lines 44–50, Hansen
notes the importance of deixis in creating a space and time that is shared by the poet and the
reader.77 Words like “nu” [now] “þyslicne” [this], “þissum” [these], invite the reader to
participate imaginatively in the performance of wisdom. To Hansen’s insight I would add that
the reader is also thereby invited to become part of the community of the wise, which is linked
together by shared lore.
Since the “modsefan” (21b) (inner minds) of men are “dalum gedæled” (22a) (dealt out
differently), it is necessary to distinguish the good from the bad, the wise from the foolish. To
make these distinctions, the poem employs a binary logic similar to that of Precepts. The poet
sees the world as divided into two groups of people: the proud and the humble. The poet wants to
help the reader “cunnan” (recognize) the sinful kind so that it can be distinguished from “þam
oþrum” (44, 67) (the other). The former group are children of the devil (47b), men who, like the
devil, cause societal turbulence and upheaval because of their pride (59–66). The latter, on the
other hand, are at peace because of their humility and enjoy fellowship with God’s son: “gif þu
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eaðmodne eorl gemete, / þegn on þeode, þam bið simle / gæst gegæderad godes agen bearn”
(78–80) (if you meet a humble man, or a thane among the people, a guest is always joined with
him, God’s own son). In this last line, the poet gives a key to understanding the introduction to
the poem. The song of the sage was created for a purpose:
þæt ic soðlice siþþan meahte
ongitan bi þam gealdre godes agen bearn,
wilgest on wicum,

ond þone wacran swa some,

scyldum bescyredne,

on gescead witan. (5–8)

(that I later could truly recognize by that charm God’s own son, a desired guest in
dwellings, and in the same way distinguish the weaker one, made powerless by
sin.)78
The poet is not learning about the second coming of Christ through a prophesy, as Huppé would
explain these lines. To recognize God’s son in this poem means to recognize those who belong to
the virtuous group, those who are joined to the son of God (78–80). The “wacran” [weaker] one
can refer to a sinful human or to the devil himself,79 and so represents the other, proud class of
men. The lore passed down by the sage, and now being passed on by the poet, acts as a magic
spell or charm (“gealdor”) that allows the speaker to recognize the two types of people and their
respective leaders.
There has been some disagreement over the question of the effectiveness of the poem.
Hansen perceives a challenge to the poem’s worth in a comment made by Shippey, who writes,
“It is easy to criticise the poet’s stance. The adjuration of line 44, that if you meet a man like the
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sinner you are to recognise him as evil, is almost comically unnecessary, since anyone exhibiting
anything like that combination of hatred and bad manners would be shunned by the least
perceptive. … like the author of Precepts, [the speaker] fails to give us any positive, useful idea
of what we are supposed to do.”80 In response to this, Hansen says that the poem is not meant to
give specific advice on how to distinguish the proud from the humble, but rather to exhort its
audience to “reason, evaluate, compare, and connect, and to link moral status in the world with
consequences in the next.”81 What Hansen perceives as a criticism of the poem, however, is not
quite fair to Shippey. For Shippey goes on to say that, while the poem does not offer practical
tips to the reader, this criticism is “irrelevant to the poem’s purpose, if not to its effect.”82
Vainglory tries “to arouse a sense of danger, to make one aware of the mutual exclusiveness and
intolerance of good and evil, so much so that one will approach cautiously any action or decision
to be taken in life.”83 The conclusions of Shippey and Hansen are in fact complementary—the
poem arouses a sense of danger in order to encourage the reader to reason and evaluate
carefully—but neither interpretation takes account of the distressed qualities of the poem.84
Though it encourages readers to think comparatively and to sense the dangers of
wrongdoing, the main focus of Vainglory is not cognitive (Hansen) or emotive (Shippey); it is
social. The central thrust is an imperative not to distinguish or to recognize, though it involves
these, but to belong. The good person in this poem is the person who keeps community: he “her
on eorþan eaðmod leofað, / ond wiþ gesibbra gehwone simle healdeð / freode on folce ond his
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feond lufað” (68–70) (here on earth lives humbly, and always keeps peace with each of his
familiars among his people, and loves his enemy). The evil, on the other hand, are always
described as those who disrupt community through pride, envy, drunkenness, and fighting. The
importance of community is related to the act of reading the poem. The poet describes his ideal
audience in lines 9–12:
Þæt mæg æghwylc mon
se þe hine ne læteð

eaþe geþencan,

on þas lænan tid

amyrran his gemyndum modes gælsan
ond on his dægrime druncen to rice.
(That may be easily understood by each one who does not, during this fleeting
time, let a wanton mind mar his memory or drunkenness rule his number of days.)
The poet’s comment resembles the qualification made in The Order of the World (8–10), which
also defines an ideal receiver of the poet’s lore.85 To understand and remember, to receive the
instruction of the sage, the audience must have a mind unclouded by the desires that disrupt
community. He or she must be free to desire wise teaching. The poet thus invites the reader to
become a student who is qualified to understand and preserve lore.
The difficult language of Vainglory has been noted by numerous scholars, and it is
generally agreed that the poet has deliberately complicated his poem with verbal and syntactic
ambiguities.86 As T. E. Pickford says, “It is almost as if the poet is demonstrating the need of an
interpreter such as the frod wita by whom he was taught.”87 It is by wisdom that wisdom is
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read.88 Vainglory, like The Order of the World, presents instruction that cannot be received
except by those who already possess it and desire to possess it. Lore belongs to and defines the
community of the wise, and these poems, in challenging their audience to be a certain kind of
reader, seek to create that community by disseminating lore.
Like Precepts, Vainglory employs a conflict model of wisdom: the community of the
wise is contrasted with the chaos of the rest of the world. Unlike the father in Precepts, however,
the speaker of Vainglory does not seem overly concerned about the possibility that the
transmission of lore will fail. There is only a hint of distress (second meaning) or anxiety
revealed near the end of the poem. The poet qualifies his teaching with the comment, “gif me se
witega ne leag” (81b) (if the sage did not lie to me). The poet speaks ironically here—he expects
his audience to trust the sage’s authority—but his words open up the possibility of falsehood.
The line highlights the fact that the authority of the poet rests on the authority of the sage; his
teaching not only continues but also depends on the line of transmission, a line founded on the
faithful memory of the wise. It is therefore vital that the audience tightly grasp (the third
meaning of “distress”) or “gemunan in mode” (remember in mind) the teaching of the sage/poet
(83a).

The Old Norse-Icelandic poem Sólarljóð demonstrates many of the same distressed
qualities as Precepts, The Order of the World, and Vainglory. Twice the poem briefly mentions
images of lore (the mead of wisdom/poetry in st. 56 and holy writings in st. 70), but it is not until
stanzas 78–79 that the distressed status of the poem becomes clear:
Arfi, faðir
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ok þeir Sólkötlu synir
hjartarhorn, þat er ór haugi bar
inn vitri Vígdvalinn

Hér eru þær rúnir,

sem ristit hafa

Njarðar dætr níu,
Böðveig in elzta ok Kreppvör in yngsta
ok þeira systr sjau. (sts. 78–79)
(Heir, I alone, the father, and the sons of Sólkatla, have interpreted the hart’s horn
which the wise Vígdvalinn carried out of the burial mound. Here are the runes
which the nine daughters of Njǫrðr have carved, Böðveig the eldest and Kreppvör
the youngest and their seven sisters.)89
First we discover that the speaker of the poem is a father addressing his son or heir. The poem
thus depicts the same poetic situation found in Precepts and other works of the instruction genre.
In drawing on this generic context, the poem indicates that it is wisdom literature. It preserves
the wise teachings of the past and conveys them to the next generation.
The stanzas also indicate that the father’s teaching is itself received from another source,
runes carved on a horn, which the father reads and interprets for his son. There is some debate as
to whether the runes mentioned in stanza 78 refer to the writing on the horn, which to some
critics would represent a pagan element unfit for this Christian poem, or whether it refers to
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another, unholy writing.90 It is certainly possible to see Christian elements in the writing on the
horn. The horn may be the weapon used by Christ to fight the devil (st. 55) or it may be the
“cornu salutis” (“horn of salvation”) mentioned in Luke 1:69. It is brought to the father from out
of a burial mound, a movement that can easily be seen as a symbol of Christ’s resurrection.91
And the name Sólkatla, literally “container of the sun,” could be taken as a reference to the
Virgin Mary or the church.92 However, the horn can just as easily be explained without recourse
to Christian allegorizing. It may, for example, refer to the antler horns that, according to Snorri,
Freyr will use to fight Belja (Gylfaginning 31.33–34). Moreover, it is not uncommon for
weapons to be found in grave-mounds, as can be seen in Völsunga saga and Beowulf.
There is no need, however, to choose between a Christian or pagan interpretation of this
poem. As the references to pagan gods in this poem make clear, it is possible for a Christian
work to borrow and adapt pagan traditions. In his study of Anglo-Saxon representations of
literacy, Seth Lerer writes that runes “evoke the memory of a national or ethnic past.”93 A system
of inscription largely displaced by the coming of Christianity and Latin literacy, runes came to
represent the nostalgic knowledge of a former age. Instead of setting native lore against Christian
teaching, however, runes can be used to portray Christian teaching as native lore. In The
Dialogue of Solomon and Saturn I, Solomon teaches Saturn about the pater noster by focusing
on one letter of the prayer at a time. He personifies each letter, describing them as mighty
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warriors in the fight against the devil. Sometime after the composition of the poem, runic letters
were added next to many of the Latin capitals.94 By placing the Latin and runic letters side by
side, the scribe indicates that the Christian letters are not foreign, Roman teaching but lore that
has been passed down through the ages by wise men such as Solomon. There are many examples
of runes with Christian content. On the Ruthwell Cross, lines 39–64 of The Dream of the Rood, a
thoroughly Christian poem, are inscribed in runes, and the runic inscriptions on the coffin of St.
Cuthbert list the names of apostles and saints.95 Furthermore, in medieval Scandinavia, runestones were often used to “declare the acceptance of Christianity.”96 That the teaching of
Sólarljóð is represented as a runic inscription does not say anything about the religious status of
the poem; it does, however, say much about the attitude towards the poem that the poet desires to
evoke. Sólarljóð was probably written in the thirteenth century,97 at least two hundred years after
the coming of Christianity to Norway and Iceland. The runes here, like those in The Dialogue of
Solomon and Saturn I, are a displaced system of writing that has become a nostalgic symbol. The
speaker distresses his instruction by presenting it as a relic, like a rune-stone or an inscribed
cross, which preserves ancient wisdom.
The significance of runes in Sólarljóð can be better understood in the light shed by recent
research on rune-stones and their uses. In an important monograph that contains the results of her
study of thousands of medieval Scandinavian rune-stones, Birgit Sawyer suggests that rune94
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stones played an important role in medieval inheritance practices. Many surviving rune-stones
commemorate a dead relative while at the same time functioning as a declaration of the
sponsor’s claim to the property of the deceased.98 Thus the runes on U 1163 (discussed in the
previous chapter) clearly name the three sons who had the stone raised for their deceased father.
The father speaker in Sólarljóð addresses the poem not just to his son, but specifically to his “arfi”
[heir] (78.1). The teaching is an inheritance passed on from father to son, and each reader, who
takes the place of the heir, becomes bound to this inheritance as they come to share in the
community of the wise. According to Sawyer, rune-stones were also used to declare political and
religious ties. When Denmark came under the rule of King Harald Gormsson and his son Sveinn
Tjúguskegg and the country became Christian, the commissioning of rune-stones became a
method of preserving old associations and establishing new ones.99 Land titles, political
affiliations, and religious conversion were displayed by the inscribing of runes. One implication
of this, according to Sawyer, is that areas which experienced more changes produced more runestones. Rune-stones are “symptoms of crisis” that mark the disruption and re-solidification of
identity.100 Nostalgia, as I describe it above, arises precisely from such a rupture. In Sólarljóð
this rupture is death, which can only be overcome by a continuing, inter-generational line of
tradition represented by the reading of the runes. Sólarljóð creates affiliations between the reader
(as heir) and the father, but also between readers as they come to share in the inheritance of lore.
It is thus appropriate that the runes are written on a horn (78.4). By association with the drinking
horn, the term “horn” suggests social comradery and friendship and calls to mind another image
of lore, Kvasir’s blood or the mead of poetry. The inscribed horn brings together two images of
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lore, runes and mead, to emphasize the nostalgic, reliquary status of the father’s instruction,
thereby distressing (first meaning) the poem.
As in Vainglory, the wise in Sólarljóð form an elite community, open only to those who
have the wisdom to understand difficult teaching. According to Lerer, “inscriptions call attention
to the skills of the carver and exhort the reader to interpret symbols accurately. It is part of the
formulas of runic epigraphy to invoke those shared skills, and such conventions contribute to the
impression that runes are a script of the elite, a script associated with the mysteries of incantation
or the rites of memory.”101 Runes need to be interpreted, and they can only be interpreted by the
wise. The father stresses that he alone (“einn” [78.2]) has read the runes. He is a privileged
reader passing on his reading to other privileged readers. The last stanza plays an important role
in emphasizing the elitism of the father’s teaching:
Dásamligt fræði var þér draumi kvadd,
en þú sázt it sanna;
fyrða engi var svá fróðr skapaðr,
er áðr hefði heyrt Sólarljóðs sögu. (st. 83)
(Admirable advice was addressed to you in a dream, but you feared the truth; no
man was created so wise that he would have heard ‘Sólarljóð’s’ tale before.)
The significance of this stanza can be seen when compared to Paul’s words in his first letter to
the Corinthians:
sed loquimur Dei sapientiam in mysterio quae abscondita est quam praedestinavit
Deus ante saecula in gloriam nostram quam nemo principum huius saeculi
cognovit si enim cognovissent numquam Dominum gloriae crucifixissent sed
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sicut scriptum est quod oculus non vidit nec auris audivit nec in cor hominis
ascendit quae praeparavit Deus his qui diligunt illum. (1 Cor. 2:7–9)
(But we speak the wisdom of God in a mystery, a wisdom which is hidden, which
God ordained before the world, unto our glory: Which none of the princes of this
world knew. For if they had known it, they would never have crucified the Lord
of glory. But, as it is written: That eye hath not seen, nor ear heard: neither hath it
entered into the heart of man, what things God hath prepared for them that love
him.)
The biblical passage emphasizes both the ancient age of the message (it was “ordained before the
world”) and its uniqueness. Paul and his hearers are privileged to share in the knowledge of
“hidden” wisdom. Likewise, the Sólarljóð offers instruction found in runar, a word that connotes
mystery and secrecy.102 Just as no eye has seen or ear heard what God planned, so “no man was
created so wise that he would have heard ‘Sólarljóð’s’ tale before.” The poet calls attention to
the uniqueness of his teaching, defining his reader as a privileged heir.
By emphasizing the value of his message, the poet attempts to arouse the desire for
wisdom, a desire that is a necessary qualification of those who will accept the inheritance of lore
and carry on the line of instruction. As in Precepts, The Order of the World, and Vainglory, the
continuation of tradition is threatened, and so the poem is “distressed” or anxious that the
instruction not be lost. The speaker of Sólarljóð recognizes that he will eventually be parted from
his audience. When he says, “Hér vit skiljumz ok hittaz munum á feginsdegi fira” (82.1–3)
(“Here we two part and we will meet on men’s day of joy”), he implies more than simple a
parting of ways; he implies a parting of life. The father, as a symbol of aged wisdom, knows that
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he will pass away, but reminds his heir that they will meet on the other side of death. Death is the
disaster that makes necessary and threatens the nostalgic continuity of the poet’s instruction. The
poem begins with the entry into death when an evil man, recently repented of his sins, is
suddenly killed by his guest (sts. 1–7), and it ends with an exit from death, when the horn
inscribed with runes is carried out of a “haugi” (78.5) (burial mound).
In pointing to a burial mound as the origin of the horn, the poem employs a common
motif that sees death as a place where esoteric wisdom can be found. In chapter five, for example,
I discuss Harthgrepa, the giantess in Saxo’s Gesta Danorum who magically awakens a corpse in
order to obtain divine knowledge (22–23; trans. 23–24). Likewise, in Brennu-Njáls saga Njal’s
sons receive counsel from the ghost of Gunnar (ch. 78). A passage from Ynglinga saga that I
discuss in the previous chapter is also worth revisiting here.103 According to the saga, Óðinn
“vissi um allt jarðfé, hvar fólgit var, ok hann kunni þau ljóð, er upp kauksk fyrir honum jǫrðin ok
bjǫrg ok steinar ok haugarnir, ok batt han með orðum einum þá, er fyrir bjoggu, ok gekk inn ok
tók þar slíkt, er hann vildi” (“knew about all hidden treasures, and he knew such magic spells as
would open for him the earth and mountains and rocks and burial mounds; and with mere words
he bound those who dwelled in them, and went in and took what he wanted”).104 In the same way
that Óðinn discovers hidden treasures, Vígdvalinn carries the runes out of the mound. The poetic
instruction is a treasure that must be stored in the hoard of the mind.
The proper reception of this poem is therefore very important, so important, that it
becomes a matter of anxiety. The father says,
Kvæði þetta,

er þér kent hefi,
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skaltu fyr kvikum kveða,
Sólarljóð,

er sýnaz munu

minst at mörgu login. (st. 81)
(This poem which I have taught you, you must recite before living people,
“Sólarljóð” which will appear in many ways to be least untruthful.)
The emphasis on “kvikum” (“living”) people is telling. The father, again very aware of his
imminent death, desires his instruction to continue among the living, as those who learn his
teaching will be able to better cross death’s threshold. Sólarljóð also, like Vainglory, calls
attention to the possibility of error or falsehood. The poem is “minst … mörgu login” (“in many
ways … least untruthful”). The term “login” here functions like it does in the term lygisögur
(lying-sagas): it calls attention to the fictional or fantastical nature of the content of the work.105
Though a fictional dream vision, the poem claims to be of fictions the least fictional because of
its instructional value. In emphasizing its value, however, the poem reveals its concern that it be
received, read, interpreted, and remembered properly. It is a fictional work, but it must be
desired and preserved by those who value wisdom.

So far this chapter has observed a variety of representations of lore, some verbal (a
father’s speech to his son, a poet’s song) and others written (runes on a horn), but it is important
not to set up a dichotomy between the oral and literary modes of discourse. In his study of
Anglo-Saxon representations of literacy, Lerer argues that the Anglo-Saxons associated literate
culture with elitism. Citing The Dialogue of Solomon and Saturn II, Riddle 42, and other Old
English works, Lerer observes that books are referred to metaphorically as locked items that can
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only be understood by the person who has the key.106 These examples, he concludes, “situate the
metaphorics of the key squarely in the learned world of monastic education” by calling attention
to the power of literacy.107 While Lerer’s study sheds important light on Riddle 42, he assumes
an antithesis of literate and illiterate learning that is alien to Old English and Old Norse-Icelandic
depictions of lore.108 Books are not only images of closed knowledge, but also images of social
gathering and the sharing of knowledge. Riddle 67 describes its object (a book) as belonging to
the social realm: “Ic þæt oft geseah, / golde gegierwed, þær guman druncon, / since ond seolfre”
(13b–15a; italics mine) (I often see it, adorned with gold, jewels and silver, where men drink).
When a book is read aloud, its hearers are bonded in a shared, aural experience of the text. In
both Vainglory and Sólarljóð the speaker portrays himself as teaching orally what has been
learned from writing, thereby trying to establish communal ties.109 Moreover, the metaphor of
the lock is not just applied to writing, but to speech as well. In Widsið, the poet introduces the
speech of Widsið by saying, “Widsið maðolade, wordhord onleac” (1) (Widsið spoke, unlocked
his word-hoard), and in Andreas, the eponymous character’s speech is introduced in the same
way: “ða him Andreas þurh ondsware, wis on gewitte, wordhord unleac” (315–16) (Then, by
way of answer, Andreas, wise in mind, unlocked his word-hoard). Both examples represent a
common Anglo-Saxon metaphor, that of the mind as an enclosure that contains valuables or
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treasures.110 This metaphor is attested by numerous Old English compounds, including
breostcofa, breosthord, ferhðloca, hordloca, modhord, and wordhord.111 Wordhord, the
compound that most concerns me here, is usually used in contexts that refer to the wisdom of an
individual.112 “Word” in this compound does not narrowly refer to a single lexeme, but rather to
the wise thoughts, sayings, proverbs, sententiae, and other lore that is stored in the mind/memory.
A medieval book or manuscript, which can also be locked or opened, is not a symbol of literacy
(at least not in the modern sense of the term), but a symbol of memory. The book is an image of
the mind that can be locked to store treasures or opened to dispense them.113
The dichotomy between openness and closed elitism that Lerer observes is not a matter
of orality and literacy; rather, it reflects an apparent contradiction that is commonly found in
wisdom literature. On the one hand, since wisdom is a treasure, it must be guarded well. As the
Collectanea Pseudo-Bedae warns, “Alta quaeque debent multis audientibus contegi, et uix
paucis aperiri” (“For indeed, lofty matters ought to be protected from large audiences, and ought
scarcely to be disclosed to a few”).114 On the other hand, as can be seen in the Old English
Maxims I, it is also important that the treasures of wisdom not be hoarded greedily but shared:
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ne læt þinne ferð onhælne,
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degol þæt þu deopost cunne!

Nelle ic þe min dyrne gesecgan,

gif þu me þinne hygecræft hylest ond þine heortan geþohtas.
gleawe men sceolon gieddum wrixlan. (1b–4a)
(Do not let your spirit be hidden, or keep secret what you know most deeply! I
will not tell you my secret if you hide your thought-skill and your heart’s thoughts
from me. Wise men must exchange sayings.)
Here the poet is not interested in guarding wisdom or keeping it secret, but in unlocking and
sharing it. The tension between guarding wisdom and spreading it can be resolved, however, by
recognizing that wisdom is only meant to be shared with those who already possess it. It is not
anyone, but “gleawe men” who are to share sayings. A little later, the poem says that “Þing sceal
gehegan frod wiþ frodne” (18b–19a) (The wise must hold meetings with the wise). Wisdom is
not to be shared out indiscriminately, just as God does not indiscriminately give out his gifts
(The Gifts of Men). It is a treasure that must be protected but also shared with the community of
the wise. All of the poems examined thus far attempt to define an ideal, privileged audience who
are responsible for preserving wisdom.

Wisdom, Memory, and Community in the Old English Daniel
At first glance, the Old English translation of Daniel might seem out of place in a chapter
that focuses on wisdom poems such as Precepts and Vainglory. But in Daniel as well, the
memory of shared lore is key to the definition of community, a definition that is both made
possible and threatened by the liminality of wisdom.115
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According to biblical scholar John E. Goldingay, Daniel is both wisdom literature and
prophetic literature. It can be read “as wisdom or as prophecy, as pedagogics or as eschatology,
as halakah or as haggadah.”116 The two strands—wisdom and prophecy—found in the book are
emphasized by its various canonical contexts. In the Christian canon, the book of Daniel appears
in between Ezekiel and the minor prophets. In the Hebrew canon, which is divided into the three
sections of Law, Prophets, and Writings, Daniel appears in the Writings, along with other exilic
(Esther, Ruth, Ezra-Nehemiah) and wisdom (Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Job) literature. The
medieval exegetical tradition, following Jerome, saw the book as primarily prophetic.117 The Old
English Daniel-poet, however, excludes all prophecies from his focus, even downplaying and
deleting prophetic material from the narratives he translates. His interest is in the book as
wisdom literature. Indeed, the poem is given a certain measure of coherence by a series of
repeated key words such as snotor, wis, wisdom, and lar,118 all of which signal the poem’s
participation in the discourse of wisdom.
The biblical book of Daniel is a particularly problematic text. Its chronological
inconsistencies, its erratic naming (sometimes Jews are called by Jewish, sometimes by
Babylonian names), its ambiguous visions, and its seeming comfort with pagan practices posed
interpretive difficulties for medieval readers.119 One of these difficulties is the book’s disregard
of Israel’s special status as the people of God. Daniel is only one wise man among many, which
is reflected in the Old English poet’s use of “witga” (wise man) to refer to both Daniel and the
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Babylonian sages/magicians (ll. 135, 149).120 The Israelites in this poem do not have a monopoly
over wisdom nor even over divine revelation. God sends prophetic dreams to Nabuchodonosor,
and chapter four of the biblical book is presented as Nabuchodonosor’s first-person report of his
experiences with God. Scholars have identified translatio impirii as a theme of the Daniel
narratives,121 for in Daniel it seems that the category “people of God” is no longer limited to the
Israelites. God demonstrates his freedom to support and communicate with other nations.
Perhaps the most poignant symbol of this translatio occurs at the beginning of the book, when
Nabuchodonosor plunders the temple treasury and takes temple vessels back with him to
Babylon (1:1–2). The Old English version offers a slight change to this short narrative. As
Robert E. Bjork notes, the Babylonians who attack Jerusalem and plunder the temple are called
“witgan” (41) (wise men, magicians) in the Old English.122 Given this, together with the
metaphor of wisdom as treasure described above, it could be said that the plundering of the
temple represents the movement of wisdom. It is an image of translatio sapientiae, or the
freedom of wisdom to cross national boundaries.
In response to this unsettling book, the Daniel-poet attempts to establish stable boundaries
between the wise people of God and the sinful Babylonians. For example, in the biblical
description of the removal of the temple vessels, the agency of the story is primarily God’s: “et
tradidit Dominus in manu eius Ioachim regem Iudae et partem vasorum domus Dei et asportavit
ea in terram Sennaar in domum dei sui et vasa intulit in domum thesauri dei sui” (1:2; italics
mine) (“And the Lord delivered into his hands Joakim the king of Juda, and part of the vessels of
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the house of God: and he carried them away into the land of Sennaar, to the house of his god,
and the vessels he brought into the treasure house of his god” [italics mine]). In the Old English
account, however, though we are told that God is pained by the sins of the Israelites (24b), there
is no such divine agency attached to the destruction of Jerusalem. Instead, the poet says that God
wisde him æt frymðe,
wæron mancynnes

ðe ðe on fruman ær ðon

metode dyrust

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . To þæs witgan foron,
Caldea cyn, to ceastre forð. (35–6, 41b–42)
(had at the start led them who, before that, were dearest of people to God … until those
wise men, the Chaldean kin, went forth to the city.)123
Though the implication is that God is punishing the Israelites, this is not spelled out. Instead, the
focus is on the “wælnið” (46a) (deadly hate) and sinful attitude of the Babylonians.
The poet attempts to set up a binary opposition between captive Israelites and the
Babylonians by downplaying Israelite involvement in Babylonian politics.124 Sidrach, Misach,
and Abednago are all appointed to positions in the Babylonian government in the biblical
narrative (2:49), but this detail is left out of the Old English version. And when the three men are
introduced, they are not Babylonian officials but protestors, representatives of the Israelite
people of God who speak out loudly against the Babylonian ruler (188ff.). In the biblical account,
when Daniel realizes that Nebuchodonosor’s second dream contains portents of judgement, he
hesitates before explaining the dream, and then exclaims out of pity for the king, “Domine mi
123
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somnium his qui te oderunt et interpretatio eius hostibus tuis sit” (4:16) (“My lord, the dream be
to them that hate thee, and the interpretation thereof to thy enemies”). The Old English version,
however, gives no reason for Daniel’s hesitation (546–9). His concern for the Babylonian king is
omitted because it implies a disconcerting involvement with a sinful, foreign, political power.
Nebuchonodosor is a central figure in the Old English Daniel, a fact that was recognized
by the scribe who wrote the poem in the Junius manuscript, since Nebuchodonosor’s name is the
only name that is capitalized.125 The Babylonian king is so central to the poem that Antonina
Harbus suggests it would be more aptly titled Nebuchodonosor than Daniel.126 The attention he
receives, however, is not positive. He is made to align more clearly with the side of evil than he
does in the biblical narrative. After Daniel interprets Nebuchodonosor’s first dream, the king
falls down to the ground and praises Daniel’s God (2:46–9), but this response is omitted in the
Old English Daniel in order to emphasize the king’s hard-heartedness. In the biblical account of
the fiery furnace (ch. 3), Nebuchodonosor quickly realizes that God is at work and asks for
Sidrach, Misach, and Abdenago to be brought out of the furnace (3:91–3). In the Old English
account, after seeing a mysterious fourth person in the fire (the angel), Nebuchodonosor asks for
the fire to be made even hotter. He then has second thoughts, but has to have a servant explain to
him the significance of what he is seeing (416–39) and then talk with the three Israelites (430–
51), who reason with him and explain “fela / soðra tacna” (445b–46) (many true signs), before
he understands the significance of the miracle (452–85). And even when he reaches this
understanding, it does not last. The miraculous lesson, we are told, does not benefit him because
of his “oferhygd” (489b). Pride here, as in patristic teaching, leads to the loss of sapientia.127 As
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much as possible, the poet wishes to separate Nebuchodonosor from the wisdom of the people of
God.
Distinguishing the Israelites from the Babylonians, the Daniel-poet aligns himself with
the former in a number of ways. First, as Lerer observes, the poet demonstrates his poetic artistry
by using ring and interlace structures whenever Daniel interprets a dream.128 The placing of this
artistic skill in the mouth of Daniel brings together sage and poet, the interpreter of dreams and
the interpreter of Scripture. Second, the poet omits the scene concerning the diet of Daniel and
his comrades (1:6–16). In this scene, Daniel requests permission to follow Jewish dietary laws,
laws that would distinguish him from the Christian translator of the poem. For the poet, Daniel is
not important as a Jew but as a wise member of the people of God. The specifically Jewish
aspects of the law are downplayed in favour of a more general law that applies to both Jews and
Christians. The poet uses the term “æ” to refer to this law, a word that, according to Robert
Farrell, means “a general law of good conduct, the observance of divine commandments. It is a
rule for all men to follow, not just a particular sect.”129
Finally, the poet identifies himself with Daniel by defining Daniel’s wisdom as Scriptural
knowledge, the kind of knowledge the poet is himself demonstrating by his poetic translation.
According to the biblical account, Nebuchodonosor asks that men from Israel be selected
according to their knowledge of diverse things. He is looking for “pueros in quibus nulla esset
macula decoros forma et eruditos omni sapientia cautos scientia et doctos disciplina et qui
possent stare in palatio regis ut doceret eos litteras et linguam Chaldeorum” (1:4) (“children in
whom there was no blemish, well favoured, and skillful in all wisdom, acute in knowledge, and
instructed in science, and such as might stand in the king's palace, that he might teach them the
128
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learning, and the tongue of the Chaldeans”). In the Old English account, however, Daniel and the
other men are chosen because of one, specific kind of knowledge: they are “gleawost … boca
bebodes” (81b–82a) (the most knowledgeable … of the books of law). The phrase “boca bebodes”
probably refers to the first five books of the Bible, known as the law or Torah, but is general
enough to also include all of God’s instruction in the Christian Bible. Moreover, at a key
moment of the narrative when Daniel is about to interpret the writing on the wall, it is
emphasized that Daniel is “æcræftig” (471a) (skilled in law). Like Daniel, the poet is skilled in
the knowledge and teaching of God’s law as revealed in Scripture.
Daniel and his three comrades represent Israel as a people of the book. As Lerer writes,
the importance of law in this poem reflects the view that Anglo-Saxon law is a direct descendant
of biblical law: “As a people of the book, the Bible’s Jews prefigure an English nation governed
by a written code of law. For King Alfred in particular, the compilation of the various legal
traditions speaks directly to a notion of lawgiving going back to Moses.”130 The legal context
Lerer offers sheds valuable light on this poem, but I believe there is also another context in
which the “people of the book” must be understood: the context of the poetic exercise itself,
which is an example of Anglo-Saxon ruminatio.131 In his famous account of the poet Cædmon,
Bede describes the poet’s ability to transform biblical stories into poetry:
Unde mox abbatissa amplexata gratiam Dei in uiro, saecularem illum habitum
relinquere, et monachicum suscipere propositum docuit, susceptumque in
monasterium cum omnibus suis fratrum cohorti adsociauit, iussitque illum seriem
sacrae historiae doceri. At ipse cuncta, quae audiendo discerer poterat,
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rememorando secum, et quasi mundum animal ruminando, in carmen
dulcissimum conuertebat, suauisque resonando doctores suos uicissim auditores
sui faciebat.
(The abbess [Hild], who recognized the grace of God which the man had received,
instructed him to renounce his secular habit and to take monastic vows. She and
all her people received him into the community of the brothers and ordered that
he should be instructed in the whole course of sacred history. He learned all he
could by listening to them and then, memorizing it and ruminating over it like
some clean animal chewing the cud, he turned it into the most melodious
verse.)132
Ruminatio is the monastic practice of memorizing and meditating on Scripture, a practice that,
Bede points out in a common medieval comparison, resembles an animal chewing cud.133 The
Old English Daniel is an example of this monastic practice; it is the demonstration of the poet’s
power of memory, which allows him not just to remember the words of the biblical text, but also
to present them in digested form.
The rumination of the Daniel-poet is evidenced in the poem itself. The poet’s recollection
of the sin of the Israelites, for example, leads him to a tropological reflection. The Israelites were
exiled because they forsook the “æcræftas” (19–20) (law-skill) of the Lord, “swa no man scyle /
his gastes lufan wið god dælan” (20b–21) (so no man should separate his spirit’s love from God).
More importantly, the poet’s rumination intrudes upon the poem in another line that has not yet
been discussed in criticism of the poem. When Nebuchodonosor wakes from his first dream, he
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cannot remember what the dream was, and so he asks his wise men to divine what the dream was
and to explain it to him (2:1–6). The wise men are helpless in the face of such a request, and they
plead with the king, “dic somnium servis tuis et interpretationem eius indicabimus” (2:4) (“tell to
thy servants thy dream, and we will declare the interpretation thereof”). The Old English version,
however, alters this response. Instead, the wise men say,
Hu magon we swa dygle, drihten, ahicgan
on sefan þinne,

hu ðe swefnede,

oððe wyrda gesceaft wisdom bude,
gif þu his ærest ne meaht or areccan? (130–3; italics mine)
(How can we, lord, so search this mystery in your spirit, as to how you dreamed,
or how the decree of fates offered wisdom, if you cannot first tell us the
beginning?)
The last line, added by the Daniel-poet, does not make much sense in its narrative context. Even
if the wise men were told how the dream begins, how would that possibly help them tell the rest
of the dream? The line makes much more sense, however, when seen in the context of the poet’s
rumination on the biblical text, for it reflects a mnemonic principle well understood in the
Middle Ages: the importance of proper cues for recollecting. In On Memory and Reminiscence,
Aristotle writes, “when one wishes to recollect, that is what he will do: he will try to obtain a
beginning of movement whose sequel shall be the movement which he desires to reawaken. This
explains why attempts at recollection succeed soonest and best when they start from a
beginning.”134 Aristotle’s emphasis on the importance of an initial cue or starting point for
recollection was well understood in the Middle Ages. Hugh of St. Victor, whose teaching on
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memory both represented and shaped much medieval mnemonic practice, writes in his treatise
“The Three Best Memory Aids for Learning History” that the psalms can be committed to
memory by a system of numbers. If one imagines the number 1 and then associates the beginning
of the first psalm with that number, and 2 with the beginning of the second psalm, etc., then it
will be possible to recall the psalms from the number at a later time (36–8).135 This system places
an emphasis on the beginning of the psalms, and so it is not uncommon for medieval writers,
when quoting a psalm, to quote just the beginning, since this would be a sufficient cue for the
reader to recollect the rest of the passage.136 Hugh also stresses the importance of page design
and layout (38). A student should make sure to use the same copy of a book when studying so
that the layout and design of the page can become a useful cue for recall. Decorated initials, for
instance, can serve as readily available mnemonic pegs, images with which the following content
can be associated in the mind.137 Whatever form it takes, whether a number, a first line, or a
decorated initial, a cue is a necessary starting point for recall. In their response to
Nebuchodonosor, the Babylonian sages explain that they cannot tell him the dream without a cue.
The implication is that the failure of the sages is not one of divination but of memory. Like
Nebuchodonosor, they cannot remember the dream. The sin of the Babylonians is made manifest
in their weak powers of memory, in contrast to Daniel and the Daniel-poet, who remember and
ruminate on God’s word.
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The writing on the wall, as represented by the Daniel-poet, creates a similar contrast. In the
biblical account, Baltasar uses the vessels stolen from the Israelite temple during a feast. As a
result of his presumptuousness and pride, a divine message is sent to him. A hand appears and
writes the following cryptic words of judgement on the wall: “MANE, TECHEL, FARES”
(5:25). The Old English Daniel does not state the words of the mysterious writing. It only says
that the hand writes “baswe bocstafas” (723) (red book-letters). This half-line has been the
subject of much critical discussion. The letters have been explained as a mistake made by the
poet and as coloured runes,138 but the most plausible explanation is offered by Seth Lerer.139
Lerer observes that the term basu is often used to gloss the Latin Phoenice. In the Middle Ages,
the Phoenicians were associated with the red/purple colour often used to write initials in
manuscripts. Lerer thus interprets the red letters as an image of scholarship, a “metonymy for all
forms of writing across time and geography.”140 But rather than resort to a notion of writing that
assumes a dichotomy between orality and literacy foreign to the Middle Ages, I believe it more
useful to understand this line as a result of the poet’s ruminatio. The poet’s reference to “baswe
bocstafas” is in all likelihood the result of his encounter with a manuscript (or manuscripts) of
the biblical Daniel. He would have learned the advice of Quintilian that was understood so well
in the Middle Ages—that the page layout and design can be an aid to recollection—and so it is a
strong probability that, as he describes the story, he calls to mind the initials of the manuscript(s)
he read. Since the poem is probably incomplete, it is impossible to know for certain whether the
poet intended to quote the divine message. I believe it likely that he did not. Like the dream of
Nebuchodonosor, the writing on the wall represents knowledge of God that can only be
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remembered by the people of God. The letters can only be understood by those who can use
them as mnemonic cues to recall God’s words. The difference is that whereas the Babylonians
had no cues for the dream, they now have cues but cannot use them. In both instances, though,
the poet’s omission of details invites the reader to recall the biblical text and thereby join the
people of the book.
As a representative of confusion, disorder, and chaos, Babylon is unfit to remember God
and his revelation. For the church fathers, Babylon is a symbol of moral confusion.141 It is a
place of noise and disorder, and so hinders the work of meditation. The work of memory and
meditation requires silentio, which is why monks were encouraged to use the night hours for
their meditative rumination.142 The Daniel-poet, as Antonina Harbus observes, “consistently
describes Nebuchadnezzar’s arrogance in terms of mnemonic failure.”143 Harbus argues that this
theme is obscured by editorial emendations to the poem.144 The manuscript reading of line 119 is
“No he gemunde þæt him metod wæs” (He did not remember that he had a Lord), but editorial
practice is to emend “metod” (Lord) to “meted” (dreamed), so that the line reads “he did not
remember that he had dreamed.” However, as Harbus says, there is no demonstrable warrant for
this change. The poet’s description of Nebuchodonosor, and by extension, the Babylonians,
emphasizes their separation from the people who know and remember God’s word. God
punishes Nebuchodonosor by causing him to lose his mind and live like an animal, after which
Nebuchodonosor regains his senses (chapter four in the biblical book). In the Old English Daniel,
this lesson is described as a remembering of what had previously been forgotten. At the moment
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of his conversion, Nebuchodonosor remembers God: “Gemunde þa on mode þæt metod wære”
(624) (He remembered then in his mind that there was a Lord). As he returns to “godes gemynd”
(629) (the memory of God), he also returns to his proper, human sense.145 The only way to join
the people of God is to share in the memory of God.
The definition of the people of the book in the Old English Daniel is threatened but also
made possible by the liminality of wisdom. As Manish Sharma writes, sin in this poem is
portrayed as the crossing of divinely ordained boundaries.146 God is a “meotud” or measurer who
measures out the lines, borders, and boundaries of creation, and anyone who crosses these lines
crosses the will of God. But reading, as I argue above, is about the dividing and crossing of
boundaries. In fact, meditation is defined by Hugh of St. Victor primarily in terms of this
crossing. He writes, “Meditatio … nullis tamen stringitur regulis aut praeceptis lectionis.
Delectatur enim quodam aperto decurrere spatio, ubi liberam contemplandae veritati aciem
affigat, et nunc has, nunc illas rerum causas perstringere, nunc autem profunda quaeque
penetrare” (“Meditation … is bound by none of study’s rules or precepts. For it delights to range
along open ground, where it fixes its free gaze upon the contemplation of truth, drawing together
now these, now those causes of things, or now penetrating into profundities”).147 In meditation,
texts are plucked, combined, and recombined in creative ways. The Daniel-poet’s act of
meditative composition is an example of the very boundary-breaking he fears. And his fear is
warranted, for wisdom does not respect the lines communities use to draw their identities.
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In the Old English Daniel, wisdom is given a movable, unstable form. God “oft” sends
“halige gastas” (25a, 26b) (holy spirits), who attempt to give “wisdom” to his people (27b), but
they do not listen. The fact that this happens “oft” implies that the spirits do not stay where they
are sent. They are movable and removable, and they highlight the freedom of God to send
wisdom where he wills. Daniel is only able to interpret the dreams because a holy spirit is sent to
him (154-7). He is given an “eacenne gast” (powerful spirit) by which he has “snyttro cræftas”
(484b, 485b) (skill of wisdom). It may be true, as Harbus says, that by using the word “gast,”
which can describe a spirit as well as a person’s soul, the poet is demonstrating a belief in “the
divine potential of soul.”148 But the fact remains that wisdom is given by spirits who, like lore,
are removable entities, separate from the people of God. Here, as in the other poems examined in
this chapter, wisdom is the basis and threat of a community based on shared memory of lore.

Lore is distinguished from information or knowledge by the nostalgic value associated
with it.149 Nostalgia begins with rupture, a gap that arouses desire and that is bridged by drawing
together relics of a romanticized past. Being removable, proverbs and other types of lore are
textual relics which are able to become the materials of this nostalgic (re)construction. However,
the bricks of the construction can always be moved again; though they support, they also
threaten the structure. Precepts, The Order of the World, Vainglory, and Sólarljóð all emphasize
the reliquary status of the lore they contain in an attempt to arouse nostalgic desire for wisdom
and establish a community of the wise. The Old English Daniel, though not an instruction poem,
similarly attempts to construct a community, one that is based on the shared memory of biblical

148
149

Harbus, “Nebuchadnezzar’s Dreams in the Old English Daniel,” 505.
See above 30-34, 220-227.
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wisdom. In all of these works, however, the lines of community are threatened by what makes
them possible in the first place: the liminality, the in-between-ness of wisdom.
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“Jafnan spyrja menn at lokum” (Málsháttakvæði, 19.8) (“People always ask about conclusions”)
Chapter 7: Conclusion

To some biblical scholars, the biblical wisdom books—Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Job and
possibly others (such as the Song of Songs)—do not seem to really “belong” in the biblical
canon. For years biblical scholars have wrestled to find a place for these books in biblical
theology.1 Proverbs and Ecclesiastes are concerned with everyday life and strike some scholars
as secular and thus out of place in what is supposed to be a theological canon. How can
apparently random proverbs on domestic life and fairness in the marketplace possibly fit into
biblical theological schemes? The Qohelet goes one step further: his teachings seem not just
secular but even sacrilegious. He has the audacity, for example, to deny any meaningful life of
the soul after death: “Viventes enim sciunt se esse morituros; mortui vero nihil noverunt amplius,
nec habent ultra mercedem, quia oblivion tradita est memoria eorum” (Ecc. 9:5) (“For the living
know that they shall die, but the dead know nothing more, neither have they a reward any more:
for the memory of them is forgotten”). What, it might be asked, do sayings like this have to do
with a Jewish or a Christian theology? How do they fit into the grand narrative of God’s
salvation of first Israel and then the Church? The answer, more often than not, is that they do not
fit at all. Perhaps it is more than coincidence that all of the biblical wisdom books belong to the
last part of the Hebrew Bible to be canonized.2
A similar challenge, I believe is now facing scholars of Old English and Old NorseIcelandic literature. Our literary criticism and theories have been constructed on the foundation

1

Summaries of this struggle can be found in Murphy, The Tree of Life, 121–26; and
Clements, “Wisdom and Old Testament Theology.”
2
Scott, The Way of Wisdom in the Old Testament, 19.
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of a limited canon of texts, texts such as Beowulf or The Seafarer or the family sagas. The place
in the literary canon of the Maxims poems, Precepts, Alvíssmál, Vafðrúðnismál and other such
works is still unclear. Hansen, Cavill, and other scholars cited in this thesis have made valuable
inroads, but there is still work to be done. Part of the answer, I have argued, lies in a broader
understanding of wisdom. Wisdom is not limited to what might properly considered wisdom
literature; it is a cultural discourse that appears in even the “greatest” Old English and Old
Norse-Icelandic works. Any dichotomy, therefore, between the canonical Beowulf and “lesser”
texts such as the Maxims poems breaks down since both are bound by a shared discourse. By
studying not just wisdom literature but also wisdom in literature, it may be possible to begin to
see the important place of wisdom in the Old English and Old Norse-Icelandic corpuses.
What, then, is the place of wisdom? Where is it to be found? In this thesis, the attempt to
locate wisdom has led first of all to Ref, Heiðrek, and the Wanderer, all of whom attempt to
define themselves by a claim to wisdom, and all of whom are troubled by the fact that wisdom
cannot be claimed by any individual. As seen in wisdom list poems like Maxims I and II and
Málsháttakvæði, individual identity must be continuously negotiated with the community.
Wisdom list poems belong to the author and to the folk and to neither, as they present the
wisdom of the one and the many. The quest to locate wisdom then led to the caves of dragons
and the dwelling-places of giants. If an individual can never possess wisdom in its entirety, then
there will always be an excess, knowledge above and beyond our limits. Wise monsters, I have
argued, represent this excess. They are liminal beings who reside at the edges of understanding, a
place which arouses both desire and fear. This desire and fear is also at the heart of instruction
poems: attempting to create and cement a communal identity, the speakers seek to arouse desire
in the reader, a nostalgic longing for the wisdom of the wiser past, only fragments of which have
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survived into the present. Yet these same speakers also fear that wisdom cannot be kept within
the boundaries of the community. Wisdom grounds and threatens identity because it is liminal,
both here and there, yet neither here nor there. It is a mearcstapa (border-walker) that is ever
between individuals, communities, and nations.
In the parable of the travellers, there was actually a fourth traveller, about whom I have
not yet spoken. This fourth traveller was with the others when they were invited to stay with the
chief, and he also listened to the chief’s proverbs, which amazed and confused him. When the
three travellers had been led away, the fourth traveller stayed behind. The chief offered him a
strange drink that tasted like mead, and then they sat together in silence for a while. The traveller
asked, “What is wisdom?” The chief took a sip of the mead-like drink, and then put his cup
down and stared into it. After a few moments, he looked up at the traveller. “Where is wisdom?”
he asked.
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